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Editorial 

Why should I revielof IBM type softlofare in 
Polvletter? Many of our readers have both 
Polv and IBM compatible machines, and, like 
it or not, lofe lofi 11 eventually have to 
replace our Polv's. <Polv's closing this 
January is likely to hasten the process 
because repair service will be less 
available.> I have no"' accumulated no less 
than ten Poly's and expect to be able to 
keep at least one running for a long time 
yet. Don't fear, folks, Poly may be 
closing, but Polyletter ISN'T. 

Holofever, to help ease the transition for 
those of us lofho can't hold out forever, I 
'Wi II be on the lookout for IBM compatible 
software which provides the kind of qua I ity 
'We have come to expect of Poly softlofare. 
If any of you find IBM compatible soft'Ware 
'Which helps ease the transition, tell us 
about it so "'e can share it with other Poly 
users. 

Most effective Poly software lofas user 
lofritten by the pioneers in the field lofho 
were 'the first kids on the block 'With 
one'. We had to lofork to make the Poly lofork 
for us. But, lofhen "'e did, it 'Worked for us 
grandly. 

The new breed of computer user buys 
softlofare rather than writes it. In a 
sense, \o/e could say \o/e paid our dues lofith 
our early Poly softlofare so we are now 
entitled to get our IBM compatible soft'Ware 
the easy lofay <buy it>. 

Ho'Wever, we do have high standards as a 
result of where "'e came from. We expect 
good software to be economical in its use 
of both memory and disk-space. We expect 
it to be "clean" by not p.utting anything on 
the screen that isn't related to the 
immediate input/output required by the 
user. 

Most of all, "'e are accustomed to having 
software which does exactly lofhat "'e lofant it 
to do <after all, most of us 'Wrote our olofn 
to our olofn exact specifications>. 

So, let us share 'With each other 
information on any IBM compatible soft\o/are 
which seems to meet these high Poly 
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standards. Polyletter will also attempt to 
obtain any such suitable software at 
discount prices. 

LETTERS 

Dear Ralph: January 27, 1989 

I appreciate the information you offered 
during our recent 7:45 AM telephone 
conversation. 

I have an extra MS 8" 2-drive unit on 
another POLY. Under version 96, is there 
much involved with setting up both MS 
<affording 4 drives> to run off the same 
8813 ??? 

finally, another testimonial to the 
importance and immeasureable benefits from 
Polyletter. Your recent series on UNSAVEP 
and Bob's concerning machine code were 
enlightening, educational, practical and 
timely. My breadth of understanding has 
octupled and opportunities increased 
hexi-fold as the result of reading 
<studying> Polyletter. I hope both me and 
my equipment can hold out long enough unti I 
I can transfer all my "deadline" 
applications to an IBM clone and have the 
POLY for strictly developmental and 
educational pursuits. 

How about publishing a current listing 
of subscribers with their addresses and 
phone numbers? --- J. Earl Gi I breath, Jr., 
Savannah, GA. 

lThe 88-MS Users Manual is very sketchy, 
but the 8 inch contro Iler has three address 
lines going to the drive and the drives 
have 4 drive select lines. It seems to me 
that the two MS units can just be daisy 
chained together, and the drives addressed 
to 3 and 4 <2 and 3 if the drive address 
I ines are numbererd 0-3) on the second MS 
unit. All you would have to do is add a 
connector to the existing cable to the MS, 
or make up a longer cable with t'Wo, 
sufficiently spaced, connectors in the MS 
end of the new cable. As for the 
addresses, here they are. -- Ed . I 
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Poly Users 

Dr. Michael Aquino 8902 
Post Office Box 4507 
Saint Louis, MO 63108 

Arne I I K. Baker 8905 
4843 Hernandez Drive 
Guadalupe, CA 93434 
805-343-1897 

Joanne Bransdon 9900 
FOGHORN, FOG Users Group 
Post Office Box 3474 
Daly City, CA 94015-0474 
415-755-2000 

Mike Br'eza 8905 
109 Maplelawn, S.W. 
Wyoming, Ml 49508 
616-534-5573 

Dr. L. G. Briarty 8905 
Department of Botany 
Nottingham University 
Nottingham, GB NG7-2RD 

Thomas L Bucy 8905 
Bucy Die Casting 
633 South Glenwood Pl. 
Burbank, CA 91506 
818-843-5044 

Bob Bybee 8904 
Poly Peripherals 
5011 Brougham Court 
Stone Mountain, GA 30087 
404-498-3556 

Wi I I iam H Chaffee 8804 
1301 S.E. Riverside Drive 
Evansvi lie, IN 47713 
812-423-2145 

Fred Chambers 8903 
900 Glen OOak Drive 
Fairfield, AL 35064 
205-787-2200 

James Clay 8804 
243 Old Adobe Road 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 
408-371-3240 

Teresa Conant 8806 
Blair House Appartment # 502 
8201 16th Street 
Si Iver Spring, MD 20910 
301-588-7042 

F. Marc de Piolenc 8902 
4618-1/2 Pendleton Street 
San Diego, CA 92109 
619-272-1725 
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August L Flassig, Jr. 8902 
W9HXO 
75 Hi I !crest, O.D. 210 
Portage, IN 46368 
219-762-1632 

E K (Chic) Fox 8906 
116 Central Park South, 5B 
New York, NY 10019 
212-582-3524 

J. Earl Gi I breath 8906 
214 Mc Laws Street 
Savannah, GA 31405 
912-355-4415 

Fred Gohlke 9900 
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Amateur Computer Group of NJ 
Post Office Box 135 
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 
201-969-3544 

James Goodman 8905 
Datacare of Memphis 
Post Office Box 22908 
Memphis, TN 38122-0908 

Charles W Gross 8806 
3731 Steve Drive 
Marietta, GA 30064-1662 
404-426-7356 

Douglas Gurney 8804 
316 Chrystan Court 
Montgomery, AL 36109-3919 
205-277-1269 

Don Haywood 8904 
4225 Table Mountain Place 
Fort Col I ins, CO 80526 
303-229-0494 

Douglas A Henry, I I 8806 
30W 211 Claymore Lane 
Naperv i I I e, IL 60540 
312-355-6594 

Susan Hockert 8806 
Hockert Computime, Inc. 
5300 Royal 
Dal las, TX 75229 
214-321-5319 

Robert K Johnson 8902 
5303 Luwana Drive, S. W. 
Roanoke, VA 24018 
703-774-3979 

Robert L Jones 8906 
AD i rec t i ons , I nc. 
3222 North High Street 
Columbus, OH 43202 
614-885-7728 

Bob Kelso 
108 Bel le Chasse Drive 8903 
Lafayette, LA 70506 
318-981-1971 
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Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr. 9999 
Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Wi I I iamstown, MA 01267-2256 
413-458-8421 

Robert B Kirkley 8805 
707 Meadowick Drive 
Baytown, TX 77521 
713-427-5321 

Al Levy 9900 
The Stack, L . I . C.A. 
P.O. Box 71 
Hicksville, NY 11801 
516-293-8368 

Mitchel I S. Lippman 8905 
1295 Terrel I Mi 11 Rd. S101 
Marietta , GA 30067 
404-952-4152 

George Little 8806 
1850 Adanac Street Apt. 314 
Vancouver British Columbia 
Canada, V5L-2E3 
604-255-2300 

Kenneth Lowe 8903 
5936 West Zina Circle 
West Valley City, UT 84120 
801-969-7736 

Charles & Helen Mach 8804 
709 Bowman 
Irving, TX 75060 
214-259-7964 

George & Reva Mack 8906 
8224 Ravinia Road 
Fort Wayne, IN 46825-3431 
219-489-6638 

John Mate lock 8906 
155 Dale Avenue 
Cambridge Sprgs., PA 16403 
814-398-2795 

Thomas E Mi Iler 8805 
1198 Azora Drive 
Deltona, FL 32725 
305-574-6361 

Ronald C Moffatt 8905 
126 Suellen Drive 
Rochester, NY 14609-3221 
716-482-1136 

George D Monti I Ion 8902 
G D M Associates 
351 Fleming Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45215 
513-761-1565 

John R Neal 8903 
Post Office Box 550127 
Dal las, TX 75355 
214-340-1464 
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Russ Nobbs 9002 
Rings & Things 
Post Office Box 450 
Spokane, WA 99210-0450 
509-624-8565 

Sirous Parsaei 9999 
PolyMorphic Systems 
805-967-4423 

Constantin Pavloff 8902 
1726 Horn Avenue 
Richland, WA 99352-2314 
509-946-6553 

James P. Purvis 8902 
501 Northpointe Pkwy, #316 
Jackson, MS 39211-2357 
601-956-0668 
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Robert+Rose Quinn Prater 8805 
Post Office Box 163356 
Austin, TX 78716-3356 
512-444-5229 

Percy Roy 8904 
11228 94th Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada, T5G-1G9 
403-468-5831 

James Salinger 8902 
James Salinger & Associates 
P.O. Box 37245 
Cincinnati, OH 45222 
513-531-3106 

Douglas R Schirripa 8902 
Post Office Box 127 
Ionia, NY 14475-9708 
716-657-7437 

Robert L Schwartz 8902 
Schwartz & Schwartz 
906 Main St. #405 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
513-241-3447 

Tim Scully, Ph.D. 8903 
Mendocino Microcomputers Inc 
32191 Albion Ridge Rd. 
Albion, CA 95410 
707-937-5001 

John G Sparti, D.O. 8805 
Dal las Family Practice Ct 
318 Main Street 
Dal las, GA 30132 
404-445-6140 

R Conway Spitler 8806 
943 North Oak Avenue 
Fi I lmore, CA 93015 
805-524-1351 
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Charles Steinhauser 8906 
East Ponce de Leon Avenue 
Stone Mountain, GA 30083 
404-297-7579 

Gary A. Ster I ing 8903 
Rural Route 1, Box 220 
Hedrick, IA 52563 
515-661-2986 

Robert C Strick I in 8902 
Post Office Box 1931 
Dal las, TX 75221-1931 
214-528-3806 

Robert A Teal I 8806 
Bob's Industrial Electronics 
1720 North Sherman 
North Platte, NE 69101 
308-532-80 17 

Karl E Thomas 8902 
Thomas Electric Company 
145 Bond Street 
EI k Grove, IL 60007-1218 
312-956-6300 

Charles A Thompson 8806 
2909 Rosedale Avenue 
Dal las, TX 75205-1532 
214-368-8223 

Len Thomsen 8804 
Post Office Box 637 
Surrey, British Columbia 
Canada, V3T-5L9 
604-590-0047 

James J. Trahan 8901 
OSO Investments 
Post Office Box 217 
Oxnard, CA 93032 
805-487-2774 

J. Reid Turnquist 8902 
Post Office Box 2448 
Di I Ion, CO 80435 
303-468-2490 

Richard Wagner 8805 
The Centre Shepherd's Bush 
5416 Gaston Ave 
Da I I as , TX 7 5 2 1 4 
214-823-2021 

John J Warkentin 8805 
2248 San Remo Court 
Pittsburg, CA 94565 
415-439-9407 

Wi I I iam E. Wright 8805 
Post Office Box 570368 
Houston, TX 77257-0638 
713-975-1188 

Logic:: Fazni 1 ies 

Paye 

by Bob Bybee 

Percy Roy and others expressed an 
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interest in replacing some of the Poly's 
ICs, with CMOS chips. You asked for some 
explanation of what can be replaced, so 
here I go! 

Most of the parts on any Poly board are 
what's called TTL, for 
"transistor-transistor logic." These parts 
generally have numbers l i ke 7400, 74LSOO, 
or 74SOO. Any part that begins with a 74 
and ends with the same 2- or 3-digit number 
<in this case, 00) has the same LOGICAL 
function. All of the 74x00 parts l i sted 
above perform the function of a quadruple, 
2-input NANO gate . But they differ in 
speed, power, input loading, output drive , 
and input/output voltage levels <even 
though they all run off of +5 volts> . 

If you're going to substitute one logic 
family for another, it pays to understand a 
Ii tt I e a bout the various f am i I ies involved. 
Here is some background on each family 
member. 

7400: The patriarch of the TTL clan. Since 
Poly boards are old, you may see some 7400 
series stuff on them, but 7400 parts have 
mostly been superseded by 74LSOO . 

74LOO: Low-po\#er TTL. It was also slower 
than 7400, and is obsolete. 

74SOO: "Schottky" TTL, named for the 
inventor of the fast diodes which speed up 
the internal operation of these parts. 
They are much faster, use more power, and 
have higher input/output currents than most 
other TTL fami I ies. 

74LSOO: Lo\#-power schottky. Uses the fast 
diodes, but in a lower-po\tler design. The 
LS parts offer an excellent compromise 
between speed and power, and are probably 
the most common parts found in computers 
dating from Poly to today's systems. LS 
can genera I ly rep I ace 7400 parts anywhere . 

Al I of the above parts are sti 11 TTL, 
which are relatively high-power parts. If 
you're trying to reduce po\tler, you do need 
to go to a CMOS <Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor> part. CMOS parts generally 
use much lower power than TTL, but they are 
also not completely interchangable. Here 
are some CMOS fami I ies you may encounter . 

74COO: Obsolete, slow, and not 
interchangeable with TTL. 

74HCOO: A little slower than TTL, but uses 
different voltage ranges for input, and so 
is not TTL-compatible. 

74HCTOO: Similar to HC, but especially 
designed to use TTL-compatible voltages . 
Despite the fact that it's a little slower 
than 74LSOO parts, most boards can use 
74HCT parts as replacements. THIS IS THE 
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BEST CMOS PART TO USE AS TTL REPLACEMENTS. 

There are also some newer, faster, and 
more advanced logic fami I ies ava i I able now, 
both in TTL and CMOS technologies. You're 
not as likely to encounter these, but here 
they are anyway. 

74FOO: "Fast" TTL. Very high speed, fairly 
high power. Often can be used in place of 
74SOO parts. 

74ALSOO: "Advanced Low-Power Schottky" TTL. 
Not quite as fast as 74F, but close, and 
lowe r power. Also has low input loading 
and h igh output drive, which makes it a 
suitable <but expensive> substitute for 
7400, 74LS, and sometimes S. 

74ACOO: "Advanced CMOS". Fast, low-power, 
and not TTL-compatible. 

74ACTOO: Same as AC, but designed to be 
TTL-compatible. But a warning: ACT parts 
are so fast, and have wide voltage swings, 
that they can cause noise problems on 
boards not designed for them. 

In general, a part with a "C" in its 
name is CMOS, but unless it also says "T" 
<as in HCT), it's not TTL-compatible, and 
cannot be substituted for TTL. 

One question that came up was: do a 11 
parts have to changed at the same time, 
when going to CMOS? Not if you use HCT. 
If you chose HC parts, you would have to 
change a 11 parts at once <since HC and TTL 
parts do not have compatible voltage 
levels>. but even that would be no 
guarantee that the board would work. 
Certain other components <RAMs, EPROMs, 
etc.) would not be compatible with the 
HC-fami ly parts. 

What would you gain by changing all your 
parts to CMOS? Well, the board would draw 
less power, therefore run cooler, and 
therefore your system might last longer. 
It won't make anything run faster, or get 
better answers from your accounting 
package. 

When using CMOS parts, be extra careful 
any IC can be damaged by static 

electricity, but CMOS is even more 
susceptible than TTL. Always touch a meta I 
table, the Poly chassis, or SOMETHING, 
before touching an IC or a board. 

CBob can be reached at Poly Peripherals, 
5011 Brougham Court, Stone Mountain, GA 
30087, <404) 498-3556... Ed.1 

Cover your Keyboard 

0 n my des k s i ts a T I - 5 9 p r o g ram ma b I e 
calculator, nested neatly on its PC-100C 
print cradle. Both are covered by a dust 

cover designed to fit perfectly over the 
two as a unit. On the computer table next 
to my desk sits my Keytronic 5151 Dvorak 
keyboard with its perfectly fitting dust 
cover. It has always annoyed me that I 
can't get a dust cover which is 'just the 
right size' for my Poly keyboard . 

Well, this last month I took matters 
into my own hands and made a cover for my 
Poly Keyboard It . It took a little 
experimenting, but it came out pretty neat. 
I can't take all the credit, since I gave a 
keyboard to my mother and asked her to make 
one for me. Well, her cover fit more 
loosely than I wanted. After all, the Poly 
is only 13 and still needs room to gro'W. 
Sorry Mom, I couldn't resist that . I 
looked at what my mom had done and decided 
that I could do it too. 

Well, I made my cover from a piece of 
thin leather I had purchased for another 
project. But, Naugahide or some similar 
material would be just as suitable. First, 
I traced the end of the keyboard; then I 
added a 1/4 inch border around the tracing 
for the top, front, and back of the 
tracing. This 1/4 inch extra provides 
material for the seam when it is sewn to 
the top of the cover. Next, I stretched a 
piece of aluminum foil over the top of the 
keyboard to get a pattern. It turned out 
that the span across the keyboard is just 
10 inches. I am using Keyboard II, which 
is 13-3/4 inches wide, so I made a paper 
pattern 10 inches by 14-1/4 inches <adding 
1 /4 inch on each end for the seam). Next, 
I found a piece of thin leather and cut out 
the three peices to match the pattern. I 
was careful to make sure the end pieces 
were cut facing the correct direction. <In 
se'Wing, the "face" of the material is the 
surface which is to be exposed or seen when 
the piece is finished.) 

At this point I got out my trusty sewing 
machine and tried to sew the end pieces to 
the cover along the 10 inch edges . It 
turned out that trying to sew around the 
rounded corner of these end pieces was 
nearly impossible. I remembered that 
notches are cut in materi a Is where corners 
are sewn. So, I took a careful look at the 
end pieces and made right angle notches 
where the corners are . I also made 1/4 
inch slits in the appropriate places on the 
edges of the top piece. It turns out that 
those slots are just 2-3/4 inches from one 
end and 1-1/4 inch from the other end. 
<See the pattern.) 

Sew, <ha ha> here's how you can make 
your own cover for the Poly Keyboard. You 
will need a piece of material 'Which is 10 
inches wide and, depending upon whether you 
have Keyboard II, or Keyboard Ill, 18-1/4 
or 21-3/4 inches long. Thin leather, or 
Naugahide, or any other suitable <to your 
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t astes) material will do. 
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LEFT END 
( f a c e) 

---- - ---- --

First cut the top piece. 

Keyboard I I 
Keyboard I I I 

10 by 14-1/4 
10 by 17-3/4 

The remaining piece should be 10 i nches by 
4 inches. This '#ill be enough to provide 
the two end pieces, but it is best to make 
a paper pattern for those pieces. Trace or 
c~t out the pattern in figure 1. When we 
I ay the two pattern pieces on the remaining 
fabric, be careful to orient them so that 
the result i ng fabric pieces w i l l have the 
proper side facing out. Figure 1 shows the 
proper orientation. 

Next, lay out the top piece so that the 
10 inch ends are to your right and left . 
You '#ill be cutting 1/4 inch slots in the 
end 1-1/4 inches from the front and 2-3/4 
inches from the back on both sides . !=>P.e. 
fin oi :-C? 2 for the toqatio n of th ese slots . 

i t BACK .... 
"I 3 .. 3 

i ~- J. 1 I i ~ I I,.; C-.- + i' ' ,, 
~ )._ I 

~ 

'i 5L.o-,- TOP ::0 I 
H 

( f ace) q 

I 
::r; 
1-3 

8 
µ.., ! 
rx:l I •I 

I ...:I ii 1 S°LC( 
I 5LO) 

'/ 
i ~ I 

I 
- , rl FRONT ,, - - 1 

I t- 1 ~ I !- _t- 1 1 ; I 

F j gu r e 2. 

Once these p i eces are cut out, you can 
sew them together to make your cover . 
Place the top face down <with the 1-1/4 
inch slots away from you> and place the 
I eft end piece on top of the top, with i ts 
face up. Align the 1-1/4 inch edge with 
the 1 -1 /4 inch port i on of the top. See 
f iq11re 3. 

LEFT END 
(face ) 

TOP T 
I 
' (underside) 

- -t- ----J 
Figure 3-
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Sew the two pieces together along the 
1/4 inch margin line. Next, bend the end 
around so you can a Ii gn the 2-3/4 inch edge 
with the 2-3/4 portion of the top; it will 
be necessary to fold the top over itself to 
do this. Sew these two portions together 
along the 1/4 inch margin. See figure 4. 

LEFT END 
(face) 

Figure 4-

TOP 

(undersi de ) 

Next, align the 1emaining 6 inch edge of 
the end with the remaining 6 inch edge of 
the top and sew them together along the 1/4 
if"ch border . S':(' figure 5-

LEFT END 
(face ) 

(face) 

Figure 5. 

TOP 

(underside) 

The other end is just the mirror image 
of the process. I also used a zig-zag 
stich on the three exposed tabs on each 
end. To really finish the task with a 
classy ending, 1/4 inch seam binding should 
be affixed to all the protruding edges. Do 
e~ch end first, bending the binding around 
the slots in the corners. The , starting 
in t !1e middle of the back, attach one run 
of binding all around the bottom edge. 
With the finished product, once again, the 
Poly out-classes the clones. 

Erchequer 

I recently received a copy of a program 
for the IBM-PC and compatibles which is a 
check writing and checkbook accounting 
program. I tried out the program and found 
it extremely easy to use. While I don't 
use my computer to write checks, I do keep 
track of my accounts on it. Exchequer 2.0 
is written by Left Coast Software, P. o. 
Box 160601, Cupertino, CA, 95016-0600, and 
retails for $49.95 plus $3.00 shipping. 

According to Left Coast, Exchequer runs 
on any IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 compatible 
computer running DOS 2.0 or higher and 
works with any graphics adapter. It 
requires about 230K of available memory and 
can run in a single floppy environment. 

The "top level" organization is composed 
of the three main files that comprise an 
account. These consist of the check 
register itself, a file of memorized 
checks, and a file of categories which can 
be assigned to each check or transaction. 
CA transaction can be split by assigning 
parts to different categories.) The beauty 
of the system is that the working display 
of these files LOOKS LIKE a persona I check 
register being displayed on the screen. It 
is familiar and easy to understand. 

Exchequer makes maximum use of the 
function keys. 

Each display shows the function key 
commands in one line at the bottom of the 
screen. CA built-in self-help facility.) 
Here's the function key "menu" structure 
which shows most of what the program can 
do. Each indentation is a sub-menu. 

fl - Quit <Save data files and return to DOS> 
f2 - Setup 

Print Test Check 
Set Drive/Directory 
Set Today's Date 
Set Starting Check lumber 
Modify Progra• Defaults 

Default account name 
Default drive/directory 
changes betveen autosaves 
Printer for reports 
Printer for checks 

Modify Check Layout 
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f3 - Account 
81lance/Reconcile Account 
Open lev account 
Load Existing Account 
Bactup Account Files 
Modify Account Data 

Account la11e 
Account lumber 
Account Description 
Category Filena11e 
Chects f i I ena1e 
Chect Layout Data 
<plus printing options> 

Roll Account Forvard 
f4 - Category Screen 
FS - Mellorized checks Screen 
F6 - Check Register 
f7 - Delete ~ighlighted ite11 
re - Modify Hight ighted ite11 
f9 - Add/Save 
F10 - Reports 

Check register 
-Sorted by category 
-Sorted by payee 
-S ingle Category 
-Single Payee 
Uncleared Checks 
Category Totals 
lnc011e/Expense Report 
List of llellorized Checks 
List of Categories 

,. Page 

Al I reports can be selected to be sent to 
the Printer, the Screen, or to a File. 

The overall design of the system is to 
allow the user to print checks and have 
each check added to the check register 
automatically -when it is printed . It also 
allows tagging memorized checks for batch 
printing . 

To print checks one selects the check 
screen '#ith function key F5. Checks to be 
pr i nted can be tagged '#ith the space bar. 
Then one uses function key F10 to print the 
checks. The program -will print each check 
in turn. When a check is printed it is 
automatically added to the check register. 
When no more tagged memorized checks are 
left, the program presents a blank check 
form to allo'# printing checks -which have 
not been memorized. Memorized checks can 
include deposit and -withdraw! transactions 
as '#el I . 

No'#, I noted '#ith pleasure that the 
categories screen can be brought up at 
almost any time and can even be updated by 
adding , deleting, or changing '#henever it 
is brought up. So, I can create a new 
category even '#hi le I am '#riting checks . 
<The ESCape key returns to the previous 
process . > It is also possible to memorize 
a check while '#riting one. 

In my case I was entering checks I had 
prev i ously w r itten and used the register 
screen as my base of operations. The 
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addition process is simple because i t 
automatically supplies the next check 
number and the last used date. Even 
changing the date is painless: entering a 
slash skips to the next date field . 

I did encounter one minor annoyance . I f 
one is making changes using the F8 opt i on, 
and one h i ts the PgUP or PgDN key , '#h i ch 
norm a I ly moves to the next or previous 
record, before hitt i ng the F9 <save> key, 
the changes are lost . Personally, I think 
the system ought to beep and '#arn the user 
that any changes made -were not saved . I 
just had to learn to always press the F9 
<save> key before moving to another record. 

Now, after entering all my checks for 
1988 and creating a bunch of categories to 
assign them to, I printed the check 
register sorted by categor i es. It really 
made gathering information for my Item i zed 
tax return easy. Also, the Abstract 
Systems account -was easily summarized i nto 
the categories needed for the schedule C 
portion of the tax return . 

Anothe r great feature is the Balance I 
Reconcile Account option under F3. One 
scanns through the register and uses the 
space bar to mark as cleared the checks and 
other transactions '#hich have cleared the 
bank. You enter the bank statement balance 
and Exchequer -wi 11 add up a 11 the uncleared 
checks and deposits and prepare the figures 
needed to reconcile or balance the 
checkbook. It sure beats looking back 
through the register for all those mi ssing 
check marks and manually copying and adding 
a 11 those numbers! Exchequer does i t a 11 
for you at one stroke. 

Even though I don ' t print checks on my 
computer, I found the software very easy to 
use, and quite adaptable to my needs. Wi th 
this ease of operation hardly any 
references to the manual is needed . 
However a thoroughly complete manual of 61 
pages was supplied on disk with the system . 

Exchequer can be ordered direct from 
Left Coast for $49 . 95 plus $3.00 shipp i ng 
($52.95), or through PolyLetter for $45 
<10% discount and no added shipping . > 

In the Public Domain 

Our next public domain d i sk i s the 
Abstract Systems implementation o f 
FIG-FORTH. FORTH i s most interesti ng as i t 
has characteristics of an interpreted 
language, a compiled language, and an 
operating system all in one . The rA:Sl 
implementation interfaces FORTH to the Po ly 
without replac i ng the Poly operat ing 
system. 

BASIC has a fixed number of keywords 
like "PRINT" , "REM", "RUN" , "LET", " FOR" , 
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etc. Some of them may only be executed at 
the BASIC prompt (">") like "RUN"; some may 
only be executed within a running program 
like "NEXT", or "STOP"; and some may be 
executed within a program or from the 
prompt. For example PRINT may be executed 
in either way. 

FORTH has a dictionary with a variable 
number of keywords. At any time one can 
create a new keyword with the colon 
definition . Once a new keyword or FORTH 
definition has been created, it can be used 
in any new definitions. That would be like 
each BASIC program name being added to the 
I ist of BASIC keywords. 

Disk PGL-V-29 his 44 files on it, 18 free entries. 
348 sectors in use, O sectors deleted, 2 sectors free. 
size Ni11e. 

4 SYSTEM.SY 
I GO.TX 
5 VLIST. TX 
7 DOC. TX 

3 F1sg.OV 23 FORTH.GO 1 TEST.FX 
8 flSq.AS 5 Fl.FX 4 8-0UEEIS.FX 
2 KEY .FX 1 DOil.TX 1 FIG-FORTH.TX 
5 prin-for-1Sg.AS 2 prin-for-.sg.GO 

PGL-V-29 is an interpreter for the 
FIG-FORTH implementation which has been 
modified to use the PolyMophic Systems disk 
operating system. The LOAD command has 
been modified to allow LOADing a FORTH text 
source program from disk. The syntax is: 
LOAD Fi le-name.FX <FX for FORTH TEXT>. The 
system has been modified to provide an 
error message overlay, and the familiar 
Poly CTRL-W, CTRL-X routines are supported. 
Documentation on FORTH itself is not 
included, however is available from the 
FORTH Interest Group <address included>. 
The details of the PolyMorphic Systems 
implementation are included. A demo 
application <computing a general quadratic 
equation) is included. 

Bug Notes 

Abstract Syste1s Buglote 017.0 April I I, 1983 

Sia . PS <for Printers 37 thru 42) 

Sic.PS has a design bug in the input 
routine. Whenever the receive buffer is 
full, incoming characters are simply 
" thrown away". The Sio driver was written 
without any provision to drop DTR or RTS 
when the incoming character buffer is fu II. 
Sio does NOT program the 8251 USART to stop 
incoming data by dropping DTR or RTS. For 
h~rdware handshaking, the RTS line from the 
Poly must be connected to the Printers CTS 
line so the printer can be sent a 'busy' 
signal. Sio does not send a busy signal; 
it gets the character and throws it away. 

What does this mean in practical terms? 
Programs which read data from printer 
devices such as two way terminals and 
printers with keyboards can lose incoming 
data. This is particularly true for high 
baud rates . Terminals which can transmit 

an entire screen of data at high baud rates 
wi 11 over-run the program reading the data 
from the printer driver <Sio). Characters 
will be lost. At 9600 baud, a machine 
language program <Download.GO> which loops, 
simply reading a character and putting it 
in memory loses about 2/3rds of the data. 
Less is lost at lower baud-rates, with no 
loss at 1200 baud. Programs which are 
slower than a machine language downloader 
<BASIC or other high level language 
programs> will lose proportionally more 
data. 

June 23, 1983 

Abstract Systems has a modified version 
<sio.PS> which corrects this bug. 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. <The entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec . > 

HELP C(JIQID Printer 
HELP file for systl!tl cOlllind "Printer• 

The "Printer• cOllllind selects i printer or executes a printer 
sub-co.and. 

Syntix is : "Printer <Ra.lie or COlllind>" CRETURI) 

"Printer• I ists COlllinds ind knovn printers. 
COlllinds: LOG llOLOG SET SHOW 
Knovn printers: lull Screen File prisa X2 

"Printer <na11e> 0 connects the device Cilled <na.11e>. 
C"lul 1· and •screen• are syste11 devices.> 

"Printer lull" disconnects all devices. Characters vhich vould 
have gone to the printer are discarded. 

"Printer Screen• connects the video screen. Characters sent 
to the printer viii be displayed on the system screen. 

"Printer LOG" records all screen transactions on the printer. 
"Printer IOLOG" turns off Printer LOG. 
"Printer SHOW" displays the current page para11eter settings. 

Lines per page Cfor1 size>: 
Characters per I ine Cpage vidth): 
Lines for TOP 111rgin: 
Lines for BOTT<JI 111rgin: 
Offset for left EDGE: 

"Printer SET" allovs setting the page parameters. 

The 1ini11111 size needed for the systl!tl to recognize this 
COlllind is "Pr". Sub-cOlllinds or names 1Ust be spelled out. 
Example: To connect the systl!tl video screen, use "Pr Screen•. 

Advertising 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
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w i de by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches wide . Noncommercial ads by 
subscr i bers are free . 

FOR SALE: 400 4116 memory chips. $200 for 
the lot . Charles Steinhauser, 2213 
Voort:lees, A~t. 1Q2, ReEioAEio 8eaet:l , GA 
9()2']8, ~ Ad! I I 

.) ~e ne...; ct..res> ~ P,~i;.e. 1 . 

FOR SALE: Poly 881 o box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas , Texas 75205-1532 , Phone: 
<214)-368-8223 

Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

DISKS - ~EMS - P~ - SOflVARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $15 per box . 
2. Hayes Micr0110de11 100 <300 baud S-100 internal 110de11> $30 . 
3. H1yesSys 1ode11 softv1re <for the Micr0110de11 100> $30. 
4. IA:SJ Spell, a good spelling checker for $20. 
5. Abstract SystetlS Exec <Enh1nce11ents l bugs corrected> $35. 
6. Abstract Syste.s PrOIS <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected> $35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Vol1111es : $6 each : 5 or 10re - $5 each . 
8. Hayes s.art10de11 12008 <IBM co~pa t · b le internal> $75. 

Poly Letter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction 

Polyletter Editor 3nd Publ isher: Ralph Kenyon. Subscript ions: us $18.00 
yr ., Canada $20. 00 yr., Overseas $25 . 00 yr., payable in US dollars to 
Ralph Kenyon . Edi tor ial contributions: Your contributions to th is 
newsletter are always we1co11e. Art icles, suggestions, for articles, or 
questions you'd like answered are readily accepted. This is your 
newsletter; please help support it. Non-co1111ercial subscriber ads are 
free of charge. Polyletter is not affi liated with PolyMorphic syste11s. 

<Send $1.00 for a c011plete catalog--lfree vith any order! .> 
<Make check or 10ney order payable to Ralph Kenyon.> 

In This Issue 

Editorial 
Letters . 
Poly Users 
Logic Fam i I ies 
Cover your Keyboard 
Exchequer 
In the Pub I i c Doma i n . 
BugNotes - Sio.PS 
HELP co.t.1AND Printer . 
Advertisements 

Corning Soon 
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4 
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8 
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Modems and Communications software: More: 
BASIC for Beginners, System Progr ammers 
Notes, He Ip, BugNotes, Pub Ii c Domain 
Software, etc. 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked i n this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in. 

CLASS HAIL 

Ralph E Kenyon, Jr. 

Abstract Systems, etc 
191 White Oaks Road 
W1ll1amstown, MA 

EXP· 9999 
184 

01267-2256 

Back volumes of Poly Letter are av a i I ab I e at 
the same pr i ce as the previous subscr i pt i on 
r ate . <US $15 . 00 yr . , Canada $18.00 yr . • 
Overseas $20 . 00 yr . , payabhX in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon . > Individual i ssue s are 
also available ($3.50, $4.00, $5 . 00>. 

:. 
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Editorial 

In closing their doors, PolyMorphic 
Systems has been liquidating their assetts. 
I bought a large box of used disks, and can 
offer them at $.50 each. On some of the 
disks, there ""ere some goodies, including 
the Poly Meta compiler and a C like 
compiler called the Orange compiler. 
Sirous has consented to put these in the 
public domain, so they '#ill be organized 
and placed in future PGL volumes. If 
anyone is in a hurry for anything call me 
and I'll speed up the process. I still 
have l ots of stuff to go through, but it's 
mostly old system disk. Speaking of the 
PGL, I have condensed the listings of all 
the PGL disks and included that here for 
revie'#. It has been some time since '#e 
revie'#ed '#hat's avai I able. 

The Copyright issue has been in the ne'#s 
lately, and I have had some more thoughts 
on that also. 

Adverti:sing 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
'#ide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches '#ide . Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

IS YOUR POLY PRINTING TOO SLOW? 
» Quadram Microfazer Printer Buffers « 

64K - Expandable to 2M. 
List $299. Special to Polyletter Subscribers: 
Serial to Serial $99. Serial to Parallel $125. 

Extra memory avai I able - 256K - $180 
Al Levy Associates <516> 293-8368 

FOR SALE: 400 4116 memory chips. $200 for 
the lot. Charles Steinhauser, 404-297-7579 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box '#ith po'#er supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da II as, Texas 75205-1532, <214>-368-8223. 
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Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamsto'#n, MA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

DISKS - ~EMS - PRCMS - SOFTWARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- so.so each. 
3. Hayes Micr0110det1 100 <300 baud s-100 internal 110de11> S30. 
4. HayesSys 110det1 softvare <for the Micr0110det1 IOO> $30. 
5. IA:SI Spell, a good spelling checker for S20. 
6. Abstract Systl!llS Exec <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected> $35. 
7. Abstract Systl!llS PrOllS <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected> $35. 
8. PolyGlot Library Vol1111es: 96 each; 5 or 110re - SS each . 
9. Hayes Sllirtaodet1 12008 <IBM c011patible internal> S75. 
<Send $1.00 for a COllplete catalog--lfree vith any orderl.> 

<Mate chect or 110ney order payable to Ralph Kenyon.> 

111 fuorite DOS Programs 
by Al Levy 

Thanks for PolyLetter. You are 
certainly doing a great job! In response 
to your request for favorite programs under 
DOS: 

Program # 1 - Proconm - Modem 
Program # 2 - Quicken - Checkbook 
Program# 3 - Dataflex - Database 
Program# 4 - Where - Uti I ity 
Program I 5 Bro.,,,se - Uti I ity 
Program I 6 - Ventura - DeskTop Pub I ishing 
Program I 7 - Norton Uti Ii ties - Uti I ities 
Program# 8 - RENOIR - Uti I ity 
Program I 9 - STRIP - Uti I ity 

Program 11 - PROCOMM - Share'#are -
available to try for $2. I like Procomm 
for file transfers. It ';rlOrks great '#ith 
the poly at 1200 baud, and sometimes at 
faster speeds. On the l.B.M. side you use 
PgDn for receiving a file and on the Poly 
side use the PRint command. Step one is to 
set up a printer on the Poly using Setup 

$Setup 
New PC 
Similar to a Diab lo? N 
Understand Form Feeds? Y 
Understand TAB characters? Y 
Speed of printer (in BAUD>? 1200 
Blocking type device? N 
ASCII code for PAD character? 0 
Number of Pads after CR? O 
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Nt.ITlber of Pads after LF? 0 
Number of Pads after TAB? 0 
Number of Pads after BS? 0 

Default page parameters 
Lines per page (form size> 255 
Characters per I ine <page width> 255 
Lines for TOP margin? 0 
Lines for BOTTCM margin? 0 
Offset for LEFT edge? 0 
E <to exit setup) 

Page 

Pr PC - Exec conmand to setup this printer 
PR <DRIVE>FILENAME 

I am assuming that you have a null modem 
cable connecting the Poly serial port and 
the 1.8 .M. seria I port. 

Program #2 - Quicken - a cute, easy to use 
check book program <commercia I product). 

Program #3 - Dataflex - Heavy duty database 
- cost $700 - I've been using this for six 
years. Aint nothin like it on the market. 
Works similar to poly programs. Wrote 
stuff like this in BASIC on the Poly. It 
took months. Dataflex - 1/2 hour maybe. 
Really relational and because of the 
FLEXability I might spend months designing 
a system. Reports are automaticly 
generated and you can use up to TEN 
indices. Think of our pityful Mailist with 
just one . When I wrote for the poly I 
created indexes for various fields in a 
database and used Ralph Kenyon's Heapsort 
when data was entered or stored. In 
dataflex this is all automatic <no coding>. 

Program #4 - Where - A Public Domain 
Program which finds files on a hard drive 
<when you forgot where you stuffed them> 
or, displays duplicates etc. Very much 
l i ke Poly's "WHERE.GO". 

Program #5 - BROWSE - Also PD - Al lows one 
to view a file on the screen and do Page 
Up, Page Down, use the cursor keys etc. 
Unlike the Poly, IBM DOS scrolls to the end 
of the file unless you use "More" <UGH!> 
or hit CTRL/S. 

Program #6 - Ventura DeskTop Publishing. 
Here is where advanced technology shines. 
I ed i t a 40 page Newsletter for LICA <Long 
Island Computer Association> once each 
month . Text Files are read into "Pages". 
I usu a I ly type the text on the Poly and 
"Port" it over to the l.B.M. clone via a 
nu 11 modem and ProComm. I have an escape 
library on the poly to put in the proper 
commands to format each paragraph. This 
saves a lot of wrist action <you would have 
to Point &. Shoot with a mouse otherwise>. 

Program # 7 - Norton Utilities - too many 
features to go into here but well worth the 
money. A Super "Szap . GO" and "Recover" + 
" Undelete" and plenty of other good things. 
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Program # 8 - REND IR - Pub I ic Domain - The 
Geniusi at Microsoft who wrote DOS allow 
you to Rename a file, but not a directory . 
This PD program gives you that ability. 

Program # 9 - STRIP - strips out the high 
bit and creates an ASCII file from a 
WordStar file. <PD> 

Since am the librarian for LICA's 
Shareware and Public Domain disks, I can 
let any person who subscribes to PolyLetter 
have a copy of the catalog disks at $2.00 
each <+ shipping>. Write i f you are 
interested. 

Now for the commercial: 

I can transfer all data from Poly To 
l.B . M., Macintosh, Apple, or CP/M format. 
If you are using Mailist or some other 
Database I can write the software to run on 
l.B.M. Call <516> 293-8368 i f you are 
interested. 

Wbat•s Cop1rigbtable AnJlf•J? 
by Ra I ph Kenyon 

Look and Feel law suits have begun to 
appear regularly in the computer software 
industry. Lotus is suing companies which 
produce products having a similar 
appearance to their 1-2-3 . According to 
the Boston Business Journal on March 13, 
1989, Richard D. Bezjian, president of 
Mosiac Software, was quoted as saying 
"Lotus' whole argument is based on a single 
line. They're Clotusl saying you can't 
used the word 'move', the word 'work sheet', 
Corl the word 'file' . " 

The Journal also reported that a federal 
judge ruled in favor of Massachusetts 
Technologies, Inc, <MTI> who '#as suing two 
competitors for "copying its screen 
display". According to the Journal, 
pervious cases hinged upon the copying of 
source code, while this case depended upon 
the "look and feel" of the software package 
based upon its screen displays . 

The question of what is and what is not 
piracy has become quite controvertial, with 
large companies claiming the " look and 
feel" of their software should be the 
determining factor, while small upstarts 
claim that such a position inh i b i ts 
competition. 

It's beginning to look to me like the 
copyright laws are not the adequate vehicle 
for resolving these issues. The original 
model of the Copyright approach he l d t h at 
the program source code was copyrightab l e 
and protected from unauthorized copy ing . 
True to that model , scholars would be 
entitled to make one copy for resea rc h 
purposes. S i nce the r elation between 
source code and object code is essent i ally 
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fixed, copyright protection was soon 
extended to object code. Byte for byte 
copying was clearly piracy. 

Well, I agree that there are some 
significant issues involved. They center 
on the notion of intellectual property and 
the equity principle that a person ought to 
rece i ve a fa i r reward for his or her own 
work. 

The patent laws give an inventor the 
exclusive right to develop and profit from 
an invention for a certain period, unless 
the inventor gives up that right in certain 
ways . But, he/she is treated as being the 
owner of the right and may sell or transfer 
it. This "intellectual property" concept 
is being applied in the area of Software, 
but by using the Copyright laws instead of 
the patent laws. How come? Well, I 
conjecture that it is cheap and easy to 
register a copyright ($10), and a "common 
law copyright" need not even be registered. 
But, getting a Patent is another thing. In 
getting a patent, an extensive search of 
existing patents is conducted and a patent 
denied if one already exists for the 
proposed invention. There are other 
reasons for denial, as one cannot patent an 
idea which is the common property of the 
culture . It must be a new idea, and it 
must be first to be patentable. Once a 
patent is granted, ho'trlever, the product 
<device> is registered and just what aspect 
of it is specifically ne'trl is protected from 
copy infringement by legal penalties, which 
often include giving to the inventor all 
earnings a pirate has made from the device . 

By patent laws, an algorithm implemented 
i n a device \llould be patentable, and an 
improvement in the algorithm 'trlhich was 
implemented in a different device would 
also be patentable. 

So, I conjecture that sofware authors 
took the quick and cheap way out by 
choos i ng to avail themselves of the 
copyright laws instead of the patent laws. 
Think about it for a minute -- Copyright 
laws protect an individual from someone 
copying your printed or recorded work and 
selling it again without your permission. 
As I understand it <and I may turn out to 
be wrong> copyright laws allow copies to be 
made WITHOUT PERMISSION in the case of a 
single copy by a scholar for academic 
purposes . They may also make extract 
copies of sufficiently short pieces of the 
quoted work and include the quotes in new 
published works. 

In the case of Music, copyright has been 
extended to reproducing the work in any 
form, includ i ng singing it. A musician is 
supposed to get a royalty payment anytime 
another musician sings or plays the first 
musician's song or melody. These 

"volatileN cop i es perish i mmediately, and 
enforcing these copyright laws is a 
nightmare. ASCAP <the Association of 
Composers and Performers> has many 
representatives going around to clubs where 
I ive or recorded entertainment is featured 
and putting the bite on the proprietor to 
collect royalty fees for any songs played. 
On the other hand, Persons in their own 
homes, or in their private, non-commercial 
gatherin9s are left alone . Songs may be 
reproduced 'trlithout l i mit for private, 
non-commercia I, consumption, but may not be 
reproduced for commerc i al consumption 
without the payment of royalty fees. 

Now comes software. In truth, every 
time you run a program, you have just made 
a <volatile> copy of it in memory <not 
unlike singing a song> for immediate use 
and consumption. Making a backup copy of a 
program, like xeroxin9 your sheet music, 
seems to be ok, unless you do one of two 
things with it. If you sell the copy you 
violate copyright la'trls, and principles of 
equity by profiting from anothers work . If 
you give the copy away you also violate 
copyright laws and principles of equity by 
depriving the other of potential income 
from the sale they otherwise might have 
made. 

These law.s seem fairly adequate for 
exact copies of software source code. But 
what about cases where the code differs? 
Well, taking someone elses work and making 
minor changes to it reqires that the 
original author get the majority of benifit 
from any subsequent sales . Extensive 
redesign of a software package using the 
ori9inal software function as a model to 
produce a compatible product, but with 
independent effort seems, from the point of 
equity, to be something that the orig i nal 
pack a<Je designer shou Id not have the I i on's 
share of benifit from . This is a grey area 
which is well covered in Patent law 
structure, but not considered in the 
copyright law structure. The patent office 
has an e><amining board which makes the 
decision and either a new patent is i ssued, 
in which case the new inventor gets the 
entire reward, or a new patent i s not 
issued, in which case the new inventor does 
not get any reward entitlement <the 
original inventor is protected> . 

So , in the pa tent environment big money 
is spent up front to make a determ i nation, 
while in the copyright environment the 
issues are resolved by big money after the 
fact in the form of lawsuits. I n both 
cases, the advantage is held by those wi th 
the big money. 

Well, the little guys have set the stage 
by appealing to the copyright laws in these 
intellectual property issues, and have 
begun to feel the ambiguity in the process 
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as issues surface which don't properly seem 
to fit into the e><isting legal structure. 

The copyright laws allow one to design a 
printed layout and then prevent anyone else 
from selling it. But, the copyright law 
system does not provide a way of checking 
to make sure that printed layout is an 
original product. The benifit of the doubt 
is assumed and the burden of proof fa I Is to 
any cha I lengers of a copyrlghed form. Ok, 
the designers of software have begun to 
take the position that one of these forms 
being presented on a video display terminal 
is copyrightable. So, copyright protection 
is being sought for a portion of a software 
package, the display interface layout. 
But, there is a motive behind this effort. 

A new software product is released. 
Some hot-shot programmer tries it out and 
gets fed up with user-unfriendliness, 
waiting, and a host of other annoyances in 
terms of inputting data into the display 
form. This programmer says to him/her 
self, "Ha' I can do better than this." 
and sets out to write a system which is 
functionally equivelent, with the same data 
screen layouts, but with a much friendler 
user interface, and a much more efficient 
internal engine. So, he goes to market 
with it claiming his/hers is better than 
the original. Mind you, this programmer 
has never seen the source code for the 
original system, and has written the second 
system completely from scratch, but has 
incorporated the organization scheme for 
data entry into the program. 

Soon the original product manufacturer 
sees sales dropping and gets a copy of the 
new product, and sees that it runs rings 
around their original product. Do they go 
back to the drawing board and improve their 
Olin? Nope: they slap a lawsuit on the 
c Ione product producer. If we are I ucky 
the clone product producer wins, but not 
befor legal fees have dried up the funds 
for producing the product and we end up 
"'i th a leg it imate but unava i label product. 
A second outcome good for the consumer, is 
the clone producer sel Is his product to the 
original producer and the clumsy old 
product disappears. But what usually 
happens is that the hot-shot programmer, 
being of limited funds, settles for much 
less than is equitable: then the clone 
disappears, and the original product 
continues to frustrate users. A byproduct 
of this is increasing the credibility of 
look and feel lawsuits. 

The "look and feel" lawsuits take the 
position of the touring machine test. If 
it looks like a lamb, smells like a lamb 
and feels like one, then it is one. It 
doesn't matter whether it's suffed, I ive, 
or made of plaster. A lamb is a lamb is a 
lamb. It doesn't matter that philosophers 

have poked the touring machine test ful I of 
holes, and the nature of something cannot 
be determined by appearances. The big boys 
have learned that lawsuits are an effective 
way of affecting the ba I a nee sheet. We II, 
how much significance is there to 
similarity of appearance? Is is purely an 
arbitrary set of choices? I think not. 
Consider the Space Shuttle. 

Everyone looks at the Soviet Shuttle and 
says "Boy, doesn't that look familiar: did 
they just copy ours?" Well, NASA and the 
physicists shrug off the similarity by 
admitting that the Soviets probably did use 
some copied technology, but the main point 
of the matter is the fact that the laws of 
physics are the same for the Soviets as 
they are for us. And it's the laws of 
physics which determine what the shape of 
the shuttle must be. The overall "look and 
feel" of a shuttle is the same regardless 
of '<ilho designs it; a shuttle is a shuttle 
is a shuttle, and its apearance is 
determined by its function. 

Well, communications are also subject to 
laws, and the laws affecting communication 
determine what shape certain classes of 
messages must have. A person spends tens 
of thousands of dollars in getting an 
education. Part of that education is 
learning what the "e><perts" agree is the 
"correct" way to record certain kinds of 
i nforma ti on. Certified Pub I ic Accountants, 
in particular, have exacting specifications 
for exactly ho.., certain reports must "look 
and feel" to be correctly identified as 
"acceptable". Managers of companies learn 
these rules so well that they think in 
terms of the balance sheet format. We 
understand when we are making a profit in 
terms of whether the "bottom Ii ne" is in 
the black or not. 

Any piece of software which proports to 
be a tool for managers to use in getting a 
hold on the company position had better 
conform to the standard ways of presenting 
the data. Our paradigms are common to all 
of us and are public property. To present 
information in the shape of one of those 
paradigms is a necessary requirement for 
effective communication. We cannot "screw 
with" the word order in our sentences and 
expect to be understood. True, there are 
limited e><ecptions. We tolerate babies in 
the early period of their learning, but not 
for long: we soon correct them by insisting 
that they use the standard formats. 

In business communications no less is 
true: the presentation screens of business 
analysis software must conform to the 
accepted models for communication to be 
effective. But, those standard formats for 
data presentation, be they layed out the 
printed page, as in quarterly reports, or 
presented on a computer screen, as in LOTUS 
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1-2-3, must be conformed to. 

The order of and placement of the 
individual figures in the presentation 
display format, and the words that describe 
what is presented, as well as the words 
that describe the options the presentee may 
take are all dictated by the relatively 
rigid standards which come from CPA's, the 
IRS, and other authorities. 

One doesn ' t succeed in business unless 
one learns what the standard models are and 
ho'W to understand th e condition of the 
business using the information in these 
standard models. Look how pervasive the 
phrase "the bottom I ine" has become in our 
culture. There is no real option. The 
bottom line of the display must contain the 
information which we now ca 11 "the bottom 
line". There is no other effective 
communication choice. 

Fords and Chevies don't have their brake 
and gas pedals on opposite sides. There is 
a standard which all must adhere to. While 
it is true that the standard may be 
somewhat arbitrary, it is, never the less, 
there, and must be responded to. What, on 
the other hand, is connected to the brake 
and gas pedal is an entirely different 
story. More efficient engines, faster 
response times, turning ratio ' s, etc, are 
all parameters by which automobile 
performance is measured and compared; pick 
up any issuer of Car and Driver . 

Software which conforms to the only 
<unwritten?> business information 
presentation standard in existence and 
which uses the the correct terms in the 
language to describe the display and the 
user's options can also be compared by 
various performance parameters. How much 
computer memory is used by the system, how 
fast it responds, how user friendly 
mistakes are processed, etc., are all 
parameters by which software performance is 
measured and compared. 

All this "look and feel• litigation is 
just plain rediculous. Fords, Chevy's, and 
Chrystler's all have a similar "look and 
feel" because the manufacturers are 
constrained by the same physical laws, and 
the limited variation among human beings, 
as well as the <albit arbitrary> same 
standards for how people use automobiles. 
Form is determined by function. 

No less is true in software design. The 
form of the communications interface 
between people is constrained by standards, 
physical constraints, and how the user 
needs the information presented so that 
that user may understand and respond 
properly to the information. 

How can these companies copyright a 

format that has been in use on paper by 
CPA's for decades? Communications 
interface standards in human communication 
is part of our public heritage. We 
communicate effectively to the extent that 
we learn and adopt the standards, and no 
one has a monopoly on any of these 
standards. 

Human Factors Engineering has begun to 
extend its domain to how humans interface 
to information processing systems. 
Professor Jefferson Koonce of the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst 
stated that these presentation systems are 
constrained by the experts' lusers'J models 
of the process. "In designing the system 
we first find out what the model is the 
expert has in his head for understanding 
the process. Then we design the 
instrumentation to display the information 
in the manner that the experts' model cal Is 
for." 

The movies depict elaborate control 
panels in nuclear power plants which show a 
miniature picture of the plant itself. 
Nuclear power plant operators cary a 
miniature picture of the plant in their 
minds; the display corresponds directly to 
that mental picture. My own experience in 
Submarines conforms to this requirement. 
Display panels show the posit i on of the 
planes and the attitude of the submarine, 
which are the significant pieces of 
information when it comes to trim, 'Which is 
the Diving Officer prime responsibility. 
The information display system must conform 
to this model to be effective. Similarly, 
Airplanes have attitude display instruments 
which fit the aviator's mental picture of 
the plane in the sky. 

A spreadsheet program must present a 
picture of the company which strictly 
conforms to the manager' s mental picture of 
the company, and that picture is determined 
by the report formats which have been used 
by CPA's and the IRS for decades. The idea 
that a spreadsheet program designer can 
copyright this standard communications 
interface format is overextending the 
concept of copyright. 

It cannot be that the standard elements 
of communication in a particular field are 
subject to copyright. If 'We allow that, 
soon no one will be able to repeat 
another's sentence without giving copyright 
notice. 

In the Publio Domain 

Our next public domain d i sk i s full of 
Abstract Systems util i ty programs , 
including many source files . 

Disk PGL-V-30 his 35 files on it, 26 free entries. 
350 sectors in use, O sectors deleted, O sectors free. 
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Sizt lille. Sizt 11111. Sizt 11111. Sizt 11111. 
7 Stltct .GO 50 Selec.t .AS 1 YSeltct .eo 1 HELP.GO 
4 HF.OX II YStlect.DC 2 Se1rcb.GO 17 St1rch.AS 

19 tlACROS.SY 5 ASCII .SY I SYSTOl.SY 3 Rt,l1c1.GO 
11 R1pl1c1.AS 4 Repl1c1.0C 2 testore.GO 11 lestore.AS 
3 Re•uild.GO 9 Reb•ild.AS 4 KELP.AS 2 leSt1rt.AS 
I Restart.GO 5 Nowe .GO 29 Nowt.AS 1 Sell.GO 
I Bell .AS 1 PAIEL.GO I PAIEL.AS 5 VOl, AS 
I VOL.GO 3 pra1.GO 15 pr11.AS 7 loop.AS 
I Loop.GO I Abort.GO 3 Abort.AS 

Abort .GO is a program to use in a command 
file which checks for a key-stroke before 
going on to the next command. This program 
allows setting up an "infinite loop" 
command file which calls itself as the last 
command. Abort a I lows an orderly way to 
exit the command file by checking the 
keyboard buffer to see if any key has been 
struck. If no key has been struck, 
Abort.GO continues and a I lows command file 
mode to continue. If a key has been struck 
it ends command file mode. Abort.GO does 
not alter USER or system memory, so can be 
used in conjunction with interrupted BASIC 
programs. 

Bell.GO is a program for use as the last 
command in a command file. It sends a 
ASCII 7 <the bel I character> to the printer 
every 1/4 second to let the operator know 
that a long process has completed. 

HELP .GO is a program that searches for a 
text file of help information and displays 
it on the screen. The help files may be on 
any drive. 

Loop.GO is for use in a recursive command 
file. The first time it ls executed, it 
saves the count in system memory. Each 
time it is executed again, it Counts down 
the number of times the command file has 
executed and exits when the count gets to 
zero. Loop.GO loads and executes in the 
directory area so as not to change any user 
or system memory. Loop should be the first 
command in the file, and the last command 
in the file should call the file again. 

Move.GO is a utility program for moving a 
file from one location to another. It 
combines COPV and DELETE in one operation. 
In DISABLED mode it won't move system 
files. In ENABLED move it will move system 
files. The 'tllild card "•" may be used for 
destination file of the same name. A handy 
utility for rearranging disk space which is 
much faster than using FUTIL when only a 
few files are to be moved. Move can be 
invoked with file names on the command 
line, or in a prompted loop <similar to 
SCOPY>. 

PANEL.GO is a program which simulates the 
CTRL-Z interrupt and invokes the front 
panel. It can be used to bring up the 
front panel from a command file. 

pram.GO sets the printer parameters from 
the keyboard. It loads in the directory so 
as not to change the user program. pram.GO 
can run fully menu driven like the Printer 
SE T co mm a n d o r ca n be r u n w i th t h e 
parameters on the command line. 

Rebui Id.GO is a program to enter names in a 
directory. It was designed to help with 
rebui I ding a directory. 

Replace.GO is a system developer's utility 
which replaces one program with an updated 
version having the same name and size <from 
another drive>. Replace.GO copies the new 
version into the same disk area used by the 
old version. This program is ideal for 
installing modified versions of system 
overlays or other programs which need to be 
near the directory <to minimize look-up 
time>. It is also useful for replacing a 
crashed program with a good copy from the 
backup disk. <Saves a lot of copy and pack 
operations.> 

Restart is a program that resumes an 
aborted command file. It assumes that a 
command file has been started and was 
aborted <Cmdf Abort>. After "Restart" is 
keyed in, the next command in the command 
file will be executed and command file mode 
will continue. Restart only works from 
Exec. If no command file was active, 
Restart returns to Exec. Restart loads and 
executes in the directory so as not to 
affect other system and user areas . 
Restart cannot restore programs wh ich take 
control of the CTRL-Y interrupt. In only 
restores the command file mode flag and 
allows continuing the command file with the 
next command. Restart.GO does not alter 
USER or system memory, so can be used in 
conjunction with interrupted USER programs. 

Restore.GO is a disk system utility 
which reads and rewrites an entire diskett. 
Stray magnetic fields may cause a gradual 
weakening of the magnetic pattern written 
on the diskette. Sectors which have not 
been re-written in a long time may be 
subject to a gradual loss of data. 
Restore.GO reads and rewrites a 11 used data 
areas, restoring the magnetic pattern to 
full strength. It cannot recover areas 
which have been dammaged, or are otherwise 
unreadable by the system. The starting 
sector may be specified. Restore exits on 
ESC or on an error. 

Search.GO is a program to search text files 
for lines containing with the given text. 
It asks for a file name, and a search 
string. It then searches the file for 
lines containing the supplied string , and 
displays the matching lines on the screen. 

Select.GO is a general file utility program 
which searches an input data file of fixed 
length records for a specified character 
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string. It asks for all necessary inputs . 
The output is versitile .. . you can select 
a copy of the data record containing the 
match, or just it's position in the file. 
You also have the choice of output to the 
Screen, the Printer or to create an output 
data file containing the output. The 
output files are compatable with BASIC. 

VOL.GO reads and displays the disk name for 
the selected drive . If no drive number is 
given, VOL process the drive in SYSRES. If 
VOL.GO gets an error from Oio, it displays 
the error in place of the name. Example 
for "No disk or door open." VOL.GO loads 
and executes in the directory to prevent 
trashing user programs, so can be used from 
an interrupted program. 

VSelect.GO is a general file utility 
program which searches an input data file 
of fixed length records which also have 
variable length f i elds (marked by carriage 
returns> within records for a specified 
character string within the field. 
VSelect.GO is an enhanced version of 
Select . GO. The ability to handle variable 
fields , such as might be created with the 
BASIC WRITE command, is the only diference 
between Select . GO and VSelect.GO. 
Select.GO 

PolyGlot Library 

Disk of the 10nth APR-80 his 5 files on it. 
2 COUIT.GO 1 COITROL-U.GO 7 CALEIOAR.BS 
4 READ-THIS.TX 

Disk of the 10nth AUG-80 his 33 files on it . 
2 POP.GO 8 SZAP.GO I Cursor.GO 
8 COPYALL.BS 4 MOVE.BS 2 RO(J(.GO 
3 POKE.BS 5 COPY-SUB-DIR .BS 2 Cursor.OT 
1 BIG-LllE.BS 2 MIRROR .GO 3 DUP .GO 

Disk of the 110nth JAi-Bl his 25 files on it. 
37 SORT-DENO.BS 44 OENO-STRllGS.DT 6 MAZE.GO 
17 READABILITY.BS 38 GEIE.BS 44 IKllE-llVEITORY.BS 

Disk of the 10nth MAR-Bt his 33 files on it. 
5 TABBER.BS 7 FITlllER.BS 7 PEEK-O!llP.BS 
3 Tran.OV 7 TRAl-OOC.TX 2 TRAl-TEST.BS 

Disk of the 10nth MAY-81 his 32 fi les on it. 
13 BIOAHYT~.BS 35 BATTLESHIP.BS t5 HAIGNAl.BS 
2 SPIRAL.BS 1 ART.BS 22 BACKGMll>l.BS 

19 HAIGMAl-11.BS 31 ROULLETTE.BS tO FROGS.BS 

Disk of the 110nth JUL-Bt his 27 files on it. 
3 READ.GO 5 COUIT.GO 5 FLIES.BS 12 llPUT.BS 

Disk of the 110nth DEC-et has 31 files on it. 
17 SLOT.BS 22 BACKGMllOl.BS 9 l«>Ol-LAIOER.BS 
6 ARTIL.BS 22 Sex-Appeal.BS 

Disk of the 10nth MAR-B2 his 15 files on it . 
6 letter.TX 12 Leaflet .TX 132 VM.VM 

33 lllTIAL.GO 2 FETCH .GO 1 PUICH.GO 
1 Bchr .OV 7 BCHR-OENO.TX I bchr-detlO.GO 
2 BCHR-TEST .BS 

Disk of the 110nth JUL-82 has 31 files on it. 
6 SOIA.GO 3 FllO.GO 16 FllD-l-SDIR-llfO.TX 
5 OX.GO t FPL .GO 3 C()ll[ITS-BOVLllG.TX 

44 BOVLllG.BS 47 TEXT-TAAi.BS 18 TEXT-TRAl-llFO.TX 
3 TEST.TX 2 TEST2.TX 23 MASTERNllD.BS 

1 CHAIGE.GO 2 July.XO 4 MasterMind-lnstructions.OT 

Disk of the 110nth MAR-83 has 12 files on it . 
38 DATA-SORT.BS 36 ADO-A-BASE .BS 82 DATABASE .TX 
1 CREATE-IT.TX 1 DIRECTORV .TP 1 DIRECTORY.DR 

94 OATA-EITRY.BS 5 BASES.GO 6 SCAl.GO 
2 SllFFALL .GO 4 ADDRESS .DX 

Disk of the 110nth JUL-83 has 12 files on it . 
73 DIS80-SRC.TX 19 DIS80.GO 20 DIS80- llFO.TX 
8 SYSTEM.SY 1 ERROR.GO 1 BERA.GO 
6 ll(DIR.GO 12 MKDIR-SRC.TX 10 ERROR-SAC.TX 

10 BERR-SRC. TX 

Disk of the 110nth IOV-84 his 14 fi les on it . 
9 CIT.GO 5 MERGE .BS 8 GENSET-SRC.TX 
2 GEMSET.GO t STRIP.CM 10 DOBLIST-llFO.TX 

15 DOBLIST-SRC.TX 3 DDBLIST .GO 14 SETPR-SRC.TX 
23 SETPR I LABE .TX 

Disk PGL-V-01 has 27 f i les on it, 347 sectors in use. 
50 STARTREK.BS 17 GALAXY .BS 15 GALAXY-llST .BS 
2 USER'S-llST.TX 21 SURVIVOR.BS 15 CAI .BS 

28 STARVARS.BS 22 BACKGMll>l.BS 16 HAIGMAl.BS 
28 DOCTOR-ELIZA.BS 23 LUIAR-LAIDEA .BS 

Disk PGL-V-02 has 27 files on it, 251 sectors in use . 
16 DOCUMEIT.TX 49 llVEITOAY.BS 13 STATUS.BS 
4 CREATE.BS 11 STOCK.BS 9 llYEITORY l.DT 
9 llVEITORY2.DT 2 DISCLA IMER .TX 

Disk PGL-V-03 his 30 files on it, 349 sectors in use. 
19 DECISIOl.BS 18 VEITURE .BS 4 DEPRECIATIOl.BS 
31 AllUITY.BS 5 SAVllGS.BS 26 INVEST.BS 
22 LOAMS.BS 6 llT78CRT.BS 7 STOCK .BS 
7 PUTSlCALLS.BS 16 Ml.S.BS 

Disk PGL-V-04 his 34 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
25 PERFll.BS 8 CHECKBOOK-REC .BS 3 llTEREST-RULE-78.BS 
5 T-BILL.BS 6 IRR .BS 3 FV-llVESTMEIT.BS 

10 FNllR.BS 15 rs-RA.BS 38 APARTMENT.BS 
21 FUTIL.BS 7 CALEIDAR.BS 11 Fi leSort.BS 
3 FileSort76.BS 5 Calendir .BS 2 DIA-CREATE.BS 

Disk PGL-V-05 his 29 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
7 M-L-R.BS 9 CPM.BS 11 PERT.BS 

57 STATPACK.BS 18 REGRESSIOl.BS 23 L-REGRES<DE..i> .BS 
30 Plotter.BS 2 C<n:1>.BS 3 l! .BS 
2 TINER .BS 

Disk PGL-V-06 his 34 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
52 llVEITORY.BS 14 llVEITORYt.DT 40 OisAs1b31 .BS 
1 OM31H.BS 16 8080-llST.TX 10 DisAsab.OC 
8 Szip.GO 5 SCOPY.GO 2 SPACE .GO 
2 CLEAi. GO 5 ~ARE. GO 4 DUMP . GO 
1 DUMP.DC I Unsys.GO 1 scr .GO 

Disk PGL-V-07 his 35 fi les on it, 349 sectors in use . 
76 FORT .GO 13 FLOAD.GO 16 fORTL IB.TX 
2 SAMPLE-1.FI 8 SAMPLE-2.FI 9 SAMPLE-3 .fl 

31 FORT -2"'1. GO 9 PLOT. Fl 1 fORT -DR I VE. DC 
1 VARN.Fl 10 SORT-EMPLOYEE .Fl 2 EMPLOYEE .BS 
2 llPUT-OUTPUT.OC 2 ALLOCATIOl.DC 4 DIRECTIVES .DC 
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5 EXECUTIOl .DC 2 TEST.fl 1 g.TX 
21 TEST.HX 26 TEST.GO CFORTRAI COMPILER> 

Disk PGL-V-08 has 13 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
70 MAILER.AS 14 ROE.AS 92 TERMllAL-FC.AS 
20 HAYES.AS 23 PROGRAM-LOAD.AS 17 TAPE-LOAD.AS 
52 111100.AS 16 Space.AS 22 SPACE .TX 
5 Wait.AS 3 Cll)F .AS 4 Tveal.AS 

Disk PGL-V-09 has 20 files on it, 348 sectors in use. 
I SCREEl-PROTECTED-DEMO.BS 4 MORSE-CODE.BS 
1 BASIC-USER-FUICTIOl-TABS.BS 5 TELETYPE-COOE .BS 

34 LEMOIADE-STAID.BS 2 ACCURATE-DIVIDER.BS 
57 STAR-LAIES.BS 14 BIOflHYTHM-2.BS 
58 SUI-RISE/SUI-SET.BS 53 MAJOR-NllOR-FllDER.BS 
17 SUI-RISE/SUI-SET.DC 21 SEAllAR .BS 
9 lllllER-COIVERSIOl.BS 7 SYSTEN-SORT-PRllT.BS 
3 SORT-BUBBLE.BS 5 BASIC-USER-FUICTIOIS.BS 
6 SORT-HEAP .BS 15 BIORHYTHM-I.BS 

14 ltORSE-RACE.BS 18 llOUSTRIAL-Sl.-JLATIOl.BS 

Disk PGL-V-10 has 33 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
22 RETIRED-PAY-FEDERAL.BS 13 LIFE-CYCLE-COSTS.BS 
17 Sorts .BS 15 CAl-B08.BS 
4 AOOITIOl.BS 4 BASIC-USER-FUICTIOIS-1.BS 
B SORT-CREATIVE-COMPUTlllG.BS 9 COPY-SUB-OIR-1 .BS 
7 FILESORT-0.BS 3 TOVERS-OF-HAIOl.BS 
2 llOIDEROUS-IUNBERS.BS 12 REVERSE.BS 
9 TOVERS-OF-HAIOl-GRAPHICS.BS 3 PRllTER-COIMltOS.BS 

32 CRYPTOGRAMS.OT 9 CRYPTOGAM£.BS 
20 BIG-LETTERS.BS 6 SHUFFLER.BS 
13 FORMAT.BS 3 PROOf.BS 
25 AOORESS-LISTS.BS 2 ADDRESS-LISTS.DC 
15 SAUCERS.BS 9 ASTEROIDS.BS 
25 LUIA-LAIDER .BS 27 AdrList.BS 
6 Month.BS 6 TICKLER.BS 
3 MORTGAGE-COMPARE.BS 2 ROSES.BS 

10 SIOOPY.BS 2 POLYGRAPH.BS 
3 FLASH .BS 

Disk PGL-V-11 has 16 files on it, 349 sectors in use. 
12 ccglobals .CS 21 CCIO.AS A SMALL-C COllpiler. 
28 eel .CS 28 cc2.CS 17 cc3 .CS 12 cc5.CS 
12 cc6 .CS 12 cc7.CS 22 ccB.CS 14 cc4.CS 
5 ccio.CS 63 CCLIB.AS I SETUP.AS 81 cc.GO 

12 Introduction.DC 

Disk PGL-V- 12 has 6 files on it, 275 sectors in use. 
102 TERMllAL-lp2.AS 126 ADB-4p3.AS 10 TEAll.60 
14 ADS.GO 1 TERM.DC 18 ADI.DC 

Disk PGL-V-13 has 7 files on it, 274 sectors in use . 
40 SYMBOL.TX 87 SYSTEllO.TX 19 CLOCK.TX 
75 FUICTIOIS.TX 14 STORAGE.TX 34 PARSETABLE.TX 
I 8048_Cross_Asse.tller.TX 

Disk PGL-V-14 has 11 f i les on it, 290 sectors in use. 
87 EXPRESSIOl .TX 25 8048-TEST.TX 11 MAii.TX 
30 PSEUDO.TX 63 PARSE.TX 16 CASll-OOC.TX 
4 TOOO. TX 2 ASMC. TX 8 FROIT. TX 

39 cas..GO 1 8048_Cross_Assellbler.TX 

Disk PGL-V-15 has 11 fi les on it, 348 sectors in use. 
40 SYMBOL .TX 77 FUICTIOIS.TX 87 SYSTENIO.TX 
9 MAii.TX 7 FROIT.TX 14 STORAGE .TX 

37 PARSE-FUIC.TX 41 PARSETABLE .TX 29 PSEUDO.TX 
2 ASNC.TX 1 Z-BO_Cross_Assellbler.TX 

Disk PGL-V-16 has 7 files on it, 327 sectors in use. 

86 EXPRESSIOl.TX 19 CLOCK .TX 112 PARSE .TX 
44 cn•.60 45 CASMZ .GO 16 CASll-OOC. TX 
1 Z-80_Cross-A1se11bler.TX 

Disk PGL-V-17 has 19 files on it, 330 sectors in use. 
8 FILECREATE.BS 8 lllTIAL.BS 27 ROOT.BS 

21 POST.BS 7 EITU.BS 10 STATUS.BS 
11 CREATE-llDEX.BS 1 DAT.OT 17 DESCRIPTIOl.TX 
1 HEADER.TX 22 CHAPTER1.TX 46 CHAPTER2 .TX 

12 CHAPTER3.TX 62 CHAPTER4 .TX 57 llTROOUCTIOl.TX 
10 TITLE.TX 2 SETUP.TX I PRllT-NAIUAL .TX 

Disl PGL-V-18 has 47 files on it, 308 sectors in use. 
3 Copysys.TX 1 Unsys.GO 14 FILMS.GO 
2 Grlf .OV 1 1/0.BS 5 PLOTTER.BS 
9 Basic.SY 1 Sexy .OV 9 FRED.BS 
3 TEXT .DT 15 EDIT. TX 1 STAI.BS 
1 DRAV.BS 2 SQUARE.BS 4 SHATAS .BS 
3 POLY.BS 3 8813.BS 11 Initial .BS 

13 Printer .GO 4 POLYDOl>.BS 3 STUFF.BS 
11 fred.BS 1 i/o .BS 6 plotter .BS 
3 poly.BS 4 8813.TX 9 lllTIAL.BS 

Disk PGL-V-19 has 17 files on it, 315 sectors in use . 
260 ROSE-DATA.OT 1 PLOT-DATA.OT 3 TEXT.OT 

1 Sexy.OV 2 Hov-to-use-the-Det10-progr1•.TX 
2 lllTIAL.TX 9 lllTIAL.BS 1 GARBAGE.OT 
4 TEXT.OT 3 CTEXT.DT 

Disl PGL-Y-20 has 24 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
58 INPS52.8S 58 IMPS52/1 .BS 62 IMPS52/2.8S 
28 INPS52/3.8S 14 STEROT6.BS 2 CEITIGRADE.BS 
5 KELEK.BS 7 EH-PH.BS 12 MOLVT.BS 
8 SPECT1.BS 2 ARRHEllUS.BS 4 XLEIGTH.BS 
5 POLAROGRAPHY.BS 4 Eyring.BS 3 Arrhenius .BS 
3 GUGGEIHEIN.BS 25 LLSOPLOT.BS 7 PKA.BS 
9 CVK.BS 3 KllCHAIGE.BS 2 OISTAICE.BS 
3 RCALK .BS 11 SPECTRAL-AIALYSIS.BS 

Disk PGL-Y-21 has 10 fi les on it, 346 sectors in use . 
0 VllDOVS FOR THE POLY! 8 HELLO.TX 

111 OOClllEITATIOl.TX 75 DOl>.BS 2 BSdef .ED 
50 General-Pro9r1 .. in9-Functions.BS 9 PRIM£ .BS 
10 llTRO.BS 23 llSTRUCTIOIS.BS 
52 SUPERNAi.BS 

Disk PGl.-Y-22 has 8 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
131 YPS-42.BS 40 AS-DATE.BS 65 CREATE/BAIK .BS 
24 AS-DATE-<1111 .BS 60 CASHFLOW.BS 
13 *>RT2.BS 9 FlfO-LIFO-llVEITORY-C<JIPARISOl .BS 

Disl PGL-Y-23 has 17 files on it, 342 sectors in use. 
22 OTHELLO.BS 1 STARS.DC 27 STARS.BS 
9 ACEY-DEUCY.BS 11 CAllOl.BS 14 CHASE.BS 
3 RUSSIAl-ROULITTE.BS 67 SUIVAR.BS 

14 TINEIMJIB.BS 9 TAIKS.BS 16 SLOTS.BS 
66 OREGOl.8S 9 BAGELS.BS 9 AUTORACE .BS 
12 POUICE.BS 32 REBEL.BS 17 BOXllG.BS 

Disk PGl-Y-24 has 27 file& on it, 338 sector& in use. 
31 lll1R .8S 3 91>1R.DC 
27 RPI-CALCULATOR.BS 11 RPI-CALCULATOR.DC 
32 PAYROLL.BS 12 LllEAR .B5 
10 LREGR5.BS 8 PEEKER .BS 
6 T-TEST. BS 3 OIY-ADDER. BS 
6 OBV/VPT/MA-CORRECTOR.BS 4 HOUllS/DEMO.BS 
8 8THS/MA-CORRECTOR.BS 5 REMS/LllES/OUT.85 

24 TELED-11-13.DT 45 STOCKS49.BS 
5 5TOCKS49 .DC 36 60LD6.BS 
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2 0151(. TX 
19 EXPAIO.BS 
6 FRACTIOl-llETRIC-COIV.BS 
7 BASE.BS 

1 GOlOSPOTS.TX 
9 C<WRESS.BS 
5 C(Jll-EXP-EXAMPLE.TX 
6 C(JlpARE/TVO.BS 

Dist PGL-V-25 h1s 48 files on it, 348 sectors in use. 
7 BREAKOUT.GO 10 Chase.GO 2 IULIFE.OC 
3 IULIFE.GO 2 MAK.DC 1 TVEAK.GO 
2 SY5'«>V.DC 1 SYSMOV.GO 3 SEARCH.DC 
2 SEARCH.GO 2 XOUNP.GO 2 CC)llplre.GO 
7 fOflMAT.OC 16 FORMAT.GO I COllPire.OC 
8 TBASIC.GO 5 Tbfn.OV 2 XOIJIP.DC 

10 Gn-..s.GO 57 Gn-..s.AS 10 Gn-..s.DC 
I BIT.GO 1 SCREEl.GO 2 ARISE.GO 
2 OLIST.GO 15 flt.MS.GO 2 CLEAi.GO 
8 CHEClSlltGO 8 SZAP.GO 4 OIJIP.GO 
I USlllG-0111'.TX 3 WORMS.GO 9 COIVERTER.BS 
7 CALEIOAR.BS 5 COMPARE.GO 3 SORT-ROUTllE.BS 
8 COPYALL.BS 5 C<JllARE.GO 4 DIRECTORY.BS 
I Eater.GO 1 Screen.GO 1 ScreenOff.GO 
I CloctOff.GO 2 Clock.GO 1 KillE1ter.GO 
5 Screen.DC 3 Clock.DC 2 ASR<»e-OEMO.GO 

88 MIRROR-MAZE.BS 3 READ-THIS.TX 

Dist PGL-V-26 his 29 files on it, 338 sectors in use. 
20 HAMURABl.BS 24 CRAPS.BS 16 HAllGMAl.BS 
13 REVERSE.BS 14 HORSE.BS 22 BACKGAMl«>l.BS 
20 STOCK .BS 7 SHOOT.BS 9 MATHORILL.BS 
19 PLOT-DEMO.BS 1 PLOT.BS 22 STARTREK.BS 
21 LAIOER.BS 

Dist PGL-V-27 his 37 files on it, 348 sectors in use. 
12 EXAMPLE.AO I AOdef.ED 5 LICODE.SY 9 REF-CARO.DC 
3 HELP .DC I DEMO.CO 95 DOCtleEIT.DC 2 STUFF.CO 
9 AllOUICE.DC 3 L1C00£-llFO.DC CLITTLE-AOA C<JlllLER> 

Dist PGL-V-28 has 32 files on it, 350 sectors in use. 
43 GRAPHICS.BS 1 GRAPHICS.DC 2 BIGPRllT.DC 
12 BIGPRllT.BS 8 BIGPRllT.DT 2 DEMO.DC 
6 ORAVLllE.BS 3 FLAG.BS 4 CEISOR.BS 
6 XMAS-TREE.BS 23 HEADER.BS 9 CASTLE.BS 

28 AISVERS.OT 19 SCROLLllG.BS 14 ltltlERS.BS 
23 STATES.BS 5 THE-FLY.BS 24 STATES_l_CAPITALS.BS 
4 HILO.BS I DATE.OT I DECIMAL-MATH.DC 
4 FLAG/I.BS 17 QUIZ.BS 4 IEATJllLTIPLIER.BS 
6 DENO.OT 6 DEMO.BS 24 SPELLlllG-BEE.BS 
7 MYSTERY.BS 5 LESSOl.BS 32 DECIMAL-MATH.BS 
I SPELLllG-8EE.DC 

Dist PGL-V-29 has 44 files on it, 341 sectors in use. 
4 SYSTEM.SY 3 F119.0V 23 FORTH.GO I TEST.FX 

I GO.TX B F1119.AS 5 Fl.FX 4 8-QUEEIS.FX 
5 YLIST.TX 2 KEY.FX I DEMO.TX I FIG-FORTH.TX 
7 DOC.TX 5 prin-for-119.AS 2 prin-for-.s9.GO 

###################################### 
*>> <<* 
*>> Software disks $6.00 each. <<* 
*>> Order 5 or more $5.00 each. <<* 
*>> Special: Al I 30 for $99.00. <<* 
*>> <<* 
###################################### 

<Make check payable to Ralph Kenyon> 

Readers Requests 

Readers have asked for articles about 

the following: Assembly language article 
governing the use of WHO, WH1, Ckdr, Msg, 
etc. How would CP/M be of use . How does 
CP/M work. Where to get Drive Service, 
Keyboard Service, etc. Also wanted are 
hardware update recommendations, source 
lists, Communication software articles, 
Fi le transfer to other computers. More on 
PClones. More articles on Hardware 
<Boards, etc.) More articles on languages. 
An explanation of relocatable files. 

As time and space permits, I will try to 
answer a II these quest ions. However, our 
readers are encouraged to submit their own 
articles on these and any subjects. 
Articles should be submitted on Poly 5" 
SSSD disk. PC disk format is also 
acceptable. 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. <The entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec.> I 
have just added all the Abstract Systems 
BugNote files to the help system. So, here 
are two BUG help files. 

SHELP BUGS 
HELP file for BUGS. 10/01187 

Help is 1v1il1ble for the fol loving BUGS: 

ASll Asllll Auth BASIC boot-I boot-2 COIL C(Jffl-DISK 
COPY 00-FDC DELETE DIGITS Dio-MS Oio-SO OLIST EDIT-I 
EDIT-2 EDIT-3 EDIT-4 EOIT-5 EDIT-6 EXP FORMAT fTP 
Gfid-1 Gfid-2 Index LEI LIST-I LIST-2 MS-RAN OUT 
OVERFLOW PACK-I PACK-2 ADI REIAllE REIAME-1 Setup 
Sii/COS Sio-1 Sio-2 Sniff Trtn TYPE/PRllT 

Syntax: "HELP BUG ln111el 0 Ex111111e: "HELP BUG EOIT-2" 
"HELP BUG ln1meJ 0 displ1ys the help file for 'n111e'. 
"HELP BUGS" displ1ys this 11ess19e 19ain. 

SHELP BUG Index 
Abstract Syste11& lu9lote Index April 20, 1989 

file l1111~er Date Description 
00-FOC 0.0 09/08/82 OD FDC ti1ing toler1nces too fine . 
C01L 0.0 11/01/82 BASIC COIL requires 00 byte 1t 0037H. 
BASIC 1.1 11/03/82 BASIC C03 Skips 00 bytes on llPUT. 
BASIC 1.1 11/03/82 C03 Writes past end of file in llOUT! 
RE•AllE-1 2.0 11/03/83 Wild card .• undeletes and ren111es. 
TYPE/PRllT 3.0 11/03/83 TYPE or PRllT 11y report tvo errors. 
Oio-SD 4.1 11/03/83 Multi sector read error not reported! 
PACK-1 5.0 11/06/83 PACI only looks 1t first letter. 
LIST-I 6.0 11/08/83 I 1Ust be defined vith a drive nU1ber. 
MS-RAN 7.0 11/09/83 RAN not disabled during II or OUT inst. 
LEI 8.0 11/12/83 BASIC LEI only accepts vhole variable . 
PACK-2 9.0 11/30/83 PACK error doesn't Abort COllind files . 
COIT-I 10.0 12/01/83 Edit hangs up on a full directory. 
ROB 11.0 12/21/83 ROB doesn't restore front Panel Vector. 
boot-I 12.0 12/26/83 boot does not check for 1 syste1 dist. 
ASll 13.0 01118/83 BASIC ASl•<-1> gives the vrong sign! 
Sio-1 14.0 01/24/83 Kill routine doesn't e11>ty Tx buffer. 
511/COS 15.0 01124/83 BASIC Sii l COS rounding error . 
COIT-2 16.0 04/05/83 thinks 10re to re1d on exact sector. 
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Sio-2 17 .0 04/11/83 Sio dUllPS inc011ing ch1r1cters. 
fTP 18.0 04/28/83 Recieve file 1lre1dy exists error. 
EDIT-3 19.0 05/05/83 Edit hangs on closed output file. 
Gfid-1 20.0 05/10/83 I c1n be defined 1s I ind locts syste1. 
Gfid-2 21.0 05/10/83 Dist full error 11y 1e1n file exists . 
Dio-MS 22.0 05/12/83 MS Dio DOIT set 0 during crit ical llOYe. 
EDIT-4 23 .0 05/13/83 CTRL ch1r1cter Glob1I se1rch proble11. 
OUT 24.0 05/26/83 OUT does IOT restore VHS 1fter use. 
As1b 25.0 06/07/83 As1b wants RST R in&te1d of RST N. 
Sniff 26.0 06/07/83 accepts directory, report& 0101 error. 
boot-I 27 .0 06/08/83 accepts directory, locks in error loop. 
Setup 28.0 06/15/83 DELETE doesn't reset default printer . 
LIST-2 29.0 06/21/83 LIST doesn't set PVEC intern1lly. 
FORMAT 30.0 07/05/83 lsindl doesn't ch1nge lwundl def1ult. 
DELETE 31.0 07/07/83 DELETE x,y.• acts like DELETE x.•. 
Tran 32.0 07/16/83 Tran.OV works only for DIGITS 8 or 9. 
DIGITS 33.0 07/18/83 DIGITS I worts I ite DIGITS 2•11T(l/2). 
C<J4fl-DISK 34.0 07/18/83 COMP-DISK .GO writes past NEMTOP! 
Auth 35.0 08/02/83 Auth asts for password on bid na11e. 
DLIST 36.0 09/08/83 DLIST duplicates the last file on p1ge. 
REIAME 37.0 01/14/85 REN <d<A <d<sub<B does not give error . 
OVERFLOW 38.0 02/19/85 Overflow error on BASIC TRIG functions. 
EDIT-5 39 . 1 04/19/85 ESC library loads on full 11e110ry text. 
EDIT-6 40 . 1 05/19/85 ESC? scroll& long line& off screen. 
COPY 41 . 1 06/30/85 COPY n111e-with-• .EX locts up syste1. 
EXP 42. t 01/07/86 Overflow error given by BASIC EXP. 

If anyone wants more detailed information 
on any of these bugs, let me know, and 1'11 
print the entire bugnote in a future issue 
of PL. If you're in a hurry, call . Also, 
If you know of system bugs not listed here, 
let me know. 

PolyLetter 
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 
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<This Issue of PolyLetter is delayed by 
do'Wntime; see my comments else'#here.> 

Last time reported that I had 
purchased used disks from Poly. Among 
those disks I have found a partial 
implementation of UCSD Pascal. Of course, 
it 'Was ROM dependent and didn't '#Ork. But, 
'With the help of my trusty OisAssembler, I 
have managed to find out why not and patch 
it to 'Work. It's an interesting system, 
though incomplete, 'Which has several 
utilities and is essentially a development 
system. Since then I have found out that 
UCSD Pascal has been sold to Pecan 
Soft'Ware. I contacted them about the 
possibility of releasing this particular 
<old> version to our users group, and they 
have declined to make it available as a 
public domain item, but are 'Willing to 
lisence it for a nominal fee subject to 
negotiation. If anyone is interested in 
this system, I will pursue the matter with 
more vigor. 

My favorite language is ADA, with is 
Pascal based. That means that it is 
some'What I ike Pascal, but a Superset. For 
those of you 'Who are usino PC's, R. « A. 
Software has a fully validated ADA compiler 
for the PC called Janus Ada. ADA is 
trademarked by the U.S. OoO. More on ADA 
in future issues. 

Letters 

Ralph, May 16, 1909 

Good to see Polyletter ooing strong in 
spite of PolyMorphic Systems demise. The 
Poly Meta complier and Orange compiler look 
pretty interesting. Will contact you. 
Allen Daubendiek Palm Bay, FL 

MAY/JUN 1989 

Here's a tip. To avoid EDIT cancellation 
due to insufficient directory space, create 
a reserve 4-sector subdirectory on every DD 
or 0 inch disk called ROIR.DX that can be 
named to accommodate an EDIT output. 
Earl Gi !breath, Savannah, GA. 

CEarl is using Poly's to mechanize the 
Chatham County Census of 1870. That census 
is still in the original hand written form 
and consists of 1039 pages 'With 40 entries 
per page. To complete the project, Earl 
has 30 volunteers ranging in age from 25 to 
70, most of whom had never seen computers. 
Earl says: 

"They have loaded the 5-1/4 inch disks into 
CtheJ drives in every imagineable way and 
3-4 times have jammed them so Cthe disksJ 
had to be forcibly yanked free. In no 
case, however, h·ave we lost any data on the 
disks! I'm astounded. They all seem to 
enjoy the experience, though." 

Earl also asked for an explanation of WAIT 
states and how come I built the HELP 
system. Those I answer elsewhere in this 
is sue, a long with further comments a bout 
the Directory Full situation. -- Ed.l 

Polyletter May 24, 1989 

I like my Poly, but as of 3/89 I'm 
primarily reliant on a 20 MHz 386 AT clone 
with a Canon BJ-130 printer <good printer! 
360 d pi ink jet>. Po I yLetter wou Id have 
ongoing value <less esoteric> as a journal 
with and IBM compatible slant with residual 
Poly information. It would be more 
personalized than the monster magazines 
with large circulations. Robert 
Strick'lin, Warrenton Oregon. 

Dear Polyletter May 24, 1989 

How about more reader participation! 
Dear Ralph May 20, 1989 Karl Thomas, Elk Grove, IL. 

C PROGRAMMING - After the Polyletter 
articles from Bybee, you and Cain, I found 
an excellent tutorial book by Cochan 
<$24.95> which I expect to enable me to 
generate some more effective and portable 
programs. The tutorial starts hands 
on programming exercises in the very first 
chapter and I need to get going right away. 

CBy all meansf -- Ed.J 

Announoernents 

A press kit has been received for 
BusinessVision II, which is a "Business 
Management « Accounting SystemN by 
BusinessVision Manac;iement Systems, Inc., 
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forth floor, Citicorp Plaza, 8410 West 
Bryan Mawr Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60631, the 
U.S. offices of the Ontario Canada firm. 
BusinessVision II retails for $995, but 
includes an integrated package with the 
following services: Accounts Receivable, 
Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Inventory 
Control, Order Entry and Billing, Sates 
Analysis, and Payroll, with Automatic 
Posting. An impressive demo disk with a 5 
minute presentation was included. The 
president of BusinessVision is Murray 
Aston. Call <312> 380-1221 for more 
information. 

for Footbal I Feu 

A sample copy of the 1989 Pro football 
Pointspread Analyzer has been received from 
Best Bet Software, 3104 Shattuck Avenue, 
Berkeley, CA 94705, <415> 540-5072. The 
flyer states: NFL and NCAA football 
computer databases for checking theories 
and discovering patterns. Instant access 
to every NFL game from 1979 to present. 
Instant access to every game for over 100 
colleges since 1984. "the finest 
handicapping tool of its kind" -- The Gold 
Sheet Handicapping staff. The software 
comes with a 35 page manual. 

COidn't someone have something similar for 
the Poly at one time? Ed.J 

MicroTac announced the release of "The 
Language Assistant Series", for the IBM 
line, which is to help one study and write 
in a foreign language. The system boasts 
on line Random House Bilingual 
dictionaries, complete verb conjugations, 
grammar help topics, support for accented 
characters, and that it can work with word 
processors. Spanish and French available 
immediately, German and Italian versions 
scheduled for release in September 1989 -
$49.95 each. Contact MicroTac, 4655 Cass 
Street, Suite 304, San Diego, CA 92109, 
<619) 272-5700 for more information. 

Do.,nTiaae 

Unfortunately, this issue of the 
PolyLetter is delayed by some downtime. We 
like to believe the Poly doesn't have 
downtime, but that's more wish that 
rea I ity. My experience is that the Poly is 
very reliable, but not 1001. But, on with 
the story. 

I have a clock calendar board in my 
system which has a nickle-cadmium battery 
to keep the clock running when the Poly is 
turned off. Recently, I began to see some 
very strange things happening. The Poly 
would simply stop . I'd be editing and the 
cursor wou Id stop moving. Contro 1-V. and 
Control-Z did nothing. It was locked up 
tighter than a drum. Well, There was 
nothing t could do except re-boot. Things 

seemed to go fine for a while, but then 
there it was again -- dead. After twice in 
one morning, t was afraid to pack the disk. 
What if it died in the middle of the job? 

The way PACK works is to read all 
directories, compute the new locations for 
files that have to be moved, update the 
directories, rewrite the directories, and 
finally move the files themselves. Imagine 
the horror story if the directories had 
been re-written, but the files hadn't been 
moved and the system died. 

On a 350 sector disk with only a fe-,, 
fi tes, the recovery job wouldn't be too 
bad; but on the hard disk? With lots and 
lots of files? Forget itt It was too 
risky to chance. Well, after a couple of 
more days of work without packing, the 
a i sks began to fill up. Also, I had a half 
dozen more incidents of the system dying. 

We II, I got in an order for EPROMS, and 
decided I could go ahead and burn them 
without needing to worry about packing the 
disk. Well, t got about half through the 
job and the system stoped burino the proms. 
I'd get a verify error, and using Szap to 
check, see that the EPROM hadn't been 
programed. Wei I, maybe both these problems 
are connected. After a 11, I have had 
problems in the past with corrosion on the 
chips and cleaning the chips and the boards 
seemed to help. So, I decided to open the 
system up and clean it up. 

After taking apart the Clone that sits 
atop my Poly, and removing the connections 
and cover, I tugged the parrot out to my 
picnic table, where I had my vacuum set up. 
When I started removing the boards, I 
discovered that the nick le-cadmium battery 
had leaked. The corrosive acid ran down 
the board and into the S-100 bus connector 
corroding about 12-14 of the connections in 
the connector and on the board itself. 
Talk about a messf Ah hat Here's the 
problem, sez me. Well, I did vacuum and 
blow out the entire chassis, and clean up 
the board, but cleaning the S-100 connector 
posed a challenge. I had used emery cloth 
on the board itse If. with Ii bera I amounts 
of contact cleaner. So, I folded a piece 
of emery cloth over a thin flat piece of 
cardboard and pushed it in and out of the 
s-100 connector several times. I also used 
liberal amounts of contact cleaner, and 
vacuumed the remains up with a crevass 
tool. There is still discoloration on the 
connectors, and I may need to replace it in 
the future, but, for now, it seems to work. 
The EPROM burner card still didn't work, 
but that's another story for another time. 

Please share with us your own 
experiences with downtime or other hardware 
difficulties. Please describe the symptoms 
which made you think you had a problem, 
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what you did to find out the cause of the 
problem, what you evaluated the final cause 
to be, and how you fixed it. Now that Poly 
is closed, and there aren't too many places 
which can service Poly's, we need to share 
our experiences in this area to help 
everyone keep their Poly's runnino. So, 
send in your experiences. 

Wait States 

Earl Gilbreath asked for an explanation 
of "wait states". The explanation starts 
with some background on how computers 
operate. The central processer unit <CPU> 
operates on a "clock" signal which is 
constantly "ticking" between log ica I states 
"0" and "1". Logical states are 
instantiated in these physical devices as 
two voltage ranges. In positive logic, a 
11 0" is represented by a voltage less than 
.5 volts, while a tooic "1" is represented 
by a voltage greater than 2.4 volts 
<usually less than 5 volts.> So the clock 
signal is a line in which the voltage 
switches back and forth, usu at ly from about 
.3 volts to 3 volts. 

One clock cycle is the time it takes for 
the clock signal to go from 1 to o and back 
to 1. In the Poly that time is 543.534 
nano-seconds, or about 1/2 a micro-second. 
The Po ty clock speed is 1.8432 MegaHertz 
<MHz>. 

The simple explanation of a wait state 
is that some devices can't run as fast as 
the CPU, so it sends a sional to the CPU to 
WAIT one clock cycle more than normal. The 
net result is that the system runs slower 
whenever that device is being accessed. In 
the IBM, with its 5. 77 MHz clock speed, one 
wait state would be 173.3 nano-seconds 
I o n g • S i n c e a ma ch i n e c y c ·I e i s 4 c I o ck 
units in the IBM, one wait state would be 
about a 25% stow-down In the CPU, but this 
would only be noticable on tasks which 
spent a tot of time accessing the stow 
device. 

HELP Ho~ oo.me? 

Earl also asked for an explanation of 
why I bu i It the HELP system. We 11, when I 
first began to look at Poly's earliest Exec 
-- Exec/40, I found that it had a built in 
HELP command. It would took for and type a 
file ca I led Ht.Ht to the screen whenever 
one typed "HELP". Poly removed this 
feature from later Exec's. To me, It 
seemed a shame that this feature was 
discarded. 

I began to keep a disk of system info 
files and would put it in to see things I 
had forgotten. Eventually, I started 
putting documentation fires in for various 
programs. When I got my IBM compatible, I 
got a disk with a help prooram on it. One 

typed HELP and a topic name, and the 
program displayed the text on the screen. 
I decided it was about time I had the same 
feature on the Poly and wrote HELP.GO as a 
program to do the job. It just looks up 
files with a default extension of ".HF" and 
in the subdirectory "<?<HF.OX". 

As I began modifying Exec and correcting 
bugs, t also started adding features. 
Naturally, I added HELP as a system command 
for Exec/lAISJ. When I was programming at 
co I lege on the DEC system 10, I found it 
had a nearly complete help system. Once I 
made HELP part of Exec, I decided that I 
ought to have HELP f i tes for everything one 
could do on the Poly. I began to write 
HELP fi tes for a 11 the system commands and 
for many of the programs. Sometimes it was 
to help me remember things, and sometimes 
it was to make it easy for others to use my 
system. Eventua I ly, the system just grew 
and grew and now requires 4 SSSD diskettes. 
I've even begun adding files to help me 
remember how to get PolyLetter out. With 
press time coming only once every two 
months, I forget how to do renewal and 
reminder notices, so have put that stuff in 
custom HELP files. You can add help files 
to the system for anyone using your 
computers. Have the INITIAL file end with 
the HELP command, but custom tailor the 
HELP.HF file for the application. 

Did Dlnofol'J' 1•11! 

Earl suggested putting a sub-di rectory 
on every disk so that when one got the 
"Directory Full" message from edit, one 
would have a place to put the file. Well, 
the operating system does allow for this 
condition, but it is undocumented. 

When you get EOIT's DIRECTORY FULL 
notice -- even if there is not room for 
another file, there is enouoh room to 
create another directory. So, even if you 
don't have the any sub-d I rectories, you can 
create one, because Gf id reserves space for 
just such an emergency. It would have been 
nice of Poly to tell us this. 

But, Earl's suggestion is a good one. 
have a spare directory on nearly every 
disk. To speed things up, the spare 
directory should be put on before anything 
else. When Gfid is reading subdirectories 
it has to go get the directory, and if the 
directory is at the end of the disk you'll 
have to wait while Oio steps out to the end 
of the disk and then back to the beginning. 

DIGITS 

Earl Gi I breath of Savannah, GA reported 
that there is little information on BASIC 
"OIGITSH, and that he found the DIGITS 
declaration could not follow OIM's in BASIC 
C04. Here is some additional info. 
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BASIC keeps a flag somewhere that tells 
it how many digits to print in BASIC. The 
default is 8, but there is a problem 
because BASIC really gives 8 digits of 
accuracy when 9 are spec if ied. One shou Id 
always ADD 1 to the number of digits of 
accuracy one actually wants to be sure 
BASIC will print enough digits. 

DIGITS 8 
PRllT 1/3 
gives 
. 33333333 

DIGITS 9 
PRllT t/3 
gives 

.33333333 

DIGITS 10 
PRllT 1/3 
gives 

.3333333333 

When numbers are stored in binary coded 
d ecimal <BCD> format, each nybble 
represents a single digit. One byte can 
store one or two digits; two bytes can 
store three or four digits. My guess is 
that BASIC takes the number specified by 
DIGITS, divides it by 2 and then stor p 
that as the number of BYTES of storage f r 
the mantissa of a number. What o r-e 
actually gets is <in BASIC> 

DIGITS 2•CllTCl/2)) 

<See IA:SI Bu9lote 33 • HELP BUG DIGITS> 

However, whenever a DIM statement is 
executed, or a reference is made to a 
variable 11thich has not been previously 
used, BASIC reserves space for the 
variables. The DIGITS command may change 
how much space is needed, and BASIC doesn't 
know how to change the space a I located. I 
first discovered the problem a while ago, 
but didn't write it up as a BugNote. The 
Poly BASIC Reference Manual states on Page 
8: 

"When DIGITS is used, all variables are 
CLEARed. Therefore, the DIGITS statement 
should normally be the first statement in a 
program." 

Poly says the DIGITS statement should be 
the first one in a program, but it really 
needs only to be used before any storage is 
referenced, because it automatically cleans 
the storage slate just like the CLEAR 
command. A I ittle experimenting shows that 
the CLEAR command does NOT reset DIGITS 
back to 8. So, If you have one of these 
programs which needs to set DIGITS to a 
default value, and then ask the operator if 
he or she wants to change it, the program 
should probably have both a DIGITS 8 
statement and a DIGITS N statement. 

10 DIGITS 12 \ROI Def1ult VllUe for this pr09r1a 
20 llPUT "Ple1se specify DIGITS needed <6·2•>",1 
30 IF 1<6 or 1>26 THEI 20 \REM out of bounds trip 
40 1•2•11TCCl+1)/2) \ROI Bug correction - Add I to 000 v1lues 
50 DIGITS. \ROI Ml&e it h•ppen <Also, • viii beCOlle 0 nov>. 
60 REM Soaevllere liter is • "GOTO 10• st1teeent. 

This raises a problem with how to get BASIC 
to remember just what value of DIGITS the 

user specified. One way is to write it to 
a file and then read it back. Another l#ay 
is to POKE it into some non-USER memory 
location and then PEEK it back. A third 
way is to put it in the keyboard buffer and 
then read it back later, but making this 
work if the program is being run under 
command file mode is a bigger problem. 
Here's a demo I came up with to test the 
problem. 

BASIC 
Systea B8 BASIC C04, 10/28/81. 33479 bytes free • 
>110 DIGITS 10 \REM Set pro9r1a def1ult digits v11ue. 
>120 DIM A$Cl:64> \REM Teapor1ry stor1ge spice teybo1rd buffer 
>130 llPUT "Digits ?:",I \REM get 1ctu11 DIGITS frOll user. 
>140 AS•STRSCl>+CHR$C13>+STR$<PEElCll656>,llll>+CHA$C13) 
>150 A$•MID$CA$,2,63) \REM drop le1ding blinl 
>160 POKE 11656,0 \REM Turn CCJllAIO file aode off 
>170 REM lov ve get vh1t's 1lre1dy in the leybo1rd buffer 
>180 IF llPCO)<>O THEI A$•A$+CHRS<llPCI>> \GOTO 180 
>190 OUTCOl,At \REM DIGITS, Cll>F, l previous stuff to buffer 
>200 DIGITS 2•11TCCl+1l/2) \REM Correct for odd DIGITS bug 
>210 PllllT "Getting digits•, \llPUTI ••,1 
>220 PRllT • b1cl froa the leybo1rd buffer.• 
>230 PRiil "Getting Cll>F •, \llPUT1 ••,1 
>240 PRllT • b1cl froa the teybo1rd buffer.• 
>250 POKE 11656,l \REM Restore CClllAID file aode 
>260 PRiil "Digits specified by User i1:•,1 
>270 PRiil "COllUnd file aode is•, 
>280 IF l•O THEI PRllT •off.• ELSE PRllT •on.· 
>290 A£M lote th1t vllen ve get here A$ is not defined 
>300 DIM A$Cl:20> \REM just to shov it vorts 
>RUI 
Digits ?19 <-- Input v1lue of digits frOll CCJllAIO file 
Gettint ditits 9 b1ck frOll the teybo1rd buffer . 
Getting Cll>F I b1ct frOll the teybo1rd buffer. 
Digits specified by User is: 9 
C011Und file aode is on. 
>REM 1nd nov Input v1lue of di9its fr1111 oper1tor 
>RUI 
Di9its ?:13 
Getting di9its 13 b1ct frOll the teyM11rd buffer. 
Getti119 Cll>F O b1ct frOll the teybo1rd buffer. 
Digits specified ~Y User is: 13 
COllUIM f i I e aode is off. 
>BYE 
<Exec/IA:SI 20-DEC-8?> 

One thing this routine does is preserve 
any type-ahead when it uses the keyboard 
buffer for temporary storage. We Poly 
users often input one or two more commands 
to the keyboard buffer while a command file 
is st i 11 running. Our temporary use of the 
keyboard buff er to store the command f i I e 
mode flag and digits value uses 4 or 5 
characters, and it is rare that anyone 
types more than 59 characters ahead. 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. <The entire system is 
included with Abstract Systems Exec.> 

HELP BASIC DIGITS 
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KELP filt ftr 8ASIC COITIOl CClllAID 'DIGITS". 

"DIGITS <n>• specifies the precision for 
numerical variables. n may be from 6 to 
26. 8 is standard. 

In a program the command DIGITS n must be 
specified prior to any reference to any 
numerical variable. This is because the 
space allocated for a numerical variable is 
changed. The variable storage area is 
cleared when DIGITS is executed. 

HELP BUG DIGITS 

A•1tr1ct Syst191 l1t1ote 033.0 

DIGITS 

Jtly ti, 1913 

BASIC C03, 04/14/81 has a bug in the DIGITS 
keyword. Digits is supposed to be able to 
set the number of digits to be used in 
calculations from 6 to 26. DIGITS actually 
only sets to even numbers. DIGITS 7 gives 
the same results as DIGITS 6 DIGITS 11 
gives the same number as digits 10, etc. 
Demo: 

tlASIC 
Syst .... IASIC C03, 04/14/11. 33355 •ytes frtt. 
>1ot DIGITS 6 
>111PRllT121,6,\PlllT 1/7 
>120 DIGITS 7 
>131PlllT121,7,\PlllT 1/7 
>220 DIGITS 12 
>230 PRllT 121,12,\PlllT 1/7 
>240 DIGITS 13 
>250 PRllT 121,13,\PlllT 1/7 
>260 DIGITS 14 
>270 PRllT 121,14,\PllllT 1/7 
>2IO DIGITS 15 
>290 PRllT 121,15,\PlllT 1/7 
>30t DIGITS 16 
>310 PRllT 121,16,\PlllT 1/7 
>320 DIGITS 17 
>330 PRllT 121,17,\PlllT 1/7 
>460 DIGITS 24 
>470 PRllT 121,24,\PlllT 1/7 
>480 DIGITS 25 
>490 PlllT 121,25,\PRllT 1/7 
>500 DIGITS 26 
>510 PllllT 121,26,\PltllT 1/7 
>RUI 
6 .142157 
7 .142157 <- S. II DIGITS 6 

12 .142157142157 
13 .142U7142857 <• S.. 11 DIGITS 12 
14 .14215714215714 
15 .14215714285714 <• S.. 11 DIGITS 14 
16 .1428571421571429 
17 .1421571421571429 <• Sillt 11 DIGITS 17 
24 .142857142857142157142157 
25 .142157142157142157142157 <• Sillt 11 DIGITS 24 
26 .14285714285714215714215714 
>BYE 

To avoid this bug, set DIGITS at least one 
more than you need, and use print format 
statements to set the number of digits to 

be printed. 

Node ma 

Well, I have been promising an article 
on modems and modem software for some time 
now. Well, Here it is, such as it is. 

BASICS. •Mod em' stands for •mod u I ate 
demodulate ' , and comes from the earliest 
technology for encoding information. 
Modulation is a recent method of encoding 
information. 

A long time ago <in a distant galaxy> 
the telegraph was invented to send signals 
over long distances. Samuel F. B. Morse is 
generally credited with inventing the 
telegraph in 1837, but he was building on 
the work of earlier inventors. Morse gave 
us a workable system along with a <now 
standard) method for encoding information. 
Nearly everyone knows that the internation 
distress call •s-o-s• <Save Our Souls> is 
encoded in Morse code as dot dot dot, dash 
dash dash, dot dot dot. This signal can be 
sent as a series of sounds <on a foghorn or 
similar device> a series of blinking 
lights, or as a series of electric pulses 
<which usually get transformed into light 
or sound). 

In the Morse telegraph one operator keys 
an electric circuit which causes a sounder 
to res pond at other stat ions on the Ii ne. 
Letters are sent as a series of intermixed 
"dots" and "dashes" or "short" and "long" 
pulses. Experienced telegraph operators 
can send and receive very fast so their 
idea of "long" can sometimes be shorter 
than an inexperienced operator's idea of 
"short". <The ear I iest baud rate mismatch 
problem.> 

From the information perspective, 
"shorts" and "longs" are the only two 
possibilities, so can be represented as O's 
and 1's. Early telegraphs depended upon 
electric currents being started and stopped 
to· o p e r a t e r e I a y • s w h i c h u s e a I o t o f 
electric power. In an attempt to reduce 
the cost of sending messages, designs were 
thought up to send more than one message at 
one time. "Multiplexing", as this is 
called, used a carrier tone which was 
turned on and off in amplitude modulation, 
and shifted to another tone and back in 
frequency modulation. In multiplexed 
systems, more than one set of tones is 
included. Duplex modems have send and 
receive tones allowing sending and 
receiving at the same time. Because the 
implementation of frequency modulation in 
data communications sent only "shorts" and 
"longs", <O's and 1's>, the frequency 
mo du I at ion used just shifted between two 
frequencies whenever the key was touched, 
and is called "Frequency Shift Keying" 
<FSK). 
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The earliest cassette based data storage 
devices used this technique to record data 
on an audio tape. The Kansas City Byte 
standard encoding method used two tones, 
300 Hz and 600 Hz. The cassette interface 
card produced a signal suitable for an 
audio recorder input consisting of 
asynchronous ASCII encoded characters as a 
stream of tones. 

ASC 11? Asynchronous? Experienced Morse 
telegraph operators have no trouble 
perceiving just which short and longs form 
which letter. One of the techniques was to 
allow just a little bit more time between 
letters than bet'#een individual shorts and 
longs within a letter. Also, the telegraph 
line could be idle for tong periods of 
time. Usually the operator would send an 
"attention" signal before the start of a 
message. Often the receiving operator 
would send an "acknowledge" signal before 
the sending operator started the actual 
message. This process could be called 
"establishing synchronization". Once the 
sending and receiving operator are sure 
each other is listening, the sending 
operator can send the characters fast and 
furious with hardly any space between 
characters . 

This is the es sent i a I difference bet'#een 
synchronous and asynchronous data 
transmission. But, I 'II expand on this a 
bit tater . Meanwhile, let's took at 
"ASCII". 'ASCII' stands for 'American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange•, 
and is an "official" list of the shorts and 
longs used to represent each of 128 
characters. Seven bits are used because 
2""7 is 127. <A "bit" is a measure of 
information and corresponds to a single 
short or tong.> 

First, let's took at asynchronous data 
transmission. Asynchronous just means not 
synchronous -- letters are sent one at a 
time with no particular timing involved. 
Like in the teletype case an attention 
signal is required, so a "start bit" is 
sent first. Then the data bits a re sent 
<low bit first>. finally one or more "stop 
bits" are sent. In a modem, this means 
that the modem idle tone is held unti I time 
to send data. Then the frequency is 
shifted to the tower tone. This signals 
the receiver to begin checking the signal 
for data bits. If the tone remains tow a 
one is sensed, if the tone shifts, a zero 
is sensed. The receiver counts the proper 
number of bits and then looks for a stop 
bit <high tone> after the right number of 
bits have been counted. If the high tone 
is not seen, it reports a framing error. 

If this seems like we haven't been told 
everything, that's right, because the 
sender and receiver have to be set up in 
the same way. How much time is there 

between bits? How many data bits in a 
character? Is there a parity bit? If so, 
is it odd or even parity? 

How much time between bits is determined 
by how many bits we can send each second. 
One baud is, for all practical purposes, 
one bit per second. 300 baud is 300 bits 
per second, and the inter bit time is 1/300 
sec or 3.3 ms <that's milliseconds, not 
Micro seconds>. The earliest teletypes 
transmitted at 110 baud and had an interbit 
time of 9 ms. Since each character took 7 
bits plus one start bit and two stop bits, 
this meant that each character took about 
90 ms. The top speed of these teletypes 
was about 130 words per minute <5 
characters per word>. <The hardware was 
even slower.> 

Ok, we have to program our modem by 
tel I ing it whether it is to be in the send 
or receive mode <can't both ta I k at once>, 
what baud rate to use, how many data bits, 
whether it has to use a parity bit, and how 
many stop bits to send. Once these are 
agreed to and set up by both modems, then 
data communication is possible. 

Most of these parameters are set in the 
Po ty by contro II i ng the 8251 A USART chip . 
'USART' stands for Uniform Synchronous 
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter, and is a 
chip designed to take care of most of the 
housekeeping chores involved in serial data 
communications. As the names suggests, it 
can be programmed for synchronous or 
asynchronous modes, and can send and 
receive data. Poly's printer driver Setup 
program a I lows us to set the baud rate to 
any one of 15 different speeds, but the 
other parameters are "built in" to the 
software. They are set to 7 data bits, odd 
parity, 2 stop bits. Since many printer 
and modems are set to 8 data bits, no 
parity, this usually does not present a 
problem except on incoming data. Also, 
many telecommunications services use 8 data 
bits, no parity. Poly's fTP sets up the 
USART for 8 data bits, odd parity, 2 stop 
bits. 

Theoreti ca tty, th Is tech no logy can work 
up to a very high frequency, so can achieve 
a very high baud-rate. On the Poly the 
highest <easily programmable> baud rate is 
9600 baud <about 11,000 words per min.> 
But, there are I imitations when it comes to 
using the telephone Ii nes. The telephone 
lines '#ere designed to carry voice signals 
and have a bandwidth of 2600 Hz. Recall I 
said that duplex modems have send and 
receive tones? The sender shifts between 
frequencies of 1270 Hz. and 1070 Hz. The 
receiver shifts between frequencies of 2225 
Hz. and 2025 Hz. This keeps the t'#o 
channels far enough apart to prevent 
interference. If the tone were to approach 
the 2600 baud upper limit, signal loss and 
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degradation would be enough to cause data 
toss. Now, technology to distinguish 
between the two frequencies needs to 
monitor the signal tong enough to tell the 
t'#o tones apart. T'#o cycles is about 
enough time . Two cycles of the tower tone 
corresponds to about 600 baud, which is the 
practical upper limit for FSK technology 
using telephone lines . Of course, early 
hardware had its own limitations and a 
factor of two safety margin gives the nice 
round figure we all remember of 300 baud. 
Remember when a 11 the modems '#ere 300 baud? 

Short haul, or Null modems, which have 
their own '#ires, are not limited by the 
telephone lines. That's why printers can 
be connected to the Poly at 9600 baud -- no 
Ma Be II to dea I "'ith. 

Of course using a modem on the Poly 
usually meant losing the printer and 
changing the serial card header plug 
<unless you were fortunate enough to have 
two serial cards installed). Connecting 
the modem in this configuration meant 
disconnecting the printer at the same time 
because there was only one 8251A USART, and 
it could be connected to only one thing at 
a time. 

When I went looking for a MODEM, I 
wanted to have it and the printer at the 
same time, so I looked for an internal 
modem. I got the D.C.Hayes MICROMODEM-100, 
which '#ent into the Poly backplane and 
could be run at the same time as the 
printer. But, I had to write the software 
to run it. When they first came out they 
were priced at $400.00. 

The first modem I heard of was an 
acustic cat modem. It had a cradle with a 
speaker and earphone onto which one placed 
a standard telephone handset. There were 
tittle rubber cups which held the phone in 
place. Basically, this device had a switch 
for selecting between originate and answer 
mode, but left everything else up to the 
operator, or the computer. 

First turn on the computer, and then 
turn on the modem. Bring up FTP and select 
the baud rate. Now, Dial the number and 
listen for the tone. Then plug the phone 
into the modem and hope the I ine wasn't too 
noisy. But when you were the first kid on 
the block with one, it was terrific, even 
when it was bad <Ii ke sex>. These acoustic 
modems could be had for $150.00 back in 
1979, but I sa'# them at computer shows for 
$1.00 apiece recently <and they weren't 
selling>! 

One way to eliminate some of the noise 
is to eliminate the double conversion into 
sound. Soon modem companies advertised 
"direct connect" modems. These modems had 
to have special circuitry built in to 

satisfy the telephone company and the FCC. 
The MICROMODEM-100 was one of the first 
<that heard about> to offer these 
features. They hyped their "patented 
microcoupter" which allowed direct 
connection. 

Modems and cassette storage systems used 
the same data encoding methods. The next 
big jump in modem speed was to the 1200 
baud modem. This jump involved more 
precise timing requirements and a "newer" 
technology. Instead of shifting between 
tones Ii k e the FSK method, the 1200 baud 
encoding method shifted the phase of the 
carrier s i gna I itse If. Remember Poly phase 
encoding on the Poly-BB cassette interface? 
Yep. You guessed it. 1200 baud modems use 
the same technology. Guess what else? The 
speed is the same as the Poly phase 
cassette interface 1200 baud. 

Theoretically, a Poly cassette interface 
being operated in the Poly phase mode ought 
to be able to talk to a 1200 baud modem! 
But, it would be only one way at a time, 
and the phase shift might not match. t 
wonder if anyone ever connected two Poly 
Cassette interface cards together in Poly 
phase mode? It would be an interesting 
experiment. Imagine, Poly had 1200 baud 
modem capability in 1976 and didn't even 
know it! 

I recently obtained a U.S.Robotics S-100 
1200 baud modem and tried it out on the 
Poly. After talking with the company, I 
found that it could not be used in a fully 
interrupt driven method. I eventually 
wrote a routine '#hich used polling to send 
characters and an interrupt routine to 
receive characters. That worked ok. The 
problem '#as with the design of the modem. 
They made the modem look I ike an 8251 from 
the computer side, but did not include a 
method of shutting off the transmitter 
empty interrupt without a I so disconnecting 
the modem. 

In the Poly's 8251, we can shut the 
transmitter empty interrupt off and stuff 
two nulls into its mouth, so >we can get 
back to computing. Ctf the interrupt is 
not shut off, the program would loop 
forever and the computer could do nothing 
else.> 

The U. S.Robot ics S-100 modem used the 
transmitter interrupt enable control to 
turn the modem's tones off and on. The 
first time I tried to treat it like the 
Poly's 8251, it promptly disconnected me. 
There was no way around the problem. The 
outgoing characters had to be sent by 
polling the status and the transm i t 
receiver interrupt had to be physically 
disconnected for the system to be used. 

Once it was working, I found that I 
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would often get a lot of noise in the form 
of garbage characters, particularly on long 
di sta nee Ii nes. I went back to my trusty 
old 300 baud MICROMODEM-100 and got slow, 
but reliable data exchanges. 

Well, now we are hearing about 2400 and 
9600 baud modems. The 2400 baud modems use 
the same phase shift technique, but with 
closer timing tolerances and with a sma Iler 
amount of phase shifting. Higher than 2400 
baud uses the same type of shifting, but 
increases the speed by going one way at a 
time, and/or by using some kind of data 
compression algorithm. 

Hode..rn SoftW'are 

Well, the earliest <Poly) modem software 
was Poly's File Transfer Terminal <FTP>. 
As I mentioned ear I ier, FTP uses the Seri a I 
port and the on board 8251 USART. It sets 
up the USART for 8 data bits, odd parity, 2 
stop bits. This allows transferring 
machine language programs between Poly's 
with great reliability. Any modem which 
connects to the serial port can be used. 
FTP itself has only 3 baud rates built in 
110, 300, and 9600. But, the correct byte 
can be changed and set to other baud rates. 
FTP is also normally set up to use Printer 
minicard #1, but that byte can be changed 
also. 

In 1980 Po lyLetter offered a Modem Kit 
which included two software programs and a 
cable. I believe this was actually one of 
Bob Bybee's first products, before Poly 
Peripherals was formed. Perhaps Bob will 
give us the straight scoop. 

The Modem Cable was wired so that the 
user didn't need to open his Poly and 
change the serial card header. 

MODEM-T.GO was a program set up for 300 
baud, 7 data bits, one stop bit, and even 
parity. It could be used to transmit text 
files, or to save incoming data to text 
files. 

MODEM-T .GO was a program set up for 300 
baud, B data bits, two stop bit, and no 
parity. It could be used to transmit data 
files, or files with machine code in them. 

Both programs included the fol lowing 
features, which could be accessed by 
pressing the ESC key. 

The pro9r111S presented i menu of options: 

B - Begin s1vin9 111 data into le90ry 
E - End Siving diti 
C - Clear diti buffer 
S - S1ve d1t1 fr1111 buffer into disk file 
T - Tr1n&11it disk file 

Typing any other character <including ESC> 

would result in that character being sent. 

One cosmetic nicity of these programs 
was the antiword-split feature. Any space 
arriving in the last B screen positions 
caused the following output to go to the 
next line. MODEM-T also automatically 
eliminated linefeeds from incoming files. 

Later, in 1983, Bob also offered his 
Smartmodem package designed to operate the 
D.C.Hayes Smartmodem 300. The Smartmodem 
300 <and later the Smartmodem 1200) both 
responded to the host computer by allowing 
many setup commands to be sent to the modem 
in ASCII. 

SM.GO was designed for use with the D. 
C. Hayes Smartmodem 300. But, because the 
HAYES command set has become the de facto 
industry standard for controlling modems, 
SM.GO will work with many other modems. 
Bob supp I ied the source code for SM.GO to 
buyers to a I low users to modify the program 
easily to fit their own needs. 

PGL-V-08 and PGL-V-12 both have assembly 
language source files for terminal 
programs. 

PGL-V-08 has a terminal program to operate 
port O by Don Moe, another to operate the 
D.C.Hayes MICROMOOEM-100 by Don Hyde of 
D.C. Hayes Associates, Inc., and another 
to control the earlier Hayes modem, the 
B0-103A Modem board. 

PGL-V-12 has a program ca I led "Semi-Smart 
Terminal 11", by Stanley Reifel, who used 
to work at Poly. This program can be 
operated at 110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 
4800, or 9600 baud. Here's its main menu: 

-----> Return to ter1in11 110de 
Sends • file 
S1ve diti on the disk 
Be9in1 s1vin9 111 d1t1 into 11e110ry 
Ends Sivin9 d1t1 
Clears the d1t1 11e110ry 
Send out i control Y 
Send out i BREAK 
Set return delay time vhen 
Set biUd nte 
Return to EXEC 

Finally, there is Abstract Systems 
HayesSys and FTP-Hayes.GO. FTP-Hayes.GO 
works just like FTP, but uses the D.C.Hayes 
MI CROMODEM-100 board instead of the ser i a I 
port. HayesSys, is a system which 
interfaces the MICROMODEM-100 to the 
Exec/83 operating system by adding the 
internal CALL command which automatically 
uses the MI CROMODEM-100 to di a I numbers 
given on the command line. CALL by itself 
brings up the HayesSys disconnect level 
operating system allowing setting 
parameters and various other functions 
<including a dial command). CALL with a 
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number automatically dials the number and 
waits for a modem tone. HayesSys can send 
and receive text files, or it can log the 
incoming text directly to the printer. 

Actually, I have also wr i tten a dial 
program which only uses the modem to place 
the call , but not for data connection. 
This program dials the number on the 
command line, and then reports "Call 
completed . Press ESC to disconnect." I 
pick up the handset, and then press ESC . 
dia I.GO hangs up the modem and then asks me 
" Did they answer?" . If I press 'n' , dial 
gives me back to Exec. But, if I press 
'y', then di a I issues a command to Exec to 
edit a file called "CALLS.TX", skip to the 
bottom of the file, copy the time from the 
top right corner of the screen <where the 
clock program keeps it), get the date from 
the file Oa te .OT , and add the number just 
d i aled, together with any remarks on the 
line, to the f i le CALLS . TX. So, by using 
the dial.GO program to make all my 
long-distance calls, I have a complete 
record of everyth i ng but how long the calls 
were i n a data f i le. I wrote another 
program to bump this file against the 
telephone bill , but that has nothing to do 
with modems. So, I use my modem more as a 
dialer than for data transfer . 

Commercial: I still have a few of these 
MICROMODEM-100's around if anyone needs 
one. CSee the ads . J I also have one 
genuine Internal Hayes Smartmodem 1200 for 
the IBM PC and compatibles. 

BugNote• 

Abstract Sy1te•s l•tlote 011.0 

FTP 

April 21, 1913 

FTP/04 thru FTP/06 have a bug in the 
receive file routine . When FTP looks up 
the f i le name to see if the file already 
exists, and the file is found, FTP reports 
error 0258 and aborts the receive file 
process. A quick calculation shows that 
258 hex is 600 decimal. Now, the correct 
error to be reported when the output file 
already exists is error 0600. Error 0600 
is "That file already exists". tt is 
reasonable to infer that the original 
assembly source code I ist was missing the 
"H" on the appropriate line . 

What was: 

LXI 0,0600 

should have been: 

LXI 0,0600H 

This error can be corrected by changing two 
bytes in FTP. 

For FTP/04: 
Change byte at 352F from 58 to oo . 
Change byte at 3530 from 02 to 06. 

For FTP/05 : 
Chan<Je byte at 3529 from 58 to 00. 
Change byte at 352A from 02 to 06 . 

For FTP/06: 
Change byte at 3482 from 58 to 00. 
Change byte at 3483 from 02 to 06. 

Reader• Requeat• 

Readers have asked for articles about 
the following: Assembly language ·article 
governing the use of WHO, WH1, Ckdr, Msg, 
etc. How would CP/M be of use. Ho"' does 
CP/M work. Where to get Drive Service, 
Keyboard Service, etc. Also wanted are 
hardware update recommendations, source 
lists, Communication software articles, 
Fi le transfer to other computers. More on 
PClones . More articles on Hardware 
<Boards, etc.> More articles on languages. 
An explanation of relocatable files. 

As time and space permits, I will try to 
answer a IC these questions. However, our 
readers are encouraged to submit their own 
articles on these and any subjects . 
Article& should be submitted on Poly 5w 
SSSD disk. PC disk format is also 
acceptable. 

Advertl•lng 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full pa9e, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller is $3 .00 
per column inch. A column i& 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 
7-5/8 inches wide. Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free. 

IS YOUR POLY PRINTING TOO SLOW? 
» Quadram Microfazer Printer Buffers « 

64K - Expandable to 2M. 
List $299. Special to PolyLetter Subscribers: 
Serial to Serial $99. Serial to Parallel $125. 

Extra memory available - 256K - $180 
Al Levy Associates <616) 293-8368 

FOR SALE: 400 4116 memory chips. $200 for 
the lot. Charles Steinhauser, 404-297-7579 

1. FOR SALE : Poly 8813 with three drives 
and MS COSOD> 8" Disk drive unit mounted i n 
a Poly desk. Monitor and keyboard enclosed 
in Poly Enclosure. Desk needs refinishing! 
--- $275 or best offer... I Yill pay 
shipping. 
2. Poly 8810 with two half height drives, 
monitor and keyboard. In great shape ! 
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$150 or best offer... I '#ill pay ship p 1 . 
3. MS <DSDD> 8" disk drive unit with w i t 
case . In great shape! $125 or 5 t 
offer... I will pay shipping. 
4 . Plenty of used disks to go w i : n e 
above . FREE to CUSTOMERS of AB OvE. 
Bob Kelso -- <318> 981-1971. 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board . $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas, Texas 75205- 1532 , <214>-368-8223. 

Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Wi lliamsto'#n, MA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

DISKS - NJOEMS - PRCJitS - SOFTWARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL disaettes: s-114• 10 bird sector -- t1S per box. 
2. Used disaettes: S-1/4" 10 h1rd sector -- to.so e1ch. 
3. H1yes Micr11110det1 100 <300 b1ud s-100 intern11 110de11> t30. 
4. H1yesSys 110det1 softv1re <for the MicrOllOdt!ll 100> t30. 
5. IA:s1 Spell, 1 9ood spellin9 checker for t20. 
6. Abstr1ct Systl!llS Exec <Enh1nceeents l bu9s corrected> tJS. 
7. Abstr1ct Syst1111 Pr11111 <Enh1nc1111nts l bu9s corrected> 93S. 
8. PolyGlot Libr1ry Vol1111es: t6 e1ch; S or 110re - ts e1ch. 
9. H1yes S..rtaode11 12009 <IBM COllPltible intern1I> t60. 
<Send t1 .00 for 1 COllPlete c1t1lo9--lfree vith 1ny order! .> 

<Mike check or 110ney order p1y1ble to A1lph Kenyon.> 

Poly Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

@ Copyright 1989 by Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr. 

PolyLetter Editor and PuDlisner: Ralph lenyon. SuDscriptions: us s1s.oo 
yr., Canada s20.oo yr., OYerseas $25.00 yr., payaDle in us dollars to 
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Bit Buoket 

What's the newest kind of junk mai l? 
Just the fax please. 

In This Issue 

Editorial 1 
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Announcements 1 
for Footbal I Fans 2 
DownT i me. 2 
Wait States • 3 
HELP - How come? . 3 
Disk Directory Ful I! . 3 
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Corning Soon 

More: BASIC for Beginners, System 
Progra11Y11ers Notes, Help, BugNotes, Pub I ic 
Domain Software, etc. 

FIRST HAIL 

aalph E . Kenyon, Jr . 
Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 ~hite Oaks Road 
~illiamstown. MA 

EXP : 9999 
1 8 q 

01267-2256 

Back volumes of Poly Letter c 198 0 th r u 198 8 > 
are available at reduced prices payable i n 
US dollars to Ra l ph Kenyon. 1 - $15, 
2 - $28, 3 - $40, 4 - $50, 5 - $59, 
6 - $67 , 7 - $75; Canada add $3 shipping, 
Overseas add $10 . Individual back issues 
are also available C$3.50, $4 . 00, $5 . 00>. 
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Editorial 

So far, no one has asked me to pursue 
the matter of UCSD Pascal. Bob Bybee 
responded with an article about modems and 
modem soft-ware adding to "'hat I "'rote in 
the last issue. I've also an article about 
how a ne"' Poly user is putting his Poly to 
work. But, of significant concern to me 
these days is environmental issues. 

1988 was the warmest year recorded in a 
century of recorded weather information. 
1988 '*'as .34 degrees Centigrade higher that 
then 1950-1979 30 year average . <1987 was 
.33 degrees Centigrade higher.> The 
average temperature of the planet is 
increasing at an increasing rate, and 
scientists say that global '*'arm i ng is now 
dangerously high. 

The temperature increase is caused by a 
bui Id-up of "greenhouse gases", which come 
from the increased rate at which we consume 
energy from coa I, o i I, and wood: together 
with the fact that ...,e are depleting the 
"'orld's forests , which would normally 
remove one of the gases, C02. The 
scientists say we have only 20 years left 
to turn around a century of energy 
extravagance before the polar ice caps 
start unreversable melting . .i 

We had almost no snow during the winter 
of 1988-9 here in New England. The 
U.S.Midwest drought of 1988 is only a 
sample of what's coming if we don't take 
immediate action. I urge PolyLetter 
readers to take personal action in our 
fight to preserve our environment by doing 
t'*'o things to start '*'ith. Recycle as much 
as you can and encourage others to do the 
same. Manufacturing products from recycled 
materials uses less energy than 
manufacturing products from ra'*' materials. 

Some of us <or our parents> can remember 
the "war-time" recycling from the WW-II. 
-- We peeled the labels of our cans, cut 
the tops and bottoms out, and flattened the 
sides: '*'e recycled all our metal scraps. I 
do this no'*'; it only takes a fe'*' extra 
seconds for each can. When my bag of 
flattened cans is full, I take it do'*'n to 
the metal recycling bin at my local 
landfi II. 

JUL/AUG 1989 

Saving our environment "'ill become a 
full fledged battle and '*'ill requ i re 
war-time conservation and recycling to get 
the job done. Another reason to recycle is 
that we are rapidly running out of land 
fi II space. 

I urge you a 11 to he Ip save energy by 
recycling as much as possible. Let it not 
be said that people into high-tech are the 
'*'orst offenders. 

Letter a 

Dear Ralph, July 12, 1989 
I am glad that you are out there giving us 
support, condolences and advice. I 
'*'i 11 be de I ighted to hear from you as soon 
as I get current on '*'hat Poly is up to. We 
are a multiple Poly organization and have 
four that are in use almost daily. Not bad 
for people '*'ith v i rtually no technical 
support for the past three years. Poly is 
such a delight to have and to use . Just 
today a friend '*'ho has a PC · clone was over 
complaining about not being to diagnose a 
problem as to whether it was hardware , 
soft...,are, or operator error. I am 
delighted to have my Poly's and look 
forW'ard to many years of service still to 
come. -- Thank you for being there, 
Richard Wagner, Dallas, TX. 

Polyletter, August 14, 1989 
Please list some of the programs available 
from Abstract Systems in each issue, and 
how to use system ca I ls <review some of the 
System Programmer's guide info>. -- Ken 
Lowe, west Valley City, Utah. 

CKen, many Abstract Systems programs have 
been released to the PolyGlot Library and 
"'ere I isted in recent issues of Polyletter, 
but I W'ill list other ones as space 
permits. -- Ed.J 

Announoeznenta 

Sanyo has announced price reductions on 
its turbo PC and AC compatible line of 
computers ($905 & 1689> for a 1 drive 
system. 

Rec re at ion a I Mathema g i ca I Software, 129 
Carol Drive, Clarks Summit, PA 18411, <717> 
586-2784 announced the release of PC-BRIDGE 
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9 . 0 wh i ch plays the other three hands: and 
FASTLOAN 3.0 which does loan calculations 
Cwhat else?). Each reta i ls for $29 . 95 . 

Sapiens Software, P. O. Box 3365, Santa 
Cruz, CA, 95063 , (408> 458-1990, is now 
sh i pp i ng Star Sapphire Common Lisp 3.0 for 
the IBM-PC and compatibles . Requires 640K 
and a hard d i sk. $99 .95 . 

ETS Center, 849 Seven Gables Circle, 
Palm Bay , FL 32909 , 1-800-833-4777, 
announced LABLMAKR . PC3 ( $59> for making a II 
kinds of l abe l s <includ i ng bar-code> and 
c ards for the PC and compatibles . 

Dow-nTinu~-EPROM 

Last time I hinted at a problem with my 
EPROM burner card. My EPROM burner card is 
a Solid State Music <SSM> 2708/2716 
EPROM/PROM card. I recently bought a spare 
card, but i t didn't work, so I had just put 
i t away for spare parts . 

My EPROM burner program does more than 
just program the EPROM. First it checks 
the EPROM socket to make sure the EPROM i s 
erased . Then it looks up the file of 
programming data and loads it into memory. 
Then it tells me to press a key to begin 
programming and wa i ts for me to press a 
particular key. Next, it goes though the 
process of programming the EPROM chip . 
F inally, it checks the EPROM socket to make 
sure the EPROM has been successfully 
programmed and compares that data to the 
original data. It reports "EPROM 
Ver i fied." or "EPROM Verify error!" as 
the f i nal thing it does before giving 
control back to Exec. 

Well, while I was programming EPROMs, 
the program reported "EPROM Verify error!" . 
When this happens , I usually look at the 
contents of the EPROM to see what kind of 
error occurred. Sometimes the EPROM can be 
erased and reprogrammed again and sometimes 
i t is just plain bad. This time when I 
l ooked at the data, it looked like the 
EPROM had not been programmed at all. 
Well, occasionally, a bad EPROM won't 
program at all . So, I tried another one. 
Same resu It. Two bad EPROMS in a row? 
Well , ok, but I ' m suspicious of that. The 
th i rd bad EPROM sent me scurring for my 
trusty voltmeter to check the EPROG 
programming voltages . Hmm .. . 26.3v • .• 
close. Well , I tweak it back up to 26.5v 
and try again . No cigar. Let's see, I was 
checking the voltage at the source, where 
i t was generated so let's go back to the 
EPROM programming pin itself. .012mv. 
<essentially zero>. Ok, I'll go backwards 
toward the source to see if I can find out 
where the voltage i sn't getting through. 

Tracing the circuit diagram on the 
schematic showed that the voltage was 

contro ll ed in a network of t rans i stor s . 
Now that's just great . I can j ust follow 
signals through logic ch i ps , but my 
understanding of transistors is a b it 
sketchy . The pr i nc i ple i s c l ear enough 
from a design po i nt of view , but ""hen it 
comes to what part i cular k i nds of 
trans i s tors do and how they connect i nto 
the c i rcu i t, that's someth i ng I don ' t 
rea 1 ly understand. 

So , I says to myself , let's look at the 
log i c port i on of the circu i t first . The 
""ay th i s particular PROM burner cara works 
is as follows . The programm i ng voltage i s 
turned on and then the byte to be 
programmed is written to the EPROM . A 
timing circuit holds the write cond i tion by 
telling the 8080 to WAIT us i ng an extended 
wait-state . After each byte i s written a 
number of times, so that the total amount 
of writ i ng t i me for each byte adds up to 
the time the manufacturer of the EPROM 
requires for programming, a read cond i t i on 
turns off the programming voltage . 

So I found a logic line entering the 
transistor network, and reasoned that that 
line turned on the write condition. So, I 
got out my logic probe and ran the program 
on an empty socket and looked at this log i c 
line . It seemed to be working ok . 

Now I don't have any cho i ce . I've got 
to look at the transistors. I can't use 
the logic probe for that because the 
voltages are too high . Even though I don ' t 
know how each of these transistors work, 
there i s only a couple of l i nes go i ng i n 
and out of the network. It turned out that 
all the transistors were of the same type . 
I checked my spare board and discovered 
that it generated the voltage ok, but 
didn ' t read memory correctly . So , I 
figured these transistors were ok . Well, 
1 've got some good ones, but how do I 
f i gure out INh i ch one is the bad one <or i f 
there is more than one>? 

Ok, let's look at the EPROM voltage 
specification for that pin and see what i t 
requires. A low voltage enab I es the EPROM 
for reading. And, the h i gh voltage C26.5> 
is used to program it . The circuit looked 
like the high voltage came into one 
transistor and its output went to the 
programming pin of the EPROM . Ok, that 
makes sense, a hefty voltage being switched 
on and off by a transistor . But, there 
were two other transistors , both connected 
to the first one. It looks l i ke the other 
two turn on the first one and also drain 
off any "I ea k age" from the main one . Just 
a guess. Well, we aren't getting anyth i ng 
through, so let ' s just try them one at a 
time. 

The board was capable of programming 
2716 eproms also, and had other transistors 
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of the same type for that purpose. 
decided to simplify the board and remove 
the components used in programming the 
2716's; this way , I could use those 
transistors on the 2708 circuit. Well, to 
make a long story short, this time I got 
lucky. The first one I replaced made the 
board \o/Ork properly. Of course, Now that I 
think about it more carefully in \o/riting 
this, I rea Ii ze that the other components I 
had been removing might have had a short to 
ground \o/hich just kept the voltage down. 
I'll never know for sure. But one thing I 
did know. The high voltage chip got VERY 
hot before I got the board working again. 
I couldn't touch it. Now it just gets 
\o/arm. So, your guess is as good as mine. 
It just goes to sho\o/ that sometimes 
something can be fixed by someone who 
really doesn't know what he's doing. 

We'll all need that kind of guts and 
luck to keep our Poly's running now that 
Poly has closed. Of course most of us 
stand ready to help anyone in trouble. 
And, most of the time a problem can be 
fixed by swapping boards or chips. But not 
always. Help keep our Poly's flying; share 
with us your down-time experiences so 
everybody can benefit from what each one of 
us learns. 

True Circle 

True Circle is a comedy booking agency 
in western Massachusetts that uses a Poly 
to support their business. As a newcomer 
to computing, the kinds of th i ngs being 
done are still simple. The proprietor, 
Norman LaFoe <Norm> reports that he has 
gotten past the initial "computer phobia" 
and is really starting to enjoy it. 

To see how the Poly helps him, let's 
talk briefly about what the business 
invo Ives. As a comedy booking agent, Norm 
arranges for comics to play a "gig" at 
various clubs in New England. To insure 
that a comic isn't used too often, detailed 
records of who played which club are 
required for immediate reference, 
particularly during the scheduling process. 
This is where the Poly makes things easy. 

Norm has created a schedule file which 
is kept in date order and lists the date, 
the c I u b, the comic, the number of shows 
performed on that date, and the salary. 
This file is updated each \o/eek by adding 
the data for the latest gigs with the 
system editor. 

To use this data file during the 
scheduling process, Norm uses Abstract 
Systems Search.GO program, which wi 11 read 
in a memory full of data and display lines 
with the search string in it on the screen, 
paging when a full screen is achieved. 
Norm \o/ill give Search.GO the name of the 

club and it \o/ ill d i splay for him the past 
schedu l e of com ics wh ich p l ayed that club. 
He \o/ill g i ve Search.GO the name of a com i c 
and it w i ll d i splay for him the past gigs 
that comic has played, and will sho\o/ the 
fee paid. The raw data for all past gigs 
is loaded into memory and can in stant l y 
d i splay requested data . Norm says: "It ' s a 
real boon to the schedu lin g process ." 

True Circle keeps t\o/o ma ilin g list 
files. One is for press release people, 
such as the local Television stations, 
Rad i o stations, newspapers, etc . The otner 
i s a list of regular patrons of the clubs 
who like to receive mailings telling of 
upcoming comics scheduled. 

Another way the Poly has been useful is 
in the printing and preparing of directions 
to the clubs. These are sent to the comics 
to tell him or her how to find that 
part icul ar club. " The d ir ect ions alone 
have paid for the Poly. I save a bundle in 
long d i stance phone calls by mailing 
printed directions in advance. " , reports 
Norm. 

Edit Secrets 

have been working on Edit.GO and here 
are more "secrets" that I have found out . 
The ESCape library routines allow comments, 
direct text input, and i mmed i ate command 
execution. 

An undocumented feature of Ed it i s that 
comments can be edited int o ESCape 
libraries. This can be used as a t it l e 
line to tell someth i ng about the file of 
commands, or as a comment about a 
particular escape command, or for any 
purpose -whatsoever. When Edit is loading 
an ESCape library <ESC CTRL-L>, it looks at 
the incoming text for the start of a 
definition. A defin i tion starts \o/ith "'l= 
and the character being defined, and ends 
with "'[; The sequence '"'£"' marks the 
beginning of a comment . A comment ends 
with a another '"' . So, when Edit is 
loading commands and comes to '""£"', i t 
begins skipping text until another 
comes along . 

One minor annoying things about Edit is 
that it has no merge function. It only 
al lows one to add from a new text input 
fi l e; but, then one must go and mark the 
text and then move i t to the desired 
location. Lately, I discovered a way 
around this. The ESC library load function 
'Wi 11 load the text and insert it where the 
cursor is. However , this rout ine has its 
own side effects ; it str i ps carriage 
returns from the input text, and converts 
any character preceded by a carrot '"'' into 
a control character. And , to get a s ingle 
carrot, two must be in the file. If the 
control character is an Ed it command it 
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"'ill be executed just as i f you had typed 
the instruction from the keyboard. 

This allo"'s for an interesting 
situation. One can load and execute the 
equivalent of a command file of Edit 
commands from "' i thin Edit by loading i t 
"'ith the ESCape I i brary load function <ESC 
CTRL-U. I just tested a f i le into "'hich I 
put the fol lo...,ing: 

In this de10 f il e I a1AM 
TESTING the escape loader:"M 
Let's see , we go to the beginning,"M 
then we do a find TESTllG,AN 
then we do a CTRL-V to .. te the right"M 
side of the I ine upper case,"M 
then we do 7 backward arrows to 11<>ve toAM 
the beginning of TESTING, and final ly"M 
we do another CTAL-V to flip the"M 
line to lover case . 
ABAfTESTllGA(AVATATATATATATATAV 

have an application in "'hich this text 
load feature comes in handy. I use 
graphics commands to my printer to create 
special logic, mathematics, and other 
graphics characters "'ith my revised 
formatter. For example, I needed to use 
the Hebre"' letter Aleph to represent 
cardinal numbers. When I first wrote the 
document I used an ordinary English letter, 
so I can easily read "'hat I have written . 
But "'hen it came time to print the 
document , I converted these into graphics 
i nstructions using the "graph" command that 
I have added to format . CSee the article 
on GRAPHICS in this issue. Ed.J So, I 
create a sub-directory of files, each of 
wh i ch has one of the graphics character 
definition in it. Then I can go to the 
English character in the file I am editing, 
delete it, and do an ESC,CTRL-L and give 
the name and extension of the file for the 
graphics character I am using. This loads 
the graphics character command "on the 
spot" "'here the cursor is. I used to do 
this by defining an ESC library of the 
graphics characters, but Poly's Edit has a 
bug in it that "'rites over the beginning of 
the file in memory "'hen there isn't enough 
room for the entire file. <SEE Bugnote 
39.1 CHELP BUG EDIT-5)) Also, I didn't "'ant 
to have to load graphics.ED, enter one 
character, and then reload TXdef .ED every 
time I wanted to replace one graphics 
character. Well, here's what's in 
aleph.TX: 

lcmt "aleph" ,graph 0 0 2 68 71 117 116 100 
8 8 8 9 85 87 114 50 32,cntl 

When my formatter executes these three 
commands i t produces the follo...,ing output. 

The "cmt" command allo"'s inserting comments 
in a format file. The "graph" command 

interfaces to the IDS Prism and 
Dataproducts Paper T i ger pr int ers dot 
graphics mode. The same effect can be 
achieved with the "c hr " command. CSee 
GRAPHICS elsewhere in this issue for more 
on graphics mode print i ng. Ed.J 

Well, there are other "'ays th i s feature 
can be used. for example, Suppose you use 
the Poly to write contracts which have a 
lot of standard clauses to pick and chose 
from. A "boiler plate " document could be 
written ...,ith a marker, say three asterisks 
<' ***'), where various clauses ...,ould be 
inserted. A separate file could be wr itten 
for each of the clauses ...,hich ...,ould be 
inserted at the various markers . 

With this setup, the operator ...,ould ed it 
the boiler plate document giving a new 
output file name for the finished contract . 
Then, using the CTRL-F routine, find a 
marker, delete it, and use ESC CTRL-L to 
load the desired clause at the appropriate 
location. 

Another way this feature could be used 
is by programmers when writing programs . 
Commonly used subroutines could be put i n 
individual files . Then ...,hen one of these 
subroutines is desired during the process 
of writing a program, the ESC, CTRL-L 
procedure could load the desired subroutine 
at the desired location. 

The immediate command execut i on feature 
can be used give Edit the equivalent of an 
INITIAL file . Here is my first idea of how 
to use this. Suppose we always put the 
date on the first line in our text files , 
and that we have a date program on the disk 
which keeps the current date in a file 
called "Date.OT". If we EDit TXdef.ED and 
move to the end of the file, we ought to be 
able to insert a d i rect execute rout ine 
which deletes the old first line and 
inserts the date . First we would need to 
move the cursor down one line, delete the 
line, and then get the date from the date 
file. "'R"'X"'M"Q"'C"'LDate.DT"M. Well, it 
turns out that this doesn't work. The Ed it 
ESCape library routines do not allo"' 
loading a library from within a command. 
So, that leaves this idea out. But ...,e 
could use the routine to find a particular 
string of text. such as the word VERSION. 
That would be a gentle reminder to change 
the version number each time "'e ed i ted a 
program. At the end of the BSdef . ED file 
we could insert "FVERSION"C"S"'S"'S"'S"'C"'H . 
This would cause Edit to find VERSION, move 
right 4 characters and then start the 
cursor blinking. Nice try, but this 
doesn't work either . Edit loads the ESCape 
library BEFORE it loads the text file, so 
there is noth in g to find at the time of 
loading. But. can we load plain text? 
Yes, that does work. You can put messages 
to yourself which get inserted i nto the 
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text \o/henever the library loads. However, 
once EDit has been started and you are 
already editing text, the ESCape library 
load routine \I/ill execute commands 

Graphics 

Many modern printers are capable of "dot 
addressable graphics " . My IDS Briter 
Writer, IDS Prism, and Dataproducts Paper 
Tiger printers all allow dot addressable 
graphics. In dot addressable graphics, the 
printer is switched to graphics mode \o/ith a 
command sequence, \o/hich may vary from 
printer to printer. Once in dot 
addressable graphics mode, each byte of 
data sent to the printer encodes a column 
of 7 dots (vertically) to be printed. Most 
printers transfer data in 7 bit serial with 
an optional parity bit; but, some can 
transfer data in 8 bit serial or in 
parallel too. The printers above can all 
be configured for 7 or 8 bit parallel mode 
as \I/el I as for seria I mode. 

Each "byte" of data consists of 8 
"bits"; for example, the character '1', has 
an ascii <decimal> value of 49, but its 
hexadecimal value is 31H. A hexadecimal 
number is in base 16, \o/hich is very 
convenient for writing the value of a byte, 
because 16 is an exact po\o/er of 2, and each 
byte takes just 8 bits \o/ith no left-over, 
unused numbers. Writing each bit as a 'O' 
or '1' express it in "binary" notation. 
The character '1 ', \o/h ich has an a sci i value 
of 49 decimal, or 31H <hexadecimal>, has a 
binary value of 001100018. Each 
hexadecimal digit converts directly to 4 
binary digits. 

A serial data transmission line sends 
these bits out one at a time over one \I/ire; 
a parallel data transmission line sends 
these bits out at the same time over 8 
\I/ires, one for each position. 

Well, it doesn't really matter ho\o/ they 
get to the printer, but once they are 
there, the printer can use them to tell 
\o/hich dots are to be printed and \o/hich ones 
are to be left blank. In my printers, the 
lowest order bit "addresses" the top dot in 
a column of 7 ro\o/s. Each higher bit turns 
on or off the correspondingly lo\o/er dot. 
For example, a binary 0000-0001 (I'll put 
in a '-' to make reading these numbers 
easier.) turns on the top dot . A binary 
0000-0010 turns on the second dot, and a 
binary 0000-0011 turns them both on. This 
same logic applies to the remaining 5 bits. 
Here are \o/hat some <decimal> number bit 
patterns \o/ould look like \I/hen printed in 
graphics mode. The number at the top of 
each column is the decimal value of the 
byte of data being sent to the pr inter, and 
the asterisks sho\o/ \o/hich bits are turned on 
or printed. I have numbered the bits 'O' 
to '6' instead of '1' to '7' because of the 

relation between the bit number and the 
po\o/ers of two. Here's \I/hat the first 9 
patterns, and a couple of more, look like 

bit - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16 31 32 44 63 64 100 127 
0 - I 

1 -
2 -
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -

• S • I 

I I S S 

S I S I 

• • • 
• • 

• 
• • 

• 
I S 

S I I 

Important ones to notice are the ones with 
only one aster i sk . These tell us what 
number turns on which bit. Here they are 
again. Also, I sho\o/ a diagram with the bit 
number replaced by the bit value . <The 
value of this diagram will become apparent 
later.) 

bit - 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 value - 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 
0 - I 1 - I 

1 - 2 - . • 
2 - • 4 - • 
3 - • 8 - . 
4 - I 16 - . 
5 - 32 - . 
6 - I 64 - • • 

To get any of the other bit combinations 
printed, \o/e just need to figure out wh ich 
bits we \o/ant to turn on, and then add up 
the corresponding bit values. In the 
previous diagram, notice that the column 
under the number '3' has both the O b it and 
the 1 bit turned on . The value of these 
bits is 1 and 2, respectively, and that ads 
up to 3. Similarly, the bits under the 31 
have bits 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 turned on, and 
the corresponding bit values, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
and 16 add up to 31. To make character 
design easy, I created a template \o/ith 
these bit values -- but first, a bit more 
on my printers. 

My Paper tiger is capable of a very 
dense graphics character display with 168 
columns of graphics dots per inch. This is 
t\o/ice the dot density of the Prism printer, 
\o/hich is lim i ted to 84 dots per inch in 
graphics mode. And, the Br iter Writer is 
so old that I didn't \o/rite my program to 
support it . Actually, all three printers 
were made by the same company, who changed 
their name in mid stream . The l ater 
printers are "Up\o/ard compatible" with 
earlier printers. 

Most of the time I use graphics, it i s 
to print a special character not availab le 
on my printer . To make the process easier, 
I created a graphics character des ign grid . 
My original graphics character designs were 
done on the Briter Writer, but ran 
perfectly on the Prism, and later on the 
Paper Tiger. <Actually, IDS had a Paper 
Tiger printer before the Prism, but when 
IDS \o/as absorbed by Dataproducts, the name 
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"Paper Tiger" was used again. The IDS 
Paper T i ger is earlier than the 
Dataproducts Paper Tiger.) 

So , when I was updating my graph i cs 
characters to take advantage of the 
Dataproducts Paper Tiger's 168 dpi 
capability, I set about preserving the same 
character's "look " on the Prism. Si nce the 
Paper Tiger could print twice as many dots 
i n the same space as the Prism, I decided 
to design my character so that every other 
dot column could be pr i nted on the Prism 
and get the original character, but that 
extra dot column could be inserted between 
each co l umn and "fill in" the character a 
bit. After some experimenting, I decided 
on to use 17 column of dots for a Paper 
T i ger character and 8 co l umns for the 
Pr i sm . <Of course "8 " shuffles into "17" 
with a perfect 1-1 interleaf.> I drew a 
blank character matrix with the dot number 
and value on the left, and a 't' or a 'p' 
at the top of each column so I could see 
what the character would look like before 
it was printed . Here is that blank 
character matrix. 

0 1 
1 2 
2 4 
3 8 
4 16 
5 32 
6 64 

:tptptptptptptptpt: . ................ .. 
I .......... .. , ..... 
I .................. 
I .. ............... . 
I .................. 
I ...... ............ 
I ................... 

ltptptptptptptptpt: 

To give you an example of how I use this 
matr i x, here is one f i lled in for the Greek 
character "alpha" . 

0 1 
1 2 
2 4 
3 8 
4 16 
5 32 
6 64 

ltptptptptptptptpt: 
' .................. 
I ............. ·· ··· 
' ............ ...... 

...... •••• .. •• .. . : 

.... •• ... . •• ..... : .......... •• ..... : 

...... •••• .. •• ... l 
.tptptptptptptptpt: 

The Poty's Video Terminal Interface <VTI> 
uses a 9x7 character display format on an 
10x15 field. <The first dot column is 
blanked to form the intercharacter 
separation. The bottom 6 rows are blanked 
to form the lines between characters.> So, 
adapting the 9x7 character format to a 
printed 7x8 or 7x17 format requires a 
little compromise and adjustment . Some of 
the Po ly's Greek characters can be created 
using the same dot pattern. The alpha 
above is one of them. Of course, it will 
be a tittle taller Cin proportion to other 
characters> than it would appear on the 
Poly screen . I a !ways used the f i rst one 
or two columns as inter character spacing, 
and I kept the same number of columns. to 

fit the character int o "fixed" character 
spacing. 

Anyway, back to designing the 
characters. The next step is to add up the 
value for each column using a 0 where there 
is no aster i sk and the bit value where 
there i s one . For the "alpha" character 
this comes out to be the following numbers. 
The second Ii ne Ii sts every other number to 
show what numbers would be used by a 
printer with only 84 dpi capability. 

0 0 0 0 48 48 72 72 72 72 48 48 48 48 72 72 o. 
0 0 48 72 72 48 48 72 

Some time ago I changed FORMAT.GO by added 
the "chr" command and calling the result 
"format.GO". Since then format.GO has been 
extensive ty modified by adding many other 
commands, i ncluding one which shifts into 
and out of graphics mode directly . That 
new command is "graph" <what else?> . Two 
other new commands are relevant to the 
current discussion, the "cmt" command and 
the "cnt" command. The "cmt" command 
allows inserting comments in text to be 
formatted, comments which will be sk i pped 
over. In BASIC we have REM statements 
which get sk i pped over: In Exec <and in 
assembly 1an9uage pro9rams> the semicolon 
is a remark or comment command. Well, I 
wanted a comment command for the formatter 
and added one to format. 

The other command, "cnt", "counts" 
invisible or graphics characters; it 
basically tells format to shorten its idea 
of how long the Ii ne is by one character . 
When graphics characters are created, 
format doesn't know how to count them so 
doesn't figure them into the character 
count . That could result in the right 
margin being shifted over one character on 
a I ine with a graphics character in it. I 
invented the "cnt" command to deal with 
this situation . It adds one to the tine 
character count so format wi 11 start a new 
tine after the right number of characters 
have been added to the line to be pr inted. 
So, when I took the above numbers and put 
them together with the graphics command I 
9ot " lcmt "a lfa" ,graph 0 0 0 0 48 48 72 72 
72 72 48 48 48 48 72 72 O,cntl" The cmt 
command ignores the space and "alfa". The 
comma marks the start of the next command 
"graph", which switches the printer into 
the graphics mode, and then, depending 
whether the "prism" or "tiger" has been 
selected , sends the numbers following 
direct to the printer; when the numbers are 
exhausted, "graph" switches back to text 
mode . Finally. the "cnt" command "counts" 
the graphics character "oc" as part of the 
line. 

Now, if you have an early version of 
format or Format, which only has the "chr" 
command, the same effect can be achieved , 
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but one must kno"' \o/hat the graphics and 
graphics escape command sequence are. In 
the case of the Prism and Paper Tiger 
printers, <and many other printers>, that 
sequence is just an ascii 3 to enter 
graphics mode and an ascii 3 and 2 to exit 
graphics mode. Because ascii 3 signals a 
command, to print a graphics 3 requires 
ascii 3 follo\o/ed by another ascii 3. All 
th i s has been written i nto the graph 
command . But here is how we would do the 
same thing \o/ith the "chr" command. I will 
start with the lower density graphics which 
uses only 8 columns per character. The 
first "chr3" shifts into graphics mode, and 
the final "chr3,chr2" exits. 84 dp i 
graphics "alpha" using the "chr" command: 
fchr3, chrO, chrO, chr48, chr72, chr72, 
chr48, chr48, chr72, chr3, chr2J. The 168 
dpi graphics version would be: !chr3, chrO, 
chrO, chrO, chrO, chr48, chr48, chr72, 
chr72, chr72, chr72, chr48, chr48, chr48, 
chr48, chr72, chr72, chrO, chr3, chr2J. 

Of course, one only has to do this once. 
Then we store the result in an escape 
I ibrary as a set of definitions that can be 
called up and inserted "'ith t"'o key 
strokes. 

If your printer is only capable of 84 
dpi graphics, then you might "'ant your 
character matrix and alpha to look thus: 

blank 84 fpi 9itrix 
: p p p p p p p p I 

0 1 I 
1 2 I 
2 4 : 
3 8 I 
4 16 I 
5 32 : 
6 64 

p p p p p p p p : 

0 1 
1 2 
2 4 

1lph1 84 •Pi .. trix 
' p p p p p p p p : 

J 8 I I 

4 16 • I • • I 

5 32 • ' • . ' . 
6 64 . • I I • I 

p p p p p p p p I 

If you only have Poly's FORMAT .GO program 
it i s possible to do the same thing using 
the backslash "\" character. But, the 
character count on the line could get 
screwed up and one "'ould have to do certain 
shenan i gans to get the appropriate 
characters needed . To do the alpha 
character requires the follo...,ing tricks. 
I'll just do the 84 dpi version to keep it 
simple. First, we need to note that chr3 
is a CTRL-C, and chr2 is a CTRL-B and chrO 
is a CTRL-t . But, "'e can't just type these 
characters and get them because Edit will 
think they are commands. CTRL-B goes to 
the beginning: CTRL-C continues the last 
search, and CTRL-f is i gnored by the ROMS! 
Here's \o/hat \o/e have to do to get a chrO. 
First we define the key o "'ith the sequence 
ESC,=,0,"',t,ESC . This "'ill cause the Greek 
letter alpha to appear "'henever \o/e type 
ESC,O. Ok, now for the other CTRL 
characters. We can get them in the same 
\o/ay, or we can use CTRL-F in combination 
with CTRL-U. First type CTRL-f. You will 

be rewarded "' i th a double cursor . Then 
type CTRL-C,CTRL-C,CTRL-B and ESC. F i rst 
you will see two Greek letter delta ' s and 
the Greek letter gamma , and then they w ill 
all disappear. Without moving the cursor, 
type 4 CTRL-U's. You "' il l get the br i c k 
and these three characters back. Three 
left arrows later the cursor w i 11 be to the 
right of the brick. How can "'e tell? Tney 
both look the same . If you type one 
DELETE, the two bricks will become 1 if the 
cursor is to the r i ght of the unde l eted 
brick. By the "'ay, that brick is chr127 
wh i ch you might need at some other time . 
Anyway, now that you have these three 
characters, pos i tion the cursor between the 
two deltas. The f i rst delta "' i ll put the 
printer into graph i cs mode and the seco n d 
one together with the gamma will take i t 
out of graphics. That takes care of the 
chr3 in the beginning and the chr3,chr2 at 
the end of the l i ne. No"' "'e must look at 
the others. There are t"'o cnrO ' s so using 
our ESC,O tw i ce "'e get them . Next, the 
chr48 is the same as the character 'O' so 
"'e type that. The chr72 is a capital ' H' 
so "'e type that tw i ce. Two more O's and 
one more H and "'e are a I most done . Now we 
move the cursor in front of each character 
and i nsert a backslash "\ " . The backslash 
will tell FORMAT.GO to print the next 
character literally . I don ' t know if this 
"'i 11 \o/Ork for the a I pha character. You may 
need to go into the file with Szap and 
change the 00 bytes to 80H bytes . It 
doesn't "'ork with format, and , to my 
recollect i on, I never changed the rout i ne 
that gets characters from the file , so 00 
Bytes get skipped over. One caution. Ed i t 
removes any 00 bytes from a f i le \o/hen i t i s 
loaded, so if you EDIT the file again, you 
\o/i 11 need to go through the process of 
putt i ng in the alpha character aga i n <and 
perhaps use Szap to change the 00 bytes to 
80H too.> 

Hore on Hodezns. eto. 
by Bob Bybee 

Dear Ralph, 

Thanks for the article about modems and 
data communications . As you kno\o/, i t's 
always been my pr i mary field of i nterest . 
Since you brought up the subject of early 
modem software on the Poly, I'll respond 
with some <slightly autobiographical> 
information. 

My first Poly was an "orange toaster, " 
the Poly-88, which I bought used in 1979 
for $300 . It came with keyboard and 
monitor, video card, and CPU card \o/ith 512 
bytes of RAM . The box had no other memory . 
I was i nterested in learning compute r s, 
though , so that d i dn't slow me do\o/n for a 
minute! I used the " 4 . 0 Mon i tor " ROM 
list i ngs that came i n the Poly's manua l , 
and learned 8080 machine l anguage. I began 
wr i ting some small programs in ma c h i ne code 
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too, but did it the hard way: by 
hand-assembling the programs . I would 
write out my program on paper, then write 
down the machine-code bytes in hexadecimal 
th at corresponded to each instruction , and 
f i nally I'd type i n those bytes through the 
Front Pane l. 

When I h i t "G " to run the program, 
e i ther I had entered everything right, or 
i t would usually erase itself and I'd have 
to start over! Of course , since I had no 
d i sk or tape on wh i ch to store the program, 
I ' d have to leave it in memory with the 
power turned on , or else key i t i n again 
next time. 

We 11, I didn ' t write very long programs 
i n those days. A few hundred instructions 
was about my l i mit . But I did manage to 
wr i te a small communications program, which 
l et my '88 talk to a 300-baud modem. That 
was my first entry i nto Poly comm software. 
I used it to commun i cate with The Source, a 
time-shar i ng service that I and several 
other Poly owners <Frank Stearns and Chuck 
Thompson, among others> belonged to. 

Eventually my Poly grew up . I got a 
printer <a 30 character-per-second GE 
Term i Net sort-of letter-quality printer> 
and added a "rea l " chassis, and my '88 
cards moved into their shiny new home, a 
North Star "Hor i zon" box . I added memory 
and two floppy drives, and I was in heaven! 
Then I started more serious software work . 

A l ocal wr i ter , Stuart Woods, used to do 
a ll of h i s work on a Poly . Through Mark 
Sutherland and Polyletter, I met up with 
Stuart, and even interviewed him for a 
Polyletter issue once. He had acquired a 
communications program from PolyMorphic 
which was a derivative of FTP, Poly's 
F i le - Transfer Program. Th is program wou Id 
send and receive text files, and didn't 
care if it was talking to FTP at the other 
end of the wire, so it was useful for 
Stuart; he could send text to his 
pub I isher's computer. I got a copy of the 
program from Stuart. He had told me that 
Poly spec i fically disavowed any knowledge 
of i t and wou l d not support it, so he asked 
me to do some work on it. 

And work did . Ralph, using your 
DisAssembler, tore into the program and 
learned what made i t go . Then I started 
add i ng features, I ike the one that captured 
i ncom i ng data into a file. I made two 
versions of the program, as you noted in 
your article ... MODEM-T for text, and 
MODEM-M for machine code . I used these 
programs for several years, and sold them 
to a number of Poly owners using the 
company name Smyrna Software. Yes, i t was 
an ugly name, but I l i ved in Smyrna, 
Georg i a at the time, and even National 
Geographic couldn't make Smyrna pretty. 

After becom i ng t i red of MO DEM-T's -
limitat i ons, I began des i gn i ng a new 
communications program called SM . By th i s 
time I was comfortable w i th all aspects of 
programming the Poly , and ready to bu i ld a 
" real l y neat" program. SM i ncluded 
features for autod i aling on t he Hayes 
Smartmodem 300 and s imilar modems , as we ll 
as many other advanced things Ii ke : XMODEM 
f i le transfer protocol, automat i c l og i n 
scripts, and a user-extens i ble command 
language. As modems got faster , I improved 
SM to work at higher baud rates . When 
d i rectly connected to another compute r 
<using w i res, not modems > SM can transfer 
f i les at 9600 baud, over 3 sectors per 
second. 

SM was probably the most popular program 
ever sold on the Po l y . In recent years, 

I've contin u ed to sh i p a few, ma i n l y to 
people who want to transport f i les from t he 
Poly to an IBM or other system. SM can 
transfer files to/from a PC , Mac i ntosh, o r 
any other system equipped with a comm 
program that speaks XMODEM <most do). SM 
is still available, by the way! 

I shipped the source code with ea rl y 
versions of SM, as a service to users who 
had been burnt by software developers that 
went out of bus i ness . Wh i le I had no 
intention on leaving anyone without 
support, some customers f elt more 
comfortable i f they had the source, and 
could take it to a programmer i f it someday 
needed modification . I stopped sh i pp i ng 
source with the later vers i ons of SM , s i nce 
the source no longer fit onto a s i ngle 
disk! <It's a big program . > Still, I made 
i t available to anyone interested . 

A few last notes to clarify i tems i n 
your article . Most modems can send a n d 
receive at the same time; they are ca ll ed 
"full duplex . " Both ends CAN ta l k at once, 
and in fact, I've often done " type-ahead " 
when dialing into a time-sharing system . I 
can type to i t wh i le i t's typing to me. 

Your descript i on of how a modem work s i s 
correct, up to the 1200 baud var i ety . 
Beyond that, more exotic modulation schemes 
are used, and a baud is no longer equa l to 
a bit per second! How is that poss i ble? 
Well, a "baud" <after Mr. Baudot , whose 
name was also g i ven to a teletype c od i ng 
scheme> is loosely defined as a " c hange in 
state, per second." But by ca r ef u l 
encoding, one "change i n state" c an be used 
to transmit more than one b i t of 
information. At speeds of 2400 baud, a 
single shift i n the phase of the s i gna l 
actually conveys TWO bits of info rma t i on , 
called a "dibit ". At h i gh speeds , modems 
are more accurately rated i n b its per 
second, or bps, not baud. 

It takes fancier hardware to de t ec t and 
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generate these subtle phase sh i fts, and 
that's why modem technology stalled at the 
1200 baud speed for several years . Today, 
however, high-speed modems use digital 
signal process i ng <DSP> technology to 
detect and generate the signals that they 
put on a phone l i ne . DSP has been the 
r eason for the drop i n 2400-bps modem 
pr i ces . I t allows all of the complex 
f i lter i ng to be done with digital circuits, 
not ana log ones . Analog filters are touchy 
and must be built w i th expens i ve , 
h i gh-precision components . 

At 9600 bps, an even fancier modulat ion 
scheme i s used . It's called "trell i s 
cod i ng," and I can't pretend to understand 
i t completely . Let ' s just say that i t uses 
the techniques of changing a signa l 's phase 
AND amplitude <size), i n various ways, to 
transm i t more than two b i ts w i th each 
change of state. 

In add i tion, any of these modem 
techniques can be speeded up even more 
using data compress i on . Compression 
reduces the redundancy , or unneeded 
i nformation , that's present in most data. 
Th i s reduces the number of bits required to 
hold that data. And since transm i ss i on 
t i me i s d i rectly proport i onal to the number 
of bits we send, that time is reduced too. 
Modems which use compression must also 
"decompress" at the receiving end, so the 
bits at the other end look like they did 
when they started. 

There are a number of compatibility 
problems between high-speed modems . First, 
not a 11 of them use the same compress ion 
technique <some use no compression at all>. 
When two modems can't agree on a 
compression technique , they can still send 
data, but in uncompressed form that takes 
more time to send . There is another form 
of i ncompatibil i ty that's even more severe, 
and that happens when two modems <usually 
the 9600 bps kind> use d i fferent modulation 
schemes. This \o/OUld happen if the two 
modems failed to agree on the frequencies 
used to transm i t over the phone line . In 
that case, the t\o/o modems can ' t talk at 
a II! 

This kind of standardization problem 
used to exist in the 1200-baud \o/orld too . . . 
remember the old Bell 212 vs . Bell 202 
conf I ict? Both \o/ere 1200-baud modem types, 
but they \o/ere incompatible. Eventually the 
212 standard \o/On out, since i t was 
f ull-duplex and 202 only supported half 
duplex <transmitting one \o/ay at a time>. A 
sim i lar war is in progress in the 9600-bps 
arena now . But, I doubt that many 
PolyLetter readers wi 11 be buy i ng 9600-bps 
modems anyt i me soon . They're st i ll very 
expens ive . 

You can achieve some of the same speed 

i mprovements by d o i ng your o\o/n da t a 
compress i on, before transm i tt i ng a fi le , 
and uncompress i ng i t at the other end . In 
the PC world there are several programs 
which perform data compression and 
" arch i ving, " or comb i n i ng severa l related 
files into one l arge f il e. Most of the PC 
bullet i n-boards refuse to carry any t h i ng 
BUT archived f il es . These can be 
downloaded more qu i ckly than the original 
f i I es, and then you can uncompress them at 
the rece i ving end . Often a set of fi l es 
can be compressed by more than 50% using 
these procedures, \o/hich saves you a lot of 
money i n long-d i stance telephone bi ll s, and 
saves the BBS operator a lot of d i sk space . 
Some IBM-PC programs that do c ompression 
are SEAware's ARC, and Ph i l Katz' PKARC and 
PKZ IP programs . I k no w of no such program 
on the Poly, though. 

CBob Bybee 
Peripherals, 
Mountain, GA 
Ed.J 

can be reached at Po l y 
50 11 Brougham Court Stone 
30087 , (404 ) 498-3556. 

SORT.GO 

I have found and corrected a bug i n my 
SORT .GO. The nature of the bug is that an 
extra character i s added to the first l i ne 
in memory whenever there are blank lines i n 
the input file . The bug can be avo i ded by 
just making sure that there are no blank 
lines i n the input f i le. Ho\o/ever , Anyone 
who wants the upgrade, send in your d i sk 
and $1 for postage and handl i ng and I'll 
send the corrected replacement along . 

Advertising 

Commercial advert i sing rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page . Anything smaller is $3 . 00 
per column i nch . A column i s 3-3/4 i nches 
\o/ide by 10 inches tall . A full page i s 
7-5/8 i nches \o/ide . Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers are free . 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box \o/ith po\o/er supp l y 
and mother board. $50 plus shipp i ng . 
Charles A. Thompson , 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da II as, Texas 75205-1532, <214>-368-8223 . 

Abstract Systems , etc. 
19 1 White Oaks Road 
Wi II i amsto\o/n, MA O 1267 
(413) 458- 3597 

DISKS - ~EMS - P~ - SOFT'tiARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $0.50 each . 
3. Hayes Micr0110det1 100 <300 baud 5-100 internal 1ode1> $30 . 
4. HayesSys 10det1 softvare Cfor the Nicr011ode1 IOOl $30 . 
5. Abstract Systems Exec <Enhance11ents l bugs corrected> $35 . 
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6. Abstract Syste95 PrOlls IEnhance11ents l bu9s corrected> $35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Vol1111es : $6 each: 5 or 110re - $5 each . 
8. Hayes Saart10det1 12008 !IBM compatible internal> $60. 
<Send $1 .00 for a COlllJlete catalo9--lfree vi th any order I. I 

<Make check or 110ney order payable to Ralph Kenyon . > 

In the Pu bl ia Domain 

PGL-V-31 and PGL-V-32 contain Abstract 
Systems Spell i ng Checker . These two disks 
can be used as i s to spell check a text 
file . If you have drives with a larger 
capacity, you can copy all the Spell files 
into a subdirectory named "SP .DX" and use 
Spells . Go . Spe l I.GO looks for dictionaries 
on dr i ve '?' Spells looks for dict i onaries 
i n subdirectory ' <? <SP' . 

Included on the disk i s HELP .GO and HELP 
f i les ·for Spel I support programs. Alpha .GO 
i s a -program to a l phabetize a d i ct i onary 
file . Reverse.GO is a program '#hi ch sorts 
a dictionary i nto the order as i f the word 
had been spelled in reverse. Th i s feature 
i s useful '#hen looking for '#Ords w i th the 
same suff i x. $12 for the pair of disks . 

HELP! 

In this section I share '#ith you the 
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i ncluded '# i th Abstract Systems Ex e c.) ' 

HELP PROGRAM C~PARE 
HELP file for syste11 Progra• ·c~PARE' . 

COMPARE .GO C011Pares tvo les, byte by byte , that are spec1f ied 
on the comaand l ine. If .here are any •isllitches, it displays 
the byte count frot1 the start of the file 1nd the tvo bytes 
that differ. It asks whether the c0119arison is to be sent to 
the printer in add ition to the screen. 

Syntax: 'COMPARE <n<path1<file-onel.EXI <•<path2<file-tvol .EXI' 
Emiple 'C<*PARE SORT.GO <2<SOllT.GO' 
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Editorial 

This issue is devoted principly to a special event in the Poly world. Bob Bybee has 
just released a Poly Emulator which runs under MS-DOS. What this thing can do is just 
amazing; what it can't do is understandable. First I'll let Bob brag about it, then 
I'll tell you my reactions. There are a fe'W trade-offs, but all in all, i t seems to be 
a great deal . There's going to be l i fe in Poly soft'Ware for a while yet! Old Poly's 
never die, they just compute away, and Exec lives on forever! Imagine -- having Edit 
and FORMAT and Poly BASIC in the PC world! 

Poly Emulator 

Poly Peripherals introduces PM, a PolyMorphic Emulator program for the IBM-PC and 
compatibles! 

With PM, your PolyMorphic softwiare investment is st ill viable. PM runs nearly all Pol y 
programs, BASIC or assembly language . It will boot any version of Exec. PM provides a 
complete Poly environment , and even runs the Front Panel and RDB debuggers. PM provides 
56K of RAM space, so your Top of RAM is FFFF . 

PM uses "v i rtual disks." Each Poly drive <1 through 7 ) is emulated by a PC-DOS file . 
Disk access is much faster than Poly disks ever were, plus you can use DOS facilit i es to 
make backup copies. Utilities are available to transfer files betwieen the Poly and IBM 
"Worlds. 

~~~~:i~~ ...... -------------------------~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~ <Exec 96 11/23/82- Top of RAN is ffff) ~~~~. -~~. 
~~~~~~~ $ L ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~ Dist 820292 G has 28 files on it. ~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 317 sectors in use, O deleted, 1083 sectors tree. ~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~ Size Name ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 52 BASIC .GO ~~~~rn~~ 
~~~~~ 55 Asmb.GO ~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 8 SYSTEM .SY ~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 6 Pda t . SY ~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 2 AR I SE . GO ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 9 CHECKSUN.GO ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 4 DUP .GO ~~*~-~~~ 
~~,~~~ 5 MIRROR.GO ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 9 FTP. GO ~~-~~·~~~: 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ $1 ~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~N. N PM - PolyMorphic E~ulator v1.0 Ccl 1989 by Poly Peripherals 

Licensed to: Bob Bybee 
Type: 'run' to begin .... Fl and 'quit' to end. 

lp11J run 

[This is what the IBM-PC 
screen I ooks I i ke with 
the Poly Emu l ator running 
on. it. The border marks 
off 64 characters wide by 
16 I ines. The bottom 
portion of the display 
shows the messages from 
the emulator. The Poly 
system runs in the 64 by 
16 portion of the disp l a y. 
Since IBM-PC graphics are 
different, programs wh i ch 
use Poly graphics don't 
display correctly . Also, 
since 8080 machine code i s 
emulated on the IBM-PC, 
the emulator may run a bit 
slower than the Poly. If 
you have a fast, or turbo 
XT or AT, the difference 
in speed won't be seen as 
much. For more information 
read EVAL.EM -- Ed . J 

PM runs on a PC, XT, AT, 386, or 100% I BM-comp at i b I e machine . For more information, or 
for a free demonstration disk, contact: Bob Bybee, Poly Peripherals, 5011 Brougham 
Court , Stone Mountain, GA 30087, <404> 498-3556. 
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Announcements 

Left Coast Software has just announced 
that it is tossing Exchequer , Version 2 . 1, 
i nto the shareware arena with a $15.00 
reg i stration fee. £Exchequer was reviewed 
in the JAN/FEB 1989 issue of PolyLetter. 
Ed.l Left Coast has arranged d i scounts on 
ch eck purchases from Moore , NEBS, and 
Delux. The shareware reg i stration fee 
should be sent to Left Coast Software, 
P.O .Box 160601, Cupertino, CA 95016-0601 . 
Left Coast accepts telephone orders using 
VISA, MC, and COD at 1-(408)-996-3130 . A 
trial evaluation copy may be obtained from 
Polyletter for $5, or call me up and I can 
send the files from my PC using a 1200 baud 
modem <your nickel>. 

Poly El.llulator 
by Bob Bybee 

PM - PolyMorphic Emulator - User's Manual 
Ve rs ion 1.1, October, 1989 Copyright <c> 

1989 by Poly Periphera Is 

1 atroduct ioa. 

Welcome to PM, the PolyMorphic Emulator 
program for IBM-PC compatibles. PM is part 
of our continuing effort to keep your Poly 
systems work i ng for your benefit . PM 
allows you to run your existing Poly 
software on any IBM-PC compatible system, 
which gives you the benefit of readily 
available service, parts, and backups . 

PM does just about everything the Poly 
does. PM provides an complete PolyMorphic 
environment, in which any Poly programs 
1o1 i 11 run, whether they were written in 
BASIC, assembly, or other languages. PM 
accomplishes this by emulating the hardware 
of the Poly, including the ROMs, memory 
map, interrupts, screen memory, and so on. 
Anything that runs on Poly hardware should 
run on PM, with a few exceptions noted 
below. 

Wily E•ulate? 

If you're a loyal, long-time Poly user, 
you've reached 1989 painfully. You've 
spent a great deal of time and money 
developing programs to run on your Poly 
system, and you ' ve bucked the trend of 
IBM-PCs for years. But with every passing 
year, it's becoming more difficult to stay 
with the Poly, especially so now that 
PolyMorphic Systems is no longer in 
business . You're worried about support, 
and about getting spare parts and service . 
Someday the last PolyMorphic will stop 
running. 

But software doesn't d i e of old age the 
way hardware does. With PM, you can move 

virtually all of your Poly software to a 
PC-compatible, and continue using it. And , 
if you want to, you can use the util i ties 
available with PM to begin modifying your 
programs and data to run under MS-DOS. 

Wllat Yoa Get 

On the IBM-PC d is k, you'll find these 
files: PM.EXE is the PolyMorphic Emulator 
program . POLYDEV . DAT is a text file that 
sets up your default drive configurations 
<discussed below under vdisks). SYSTEM.PM 
is the System vdisk, which is a bootable 
Poly System disk. It contains Exec/96, 
BASIC, and many utility programs . DEMO.PM 
is the second vdisk, containing several 
demo programs. 

If you purchased the transporter kit 
<optional>, you'll also receive an SSSD 
Poly diskette of SM, Poly Peripherals' 
communications program. This version of SM 
has been enhanced so that it can send an 
entire Poly dis~ all at once, to a PC which 
will capture it into a file. You'll also 
find a copy of PROCOMM on your IBM-PC 
diskette . PROMCOMM is a communications 
program which is used on the PC side to 
capture this data from SM. And, if you 
ordered it, you'll find a serial port cable 
custom-made to connect your PC to your 
Poly . 

2"h Vdisks 

When running PM, you can access drives 1 
through 7, just like normal. But each of 
the "drives" you are accessing is actually 
a "virtual disk", which we will call a 
"vdisk". A vdisk is just a file, in IBM-PC 
DOS, but that file happens to contain all 
the sectors of a Poly d i sk . To the Poly, 
i t's a drive: to the PC, it's a file . 
Thus, to back up that Poly drive, you can 
just use PC-DOS and copy the corresponding 
file to a PC floppy, or run a tape backup, 
or however you normally back up your PC 
files. 

How does PM know what vdisk <PC-DOS 
file) corresponds to which drive? Your PC 
disk contains a file called POLYDEV . DAT, 
which contains lines like 

drive 1 system.pm 
drive 2 demo.pm 

This establishes a connection between <1< 
and the vdisk called SYSTEM.PM, <2< and 
DEMO . PM, etc. PM reads this POLYDISK.OAT 
file when it starts . You can edit this 
file with any ASCII text editor to change 
your defaults. You can also use the PMU 
program , described later, to change these 
connections "on the fly", just as you could 
with Poly's Volume Manager . 

Speak i ng of Volume Manager: Don't use it 
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'.rlith PM . Its functions aren't needed with 
PM, and it contains hard'.rlare-dependent code 
that '.rlOn't run correctly. Also, it 
occupies RAM space, whereas PM can do all 
of the same tricks without moving Top of 
RAM be low FFFF . Use POL YD I SK.DAT and the 
PMU program to do your volume-manager 
funct ions. 

Getting Started 

If you have a hard disk, create a 
directory for PM to run in, such as C: \PM. 
Copy all files from the PM IBM-PC disk i nto 
th i s directory . If you don ' t have a hard 
d i sk, you should consider getting one! But 
you can run PM from a floppy drive . Please 
make a backup copy of the floppy disk 
before do i ng so . 

Type PM and hit Enter. 
screen: 

You'll see th i s 

file, and so on . S i nce your POLYDEV.DAT 
file was set up with t1No vdisks, you can do 
things with drives < 1 and <2 now. Later 
we'll exp l ain how to use other dr i ves . 

Ke1board llapping 

You may want to leave your CAPS LOC K 
feature turned on when using PM, s i nce most 
Poly commands are upper case. Unlike the 
Poly keyboard, you can use SHIFT INh i le CAPS 
LOCK i s on, and get lower case . 

PM lets you use your PC keyboard i n 'Nays 
that are useful in the Poly environment. 
Here are some of the control- keys, and what 
they do: DEL and the BACKSPACE key <the 
l i ttle left-arrow by itself> both do a Po l y 
DELETE, which is used almost always as a 
backspace. The four arrow keys '.rlork as 
expected . The PgUp and PgDn keys perform 

"P and " N, which the Poly editor 
uses for previous and next page. 
Ctrl - PgUp and Ctrl-PgDn are "'B 
and " E, which the editor uses for 
beg i nning and end of file. F1 
through F4 are Poly I through IV 
<only found on the Poly Keyboard 
Ill) . These are equivalent to 
"'\, "' ], "'" <CTRL-"), and "' 
<CTRL-DELETE>. FS generates the 
same code as the Poly "Line Feed" 
key, "' J. F6 generates the same 
code as the Poly "Backspace" key, 
"'H. All of the other keys shou l d 
generate standard characters , or 
not do anything at all inside of 
PM. Other funct i on keys and 
special keys may be defined for 
future enhancements . 

PM - PolyNorphic E1ulator v1.2 tel 1989 by Poly Periphera ls 
Licensed to: <your na1e> 

Printer Support 

Type : 'run ' to begin . ... f1 and 'quit' to end. 
lp1J 

The upper window i s the Poly screen, 16 
x 64 characters . The l ower windo'.rl is used 
when you enter "supervisory" commands to 
PM, to start and stop the emulator, for 
example . 

Type RUN <or R> and h i t Enter. The Poly 
Emulator '.rl i ll boot up. If you see the 
message " Waiting for printer . .. " on the 
l ower window , hit CTRL-Y to bypass the 
pr i nter initialization, just as you l#Ould 
on a Poly . If you see that message, your 
printer '.rlas probably not connected or 
turned on '.rlhen you told PM to run. 

After several seconds, you should 
the Exec prompt in the upper windolN. 
you're using a PC or XT, be patient . 
take a little longer than you're used 

see 
<If 

It' 11 
to. > 

No w, anyth i ng you type should 1Nork just 
l i ke a Poly. You can list drives, edit a 

The PM system vd i sk is mostly 
a " pla i n vanilla" Poly d i sk . PM 
i s able to boot from any Pol y 
d i sk; we didn't mod i fy Exec in 

order to get i t t o run . But this vdisk has 
a spec i al Sia . PS f i le , wh ic h i s the PM 
printer dr i ver . Th i s f i le must be on any 
vdisk you p l an t o use as a System disk. If 
you want to use one of your o'.rln d i sks as a 
System d i sk , you' ll need to remove S i a.P S 
from that disk, and copy ours onto i t . 

PM only supports p r inters \#hen using a 
vers i on of E x ec that c ontains Sia . PS . 
Ei'!rl i er Execs had the printer driver 
embedded i n Printer.GO, and these Exec s 
cannot be used with PM i f you want to use a 
pr inter. 

When runn i ng 
legal ans1Ner to 
such as 9600. 
Sio . PS file. 

Setup , you can g i ve any 
the Baud Rate quest ion , 
It doesn't matter to our 

When you tell a Poly program to pr i nt 
something, i t will come out o n whateve r 
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your PRN or LPT1 printer device is. If you 
can do a print-screen on your PC and get a 
printout, you should be able to get a 
printout from PM. 

If you're using a serial-interface 
printer with your PC, be sure your system 
sets up its baud rate with the MODE 
command, and redirects LPT1 to COM1 so that 
the print-screen test works. If you need 
more information, see your DOS manuals for 
the MODE command, or call us for help. 

Note: The version of Sio.PS shipped with 
PM version 1.0 <the demo version shipped 
free to some Poly owners) would "hang" if 
the printer was not ready. This has been 
fixed in PM/1.1. Do not use the System 
vdisk from PM/1.0 unless you copy the 
Sio.PS f i le from the 1.1 release. 

fl.re Buts 

There are always exceptions. Here's a 
list of some known things PM can't do <at 
least in this release). 

Block graphics and some Greek characters 
don't come out right, since the PC screen 
can't display anything resembling those 
characters. See comments under Screen 
Mapping, below. 

The Poly serial port hardware i sn't 
emulated, so programs like FTP that access 
the serial port directly won't run . Using 
our Sio.PS printer driver, though, you can 
use any printer that your PC normally uses . 

Some speed-dependent programs won't run 
correctly. The speed of PM is dependent on 
\llhat type of PC you're using, and what your 
programs spend most of their time doing. 
In general, a program that computes a lot 
w i ll run slower, but a program that does 
lots of disk 1/0 ....,ill run faster, than a 
real Poly system. Use the fastest PC you 
can get . Running PM on a 286 or 386-based 
PC is about as fast as a real Poly. On a 
PC or XT, it's slower, but it does work. 

Screen Jlapping 

The Poly's screen is 16 x 64 characters . 
PM d i splays this in a window of the PC's 25 
x 80 screen. The PC can't display all of 
the Poly characters accurately... some of 
the Greek characters are missing, and none 
of the "block graphics" characters will 
look exactly right. If there's enough 
demand for it, this problem could be cured 
by some additional work on PM, and by 
adding a "programmable font" display card 
to your system, such as the Hercules 
RAMfont card. Contact Poly Peripherals if 
you're interested in having a 100% accurate 
Poly character set. 

Commands at tbe lpml Prompt 

When you start PM, the lower window 
sho....,s a prompt of Cpml. At this prompt, 
you can type 'run' or 'r' to start runn i ng 
PM. 

To get back to this prompt, hit ALT-F1. 
Then, to quit PM, type 'quit' or 'q'. For 
best results, don't do this unless you're 
at the Exec prompt, with the $ or $$ 
showing on the Poly screen . If you 
interrupt the program while it's doing 
something like updating a disk directory, 
you could damage some Poly files . 

If you've interrupted the emulator with 
AL T-F 1, you can continue where you left off 
by typing 'r' again. 

Some other commands you can type at the 
Cpml prompt: 

b: Boot the system. This is equivalent to 
pressing LOAD on a Poly. The ..... arnings 
about 'quit' also apply here. 

g: Go until a certain address is reached. 
If you type 'g 3200', the emulator will 
execute instructions one at a t i me <very 
slow!> until the Poly's program counter 
register equals 3200 hex. Then it \llill 
stop, display all 8080 reg i sters, and 
return you to the Cpml prompt. 

t: Trace . Executes one 8080 instruction, 
and displays registers. 

x: Examines <displays ) registers, but does 
not execute anything. 

d: Dump memory. 'd 2000 20' would dump 20 
<hex> bytes starting at 2000 hex . 

u: Unassemble memory . Same format as 'd' . 

fbe PlfU Program 

PMU i s the "PM Ut i lity" program . It 
handles th i ngs "'hich involve the PM 
environment, or interact i ons between the 
IBM-PC and the emulator program. It's also 
the PM subst i tute for Volume Manager. 

To run PMU, just type its name at the 
Exec prompt: 

$PMU 
pmu : 

When you see the "pmu:" prompt, type in any 
of the PMU commands described below . If 
you don't have this document handy, type 
HELP to get a brief I ist. Commands may be 
entered in upper or lo...,.er case. 

SI.low 

The SHOW command I ists the current PM 
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vdisk assignments . Example: 

pmu : SHOW 
Current drive assignments: 
1: system.pm 
2: demo.pm 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 

Connect 

The CONNECT command changes a drive 
assignment . Type the CONNECT command, 
fo I lowed by the Poly drive number, then the 
PC filename for the vdisk. For example: 

pmu: CONNECT 3 STUFF.PM 

would assign Poly drive <3 to the PC file 
STUFF.PM, which should be a Poly vdisk. If 
i t isn't, you'll get the message "disk 
directory destroyed!" when you try to 
access it. 

Size 

This command changes the size of a Poly 
vdisk. <Try that, Exec!) You can increase 
the size until it uses all available disk 
space <or 65535 sectors at most> . You can 
also shrink a vdisk until it only has room 
for the files currently stored on it <and 
therefore has O sectors free>. Example: 

pmu : SIZE 3 500 

If you request a d i sk size that's smaller 
than the number of sectors in use, PMU wi 11 
co mpla i n. If you request a size that's 
larger than the amount of free space 
ava i lable on your PC disk, PMU will 
i ncrease the size as much as it can, using 
all that ava i lable space, then ""ill tell 
you what the size ""as actually set to. 

When you create a vdisk, by sending data 
from a Poly to the PC over a serial port, 
that vd isk is created ""ith o sectors free. 
You will probably use the SIZE command to 
increase the vdisk's size before doing much 
with it. 

When using SIZE, keep in mind how you 
plan to back up your Poly vdisk files. If 
your PC uses 360K diskettes, you can create 
a vd i sk of about 1400 sectors and still 
copy that file to a diskette . With 1.2 meg 
diskettes, you can copy a vdisk of about 
4600 sectors . Anything larger and you 
won't be able to make a backup with a 
simple PC "c opy" command. You'll need to 
use a backup procedure on your PC that 
s plits files among diskettes, such as the 
PC's "backup" and "restore" commands, or 
else use a tape drive as your backup 
device. 

DOS 

The DOS command suspends operat ion of PM 
and takes you to a " DOS shell". Use this 
to perform a few simple DOS commands, l oo k 
around at files , etc . But don't plan to 
stay here for long; PM i s still loaded in 
memory and may interfere with any l arge 
programs you run ""h il e in the DOS shell. 
If you plan to do much with DOS, ex it PM 
with AL T-F 1 and Q. 

When you're done "" it h the DOS shel l, 
type EXIT to return to PM . 

Copy 

The COPY command moves f il es between the 
Poly and IBM-PC f i le systems. You must 
specify the source and destinat ion 
filenames. For example, 

pmu: COPY <1<POLYFILE.TX 
C:PCFILE.TXT 

would copy the Poly file <1<POLYFILE.TX to 
IBM-PC f i le C:PCFILE.TXT . You can copy in 
either d i rection , from Poly to PC or 
vice-versa. 

You must include a path specifier on 
either the Poly filename <like <10, on the 
PC filename ( l i ke C:) , or both . Otherw i se , 
PMU can't tell which is which , and wil l 
complain. For best results, don ' t put \ or 

in your Poly filenames , since it \oJill 
make them look like PC filenames . 

PMU w i ll then ask, 

Text or Binary treat~ent <T or B> : 

Press T or B. nnd thP.n Ret u rn. If you 
~e l ect te xt treatment , the file is copied 
with the proper end-of-line characters <CR 
alone on the Poly ; CR/LF on the PC> and the 
NUL bytes at the end of the Poly file are 
stripped out. If you select binary 
treatment, all bytes are transferred. 

Remember that Poly filenames are 
case-sensitive <upper and lower case are 
considered different>, but PC filenames are 
not. 

Quit 

The QUIT command exits PMU and returns 
you to Exec. 

lfoving Your Dist Files 

PM doesn't rea 1 ly become useful unti I 
you can run YOUR programs in the PM 
environment. In order to do this, you'll 
need to transport your disk files from your 
"real" Poly, to the PC. Poly Peripherals 
provides ways to do this . 
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The simplest way is to have us do it for 
you! If you can put your Poly files onto 
5" SSSD Poly diskettes, and send them to 
us , 1,1e 1,1ill transport those files onto 
IBM-PC diskettes and send them back. Each 
Poly disk you send to us will be converted 
into a single IBM-PC disk file. We'll name 
them with names like DISK1.PM, DISK2.PM, 
and so on. Then, when you receive those 
files on PC disks, just copy them into your 
C: \PM d i rectory <or wherever you plan to 
use PM). You can "connect" any of those 
vdisl<s to any PM drive number using the PMU 
program. Once connected, you can copy 
f i les around unt i l you get the Poly disk 
arrangements you want. 

If you want to be able to transfer Poly 
files yourself, you need our "transporter 
kit." This contains everything you need in 
order to transfer whole Poly disks into 
IBM-PC files. You'll be doing it just the 
way we 1,1ould, but you can do it yourself 
whenever you want to. 

To use the "transporter kit," copy all 
PROCOMM files from the IBM-PC disk 
provided, into your C:\PM directory: 

C:\PM>copy a:proconrn.• 

Then run PROCOMM on the PC, by typing 
PROCOMM and pressing Enter . PROCOMM comes 
w i th a large documentation file, 'Which 
describes it in great detail . It's a 
powerful package, useful for general 
purpose communications 'Work on any PC. 
PROCOMM is "shareware," not public-domain, 
s o i f you intend to continue using it you 
are asked to "register" your copy 1,1ith the 
authors by sending them a fee. You can 
also purchase a commercially available 
version of PROCOMM, with improved features, 
at many software stores . 

Th i s set of PROCOMM files is configured 
for transferring files from the Poly . It 
i s set up to use 9600 baud , 8 bits, no 
parity, one stop bit. Later, we'll 
descr i be how to tell PROCOMM to receive 
fi les . 

But f irst we need to tell the Poly ho1,1 
to send them! On the Poly disk provided, 
y ou'll find a copy of SM/3.4, the latest 
version of Poly Per i pherals' communications 
program . Th i s, too, is pre-configured for 
the purpose of transferring disks to the 
IBM . To use SM, copy both the files SM . GO 
and sm . DT to your System disk . 

Verifying the Connection 

Connect your PC's serial port to the 
Poly's port 'With the cable provided. Go to 
t he PC, and execute PROCOMM by typing its 
name. On the Poly, run SM by typing its 
name. Both systems should be set to 
9600/8 / N/1. Use Alt-P on the PC, or 

CTRL-DELETE on the Poly, to see the current 
settings. 

If everything is set properly, you 
should . be able to type a few characters on 
the Poly keyboard, and see those characters 
on the PC screen. If you type on the PC, 
it should come out on the Poly. If either 
of these tests fails, your systems aren't 
set up properly, or there is a cable 
problem. You can't transfer files unt i l 
you pass these tests . 

f'r1tnsferring 

This version of SM knows ho1,1 to send an 
entire Poly disk using XMODEM protocol . To 
use this feature, press CTRL-DELETE to 
bring up the SM menu. Insert the Poly disk 
you want to send, into one of your drives. 
<If it's a hard disk volume, you should 
have already connected it using Volume 
Manager before executing SM.> 

On the PC, press PgDn (for download>. 
Select XMODEM protocol, and enter a 
filename <we suggest someth i ng like 
DISK1.PM - using .PM as the extension on 
all your vdisk files makes it easier to 
tell what they are>. The PC will then wait 
for a file download in XMODEM format. 

Go over to the Poly, and Cat the SM 
menu>, type the command XSD I SK n, where n 
i s the drive number you want to send, 1 
through 7. <XSDISK stands for "XMODEM send 
disk">. To send the disk in drive 2, 

XSOISK 2 

The two systems should immediately begin 
churning as the Poly sends, and the PC 
receives. When the process is complete, 
you are the proud owner of a file on your 
PC, and this file can be used as a Poly 
vdisk by PM. All the Poly files on that 
vdisk are now safely stored on your PC. 

History Of 8080 Emulation 

When Intel developed the 8086, 8088, and 
other similar processors, they gave some 
thought to compatibility with the 8080 CPU. 
Not much thought, but some thought. It 
turns out that for each 8080 register, 
there's an 8086 register that does almost 
the same things. And for most 8080 
instructions, there are comparable 8086 
instructions. But the opcode values are 
entirely different. For example, a NOP 
<no-operation> is 00 in the 8080, and 90 on 
the 8086. 

A few years ago, NEC <Nippon Electric 
Company, a large Japanese electronics firm> 
developed the V20 processor chip. This was 
a plug-in replacement for the 8088 used in 
the IBM-PC, but with the addition of an 
"8080 emulation mode." They were able to 
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S'Nitch their processor into, and out of, a 
mode '#here it '*1ould actually execute 8080 
opcodes. Unfortunately for the V20, 
IBM-PCs became obsolete and were replaced 
by ATs and 386 systems, and there is no V20 
that will plug i nto those machines. 
Scratch one 8080 emulation mode. 

St i 11, sever a I software pack ages became 
available '*1hich used the 8086 to emulate an 
8080 <or a Z80 ) in soft'Nare. Since the 
8086 can't directly execute 8080 opcodes, 
each of these programs had to use an 
"emulation loop" that '*1orks something like 
this: 

- get the next opcode, 
- execute it, 
- and repeat . 

Where the 8080 '#ould execute one 
instruction during this procedure, the 
8080-emulator program would have to execute 
many 8086 instructions to (1) get the 
opcode, (2) advance the PC, (3) figure out 
what to do to emulate this instruction, and 
<4> do it. This means that an emulator 
generally runs much slower than the 
orig i nal processor . PM uses a number of 
optimization techniques, and runs at about 
the same speed as a "real" Poly when used 
on an 80286 or 80386-based PC . We consider 
this to be a success. 

These 8080-emu I a tor programs typ ica I ly 
used the CP/M operating system . CP/M has 
several features which make it adaptable to 
the emulator approach: 

- CP/M is fairly independent of the hardware it runs on. 
- It has a si1ple 1e1ory 1ap <al I RAM fro• 0000 to FFFF>. 
- It can run without interrupts. 
- Many CP/M syste1s use diskettes that an IBN-PC can read. 

None of these things applies to the 
PolyMorphic! The Poly has a more complex 
memory map, with ROM, disk controllers, 
memory-mapped screen, and heavy use of 
interrupts. A good Poly emulator would 
have to duplicate all of these things. PM 
is the result of several years of research 
into this problem, and does duplicate all 
important features of the PolyMorphic 
architecture. It won't allow you to read 
Poly disks i n PC drives <yetD, but we have 
other ways to move your data into the PC . 

Some of the inspiration for PM came from 
the the "Portable 8080 System", by M. 
Sekiguchi, of the Japan C Users' Group. 
This and other wonderful C code and 
i nformation is available from the C User's 
Group, 2120 West 25th Street, Suite 8, 
Lawrence KS 66046, <913> 841-1631. The 
8080 system was on their disk number 284, 
and is an 8080 emulator developed entirely 
in C. 

fechnic1l Det1ils 

This section describes how PM was 
created, and some of its internal '*1orkings. 
You do not have to read or understand it in 
order to use PM effective ly. 

In this document, we'll refer to all of 
the IBM-PC type processor chips as the 
8086, even though some PCs use an 8088, 
80286, or 80386 chip instead. For our 
purposes they are a 11 equivalent, except in 
terms of speed. 

Most of PM is written in the C language, 
using Borland's Turbo C comp ile r . The 
high-speed portions are '*1ritten in 8086 
assembly language using Turbo Assembler. 

The register mapping between the 8086 
and the 8080 emulator i s similar to the 
V20's emulation mode mapping: 

8080 
F, A 
H, L 
B, C 
D, E 

SP 
PC 

8086 
AH, AL 
BH, BL 
CH, CL 
DH, DL 

BP 
SI 

Notice that the 8080 AF reg i ster pair is 
stored backwards, in AH/AL. The 8086 
provides the SAHF and LAHF to move the 8086 
flags register to/from the AH register. So 
to emulate an instruction that will update 
one or more flags, we must move the AH 
register into the 8086 flag register; do 
the instruction <which will update the 8086 
flags>; then move the 8086 flags back into 
AH . For ex amp le, the code for INR B looks 
I ike 

Op04: sahf ;Opcode 04: INR B 
inc ch 
lahf 
j1p Endop 

Why not let the 8086 flags retain the state 
of the 8080 flags at all times? The 
emulator does some other work during each 
loop, which modifies the 8086 flags. To 
keep the 8080 flags accurate, they have to 
be squirrelled away safely in AH. 

fl1gs 

Intel was kind enough to provide a good 
mapping between the 8080 flags and the 8086 
flags. The 8086 has a 16-bit flag 
register, but the lo'# 8 bits of this 
duplicate the 8080 flags exactly. But '*1hat 
about the instructions that modify those 
flags? In most cases, there are 8086 
instructions which do exactly what the 
corresponding 8080 instructions do. A 
notable exception is the DAD instruction, 
which updates the C flag only . The 
emulator contains special code to handle 
these situations. 
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Interrupts 

PM emulates the keyboard , real-time 
clock, and s i ngle-step interrupts on the 
Poly CPU . The real-t i me clock was a 
part i cular problem, since the IBM-PC has a 
clock that i nterrupts at 18.2 Hz, but the 
Poly's clock interrupt is 60 Hz . 

The solut i on was to reprogram the PC's 
clock to i nterrupt at 182 Hz. This is then 
d i vided down by interrupt service routine 
code, by 10 to dr i ve the PC's 18.2 Hz 
needs, and by 3 to provide about 60 Hz for 
PM. 

110 Ports 

PM emulates only a few essential Poly 
I /0 ports. IN 18 gets the keyboard code 
after a keyboard interrupt . OUT OC enables 
the s i ngle-step i nterrupt. Emulation of 
other 1/0 ports may be added in the future . 

System Calls 

There are many functions that the 
emulator can't perform directly, such as 
disk 1/0 . For this reason, PM def i nes a 
"system call" opcode wh i ch was unused in 
the 8080 opcode I i st . If the emulator sees 
an opcode in the form ED ED nn, it skips 
the two EDs , and uses nn as a "system ca 11" 
value . At that po i nt , PM stops emulating 
opcodes and goes into a system call handler 
"'hich can perform the desired function, 
based on the value of nn and the 8080 
registers. 

When "'r i t i ng programs to run under PM, 
do not use any system call opcodes. You 
could crash the system or cause damage to 
your files. We do not document the 
available system calls. 

Screen Handling 

There are t"'o "'ays to "'rite to the Poly 
screen . Programs can either cal I the 
screen driver rout i ne in the ROMs <through 
WH1>, or wri te directly to screen memory. 
PM supports both. 

When going through WH1, PM uses a system 
ca 11 <described above) to go back to the 
8086 and let it do the screen "'riting . 
This i s much faster than letting the 
emulator execute the dozens of instructions 
that the ROMs use for screen output, even 
though that method "'orks too <and "'as used 
in a pre-r e ease version of PM) . 

PM also copies the Poly screen memory to 
the PC screen, many times each second . 
Anyth i ng "'ritten to screen memory by any 
method "'i 11 sho"' up on the PC screen a I most 
instantly . This method does sometimes 
c ause a st r ange "jumping" appearance on the 
screen , if PM chooses to copy the screen 

before the Poly program has fin i shed 
updating someth i ng . <Anyone "'ho has used 
DESQvie"' on the PC "'ill see s i m il ar 
effects , since i t does the same tr i ck .) 

EV AL.PM 

I "'as i n communication "' i th Bob about 
the emulator after look i ng at the demo 
version. I made severa l suggest i ons to 
him , "'hich he has incorporated into the 
commercial vers i on. Bob has incorporated 
the Abstract Systems enhancements to the 
Poly Proms i nto h i s Emu l ator . Those 
enhancements are: 

1 . Rl"'e <Read l i ne "'ith editing> now 
supports CTRL-U similar to Ed i t . GO . This 
enhancement allows Rl"'e to return the 
character under the buffer pointer "'henever 
CTRL-U is pressed. The main advantage i s 
that the command Ii ne can be restored <and 
edited> for immediate re-execution . Any 
program using rlwe will then have an 
immediate re-execute capabil i ty . 

2. Change DSPLY to WH1 in the follo.,,,,ing 
routines: 

CROUT 
CLEAR 
BLK 
TABBER 
HEXO 

JMP WH1 vice JMP DSPLY 
JMP WH1 vice JMP DSPLY 
JMP WH1 v i ce JMP DSPLY 
JMP WH1 v i ce JMP DSPLY 
JMP WH1 v i ce JMP DSPLY 

These enhancements prevent " holes " in 
" Pr i nter LOG" output when these routines 
are cal led by programs. 

One feature the demo version did not 
support "'as Serial i/o . Bob has wr i tten 
that into his commercial version, but the 
underlying PC facilities are dismal: the 
emulator i mplementat i on is only as good as 
those underlying fac i lities . The first 
time I tried to send characters to the 
emulator from the Poly i t locked up! 
Closely trac i ng the problem showed that the 
CTS l i ne on the RS232 port "'as never 
raised. So, the Poly's 8251 USART ch i p 
cou Id n't send anything . <Of course th i s i s 
cable and header plug implementat i on 
dependent> . I f your plugs are "'ired l i ke 
Poly said, there mi ght not be a problem . I 
"'ire mine all crossed on the header so the 
cable can be straight through. Well, the 
long and the short of i t i s that no signal s 
got through because the 8251 didn't see a 
CTS <clear to send> s i gnal. It turns out 
that the problem i s not the emulator's 
fault . The fault lies deep in the pc bios 
implementation . The bios routines never 
turned CTS on to receive a character!. I t 
only turned on DTR. 

Since then I have "'r i tten a small TSR 
program for the PC "'h i ch takes control of 
the serial i /o interrupt and turns on CTS 
as "'ell as DTR. Unfortunately the pc 
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implementation is very primitive. It 
operates the 8250 asynchronous receiver 
transmitter chip in a polling mode. This 
is like having a mailbox with room for ony 
one letter: when the postman comes to 
deliver another, he throws away any letter 
that was still in the mailbox! Actually, 
Poly's implementation of the Serial port 
driver was similar, except it allow room 
for twenty or so characters. At any rate, 
because the emulator runs slow and there is 
a lot of software overhead, the risk of 
losing characters is very high. The Poly 
can easily overrun the emulator. 

Bob's transfer method i s to send from 
the Poly to Procomm running on the pc. I 
assume he runs things at 1200 baud, since 
that is the speed defined on his printer 
driver for the I BM-PC and his program SM.GO 
is designed for use with 1200 baud external 
modems. Once Procomm received the file, 
Bob uses PMU .GO to bring the pc-wor Id f i I e 
into the Poly Emulator world £see the 
manual]. This transfer process is 
apparently not perfect, as one of the five 
disks I sent to Bob had holes in the files. 
I suggest you run CHECKSUM . GO on any disk 
to be transferred, and then run CHECKSUM.GO 
i nside the emulator on the resulting file, 
just to make sure the transfer was correct. 
I have not yet talked to Bob about what 
might have caused the problem. I'm sure 
he'll eventually find out the cause and 
correct it. <Bob thinks the problem is 
w i th some difference between 48 tpi formats 
written by 96 tpi drives, but this is the 
first time anyone has reported problems 
s i nce I converted many years ago . > 

Of course, Bob reports in his manual 
that the system runs slower, and that it 
doesn't do graphics right. -- How much 
slower? I used the following benchmark 
program to time it. 

10 lllPUT "Hov big shall I try? •,II 
20 DIM A<lll 
30 PRlllT "Press any key to start.•, 
40 Z=INPC1l PRlllT 
50 MAT A=RllD<IOOl 
60 PRINT "Done.' 

By running the same program on both the 
Poly and the emulator I was able to compare 
the actual speeds. It turns out that on an 
IBM PC or compatible running at 5.77 MHz, 
the emulator runs at about 1/16 the speed 
of the Poly . When I set my turbo XT up to 
8 Mhz, the ratio was reduced to about 1/13. 
Now, these figures apply only to so-called 
"compute-bound" jobs, and reflect the 
difference in speed for programs which 
spend a lot of time just computing. When 
it comes to disk 1/0, the problem is a 
little different. The pc disks step faster 
and the data transfer rate is higher. I am 
unable to make a real comparison because my 
system uses drives which step faster, but 

by running a disk emulator which is 
designed to run a SA-400 drive at . the 
normal step time, the Poly took 66 seconds 
to Sniff 260 sectors while the emulator 
took only 24 seconds on the floppy . <Poly 
96 tpi drives took 47 seconds to sniff the 
same amount.) This is a net speed up of 
2.75, assuming my rigged up setup runs at 
the same speed as a " normal" Poly . The 
Poly would be much faster with double 
density drives. Someone with regular Poly 
drives could make a comparison one way by 
Sniffing a disk. On my system with a hard 
disk, the comparison is Poly - 12, Emulator 
- 28, so the Emulator takes 2 1/3 times as 
long to sniff the same amount of hard disk 
space as the Poly does. The upshot of this 
is that you can expect to get an emulator 
performance index somewhere between .0625 
and 2.75, depending upon the proportion of 
computat i on and disk i /o. One thing I did 
notice, is that I can type faster than Edit 
running on emulator can take the 
characters; any good typist wi 11 experience 
the same annoyance Cat 8 Mhz or less>. 

The Other Guys 

Poly's COMP-DISK program compares two 
disks. On the PC and compatibles, the 
program DISKCOMP.COM does the same. 

HELP! 

In this section I share \¥ith you the 
help system files I have built up over the 
last few years. <The entire system i s 
included \¥ith Abstract Systems Exec.) 

HELP BUG EDIT-5 

Abstract Syste•s Bugllote 039. I Apri I 19, 1985 

Edit 4 .0 (11/12/82) 

Edit 4 . 0 has a bug in the escape library 
loading routine. Loading a large escape 
library after editing has begun and memory 
is nearly full results in \¥riting on top of 
the text in memory! Edit does not report 
that there is not enough room for the 
escape definitions; it wr i tes the 
definitions over the top of some of the 
text in memory . 

To avoid this bug load escape l i braries 
before fill i ng up memory with text . If you 
know you are going to need to load a large 
escape library, load that library before 
starting to edit the file. 

Advertising 

Commercial advertising rates are $50 for a 
full page, $25 for a half page, and $15 for 
a quarter page. Anything smaller i s $3.00 
per column inch. A column is 3-3/4 inches 
wide by 10 inches tall . A full page i s 
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7-5/8 inches wide . 
subscribers are free. 

Noncommercial ads by 

Entire PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk. Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosed a le Avenue, 
Da 11 as, Texas 75205-1532, (214)-368-8223. 

Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

DISKS - ~EMS - PRCMS - SOF1'1ARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $0.50 each. 
3. Hayes Micromodem 100 <300 baud S-100 internal modem> $30. 
4. HayesSys modem software <for the Microtnodem 100> $30 . 
5. Abstract Systems Exec <Enhancements i bugs corrected> $35. 
6. Abstract Systems Proms CEnhancements i bugs corrected> S35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Volumes : $6 each; 5 or more - $5 each. 
8. Hayes Smartmode' 12008 <IBM compatible internal> $60. 
CSend $1 .00 for a complete catalog--lfree with any order I.> 

CMake check or money order payable to Ralph Kenyon .> 

PolyLetter 
I 91 White Oaks Road 
W1/J1amstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

·~ Co p yr i g ht 1 9 8 9 by Ra J p h 

Polyletter Editor and Putl isl?er· ~alpn Kenyon Subscr iptions. vs sta.oo 
yr .. Canada ~20 oo yr, overseas $25 .00 yr , payab :e in us do llars to 
Ralpn r. e:iyon Ed i torial contr :out ions Your contributions to tn1s 
ners !etter are always we lcome Artic les, suggestions, for article~ . or 
l~ : st i or s ycti'd l ike answered are read ily ac:epted _ Tnis is your 
news letter; please he lp support it Mon-co11merc ial suoscriber ~ds are 
1ree ~f cn~rge PolvLetter i ~ not aff iliated with PotyMorpnic systems 

Bit Bucket 

Here's a I itter bit to ponder . Cats 
Ii k e two I i tter boxes; one for each output. 

In This Issue 

Editor i al 
Announcements 
A Poly Emulator for the PC 
The History of 8080 Emulation 
The Other Guys 
HELP BUG EDIT-5 
Advertisements 
The Bit Bucket 

Corning Soon 

1 
2 
2 
6 
9 
9 
9 

10 

Relocatable Code, Po l y Meta . More: 
BASIC for Beginners, System Programmers 
Notes, Help, BugNotes, Public Domain 
Software, etc. 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked in this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in. Did you see the movie Short 
Circuit? Need I INNPUT! Send me something 
to print! 

FIRST MAIL 

E . Kenyon, Jr . 
Abstract Systems, etc . 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown , MA 

EXP:99#9 
1 8 4 

01267-2256 

Back volumes of PolyLetter <1980 thru 1988) 
are available at reduced prices payable in 
us dollars to Ralph Kenyon . 1 - $15, 
2 $28, 3 $40, 4 $50, 5 $59, 
6 - $67, 7 - $75: Canada add $3 shipping, 
Overseas add $10 . Individual back issues 
are also available ($3.50, $4.00, $5.00L 
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Ed.itorial 

This issue opens a new era in 
PolyMorphic Systems computing. With the 
release of Bob Bybee's Poly Emulator 
program for the PC and clones, our favorite 
software, System-88, is no longer dependent 
wholly upon PolyMorphic Systems hardware . 
PolyLetter welcomes System-88 users running 
the emulator on IBM compatible machines. 

I will put the PolyGlot library disks on 
IBM format disks as they are requested in 
that format. Abstract Systems Exec will 
no"' be available on IBM format disks for 
emulator users. 

Someone out there didn't get his or her 
last issue of PolyLetter. Good 'ol Uncle 
Sam's Post a I Service sent one back with the 
address label ripped off. They had the 
nerve to ask for a better address! Wei I, I 
don't know whose it was, but I do know it 
wasn't one due for renew a I. Let me know 
who you are and I'll have the replacement 
in the mail pronto. 

Drive Service 

Poly drives can be repaired and aligned 
by ISR. They report they can handle as few 
as one or as many as hundreds of a 11 types 
of floppy drives . Infinite Service &. 
Repair <ISR), 8104 Parkdale Drive, Austin, 
TX 78758, 1-800-458-6778 . 

Letters 

PolyLetter January 5, 1989 
I would like to see more information for 
the beginners . Thank you. -- Arnell 
Baker, Guada\upe, CA. 

In the Public Domain 

I am still going over many old disks 
received from Poly, but haven't got 
anything new to report at this time . 
Ho wever, if you want any of the PolyGlot 

library disks on IBM-PC format for use \ofith 
Bob Bybee's Poly Emulator system, l et me 
know and I \ofill have them converted. 

One Day in the tife of CAISJ Poly 

Once upon a time there was a Poly at 
PolyLetter. Every day it did some things 
the same and some th_i ngs different. " What 
did it do the same", you ask? The first 
thing she does is to connect the volumes 
according to the default values set by 
V-SETUP in Vmgr . OV. Once these are set, a 
new drive becomes the boot drive and Poly 
opens INITIAL.TX. The first command is to 
SQUEAL. That makes sure I know \ofhenever 
there are soft disk errors on the floppy 
drives. The second command is to ENABLE. 
That insures that my list i ng shows system 
and deleted files. After that, Poly goes 
to subdirectory "u" <for utilities> and 
runs the date program. The date program 
immediately turns off command file mode, 
looks for the file Date.OT on the system 
drive and displays that date on the screen. 
It then asks if the date is correct. The 
date program looks for an ESC, an "N" , an 
"n", or anything else. If I were to type 
ESC, which I sometimes want to do, date.GO 
will abort command file mode and return 
control to Exec . If I type either an "N" 
or an "n", date.GO asks me to input the 
correct date. 

It does this using Rlwe and by point i ng 
the buffer pointer at the existing date. 
Because of the "get back" feature built 
into the ASROM proms, I can type CTRL-U and 
get back one character at a t i me up until I 
get to the day which may be wrong. Then ~ 

can type the correct day of the month, and 
continue with more CTRL-U ' s until the rest 
of the date has been "gotten back" . A 
f i nal carriage return <or the one gotten by 
the last CTRL-U> sends date.GO scurrying to 
\ofrite the correct date back to the file 
Date.OT . Of course, date.GO writes zeros 
after the date so as to erase any remains 
from longer dates that might have been 
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left. Once date has written · the file back 
to disk, it restores command file mode and 
turns control back to Exec. She then reads 
the next command in INITIAL 'Nhich is 
RL<Clock. 

Clock.AL is actually a relocatable file 
and cannot be executed directly, but this 
Poly's Exec is smart; it recognizes the 
extension ".AL" and goes out and gets the 
relocatable loader program AKA LoadRel.GO. 
I taught Exec to do this in the same manner 
that Exec knows ho'# to get BASIC when in 
finds a file 'Nith the extension " . BS". 
LoadAel expects a .RL program to be A 
high-memory TSA program. Like BASIC, the 
relocatable loader loads the program in 
high memory and then executes it. Once 
Clock gets control, it turns command file 
mode off and asks '#hat time it is. When I 
ans'Ner, Clock begins ticking off the time 
in the upper right corner of the screen, in 
the format HH:MM:SS. Clock then turns 
command file mode back on and returns 
control to Exec, '#hich is getting commands 
from INITIAL. 

The next command is AL<Gnomus .RL, which 
is the memory resident keyboard macro 
program. Like Clock, Gnomus is loaded by 
the relocatable loader and executed. All 
Gnomus does is set up its buffers and 
return control to Exec. She gets the next 
command in INITIAL, 'Nhich is AL<edit.AL. 
edit.AL is the screen editor, another TSA 
program; edit justs hooks itself into whO 
and gives control back to Exec. 

The next command in INITIAL is the 
back-space character fol lowed by the CTRL-L 
character and the letters "WP<Gn" The 
backspace character is Gnomus's hot key 
character. This activates Gnomus. The 
CTAL-L tells Gnomus to load a file of 
macros . "WP<Gn" tells Gnomus to load file 
"Gn . Gn" from subdirectory "WP" on the 
system drive. This loads into Gnomus's 
internal buffer the macro commands 
regularly use. Once Gnomus loads the file, 
it returns control to Exec, which is still 
getting command from INITIAL. 

The next command in INITIAL is "u<Wait", 
which tel Is Exec to execute the program 
Wait from subdirectory "u". Wait turns off 
command file mode and waits for an actual 
key-press. If that key is ESC, then Wait 
aborts command file mode and returns 

·control to Exec with the rest of INITIAL 
aborted. This is what happens normally 

when the computer is booted for the seconc 
or more time on the same day. If any other 
key is pressed, wait resumes command file 
mode, giving control back to Exec and the 
next command in INITIAL. 

The first cold boot of the day require: 
some other programs to be run. The next 
command in INITIAL is BASIC BS<DATE . BS . 
This saves a little bit of time by savin<; 
Exec from having to call Gfid t\o/ice before 
giving control to BASIC . When DATE is run 
it reads the contents of Date .OT, convertE 
its form to another format and updateE 
WP<Date.OT . DATE.BS then returns contra 
to Exec <and INITIAL). 

The next command in INITIAL iE 
AL<PramKey. PramKey is a temporary TSF 
program which stays in memory 'Nhile commanc 
file mode is running, but clears itself out 
\o/hen the command file is finished. The 
purpose of PramKey is to retrieve c 
parameter from the keyboard buffer for 
another program while command file mode iE 
running. Once PramKey is executed it hook~ 
into WHO and 'Natches for the character "X" 
That character is replaced by a strin~ 

taken from the keyboard buffer . The nex1 
act of INITIAL is to Type the date with the 
system command "T Date". This causes the 
date to be displayed on the system screer 
('#here edit can get at it>. The next 
character in INITIAL is the CTAL-DELETE 
character <function key IV> which is the 
hot-key character to activate edit . GO 
CTAL-DELETE is follo'Ned by a throw-awa\ 
space. This causes edit to move up to the 
tail end of the line with the date that waE 
just printed on the screen . At this point, 
edit is activated and the incoming 
characters are interpreted as edit 
commands. The next character is an ESC 
character which tells edit to execute an 
escape sequence comm.and. Fol lowing that is 
the up-arrow character which tells edit tc 
move to the beginning of the line being 
edited. The next character is the carrot 
""'" which is edit's control character 
prefix. <It converts the next character 
into a control character.> The verv. next 
character is an "H", which edit convert: 
into a CTAL-H <the back-space> character 
and inserts it on the line in front of the 
date . The next two characters, "=d" are 
entered on the line following the backspace 
character and in front of the date . 
Following this is an ESC to cause edit tc 
execute another escape sequence. The 
escape character is followed by a 
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down-arrow character which instructs edit 
to move the cursor to the end of the Ii ne. 
Next is another carrot, edit's control 
character prefix, followed by the left 
square bracket "[", which edit converts 
into an actual escape character to append 
to . the end of the line. So, now we have a 
backspace, equals, d, the date, and an 
escape on the line, which just happens to 
be exactly the sequence to activate Gnomus, 
telling it you want to define "d" as the 
value of the date. The next character in 
INITIAL is a carriage return, which 
instructs edit that the current line being 
edited is finished and should be copied to 
the keyboard buffer for execution. But, 
since we are in command file mode, the next 
thing to be executed is coming from the 
command file. That just happens to be the 
character "~". Remember PramKey? It's 
still active and watching WHO, so when this 
character is brought in by the command 
file, it replaces it with the stuff in the 
keyboard buffer up to the carriage return: 
which just happens to be the backspace, 
equals, d, the date, and an escape. The 
backspace activates Gnomus: the equals says 
to define a key: the d says which key, and 
the date is what Gnomus defines that key to 
be. The escape finishes the definition . 
Of course, PramKey restored input from the 
command file, so the next command comes 
from INITIAL. That is the command ": Today 
is " followed by the backspace character 
and the letter d. This causes the comment 
":today is ~ ... to appear on the screen. 
The backspace activates gnomus and the d 
tells gnomus to spit out the macro 
replacement, namely, the date it "'as just 
defined as. So, I get "; Today is " and 
the date neatly displayed on the screen. 
The final command in INITIAL is "BASIC 
BS<TICKLER", which activates the tickler 
and followup program. TICKLER.BS turns off 
command file mode and reads the datafile 
TICKLER.TX for items which are past due, or 
coming due in the next "'eek. <I maintain 
this file with Edit.> TICKLER reminds me 
that Polyletter is past due, and that the 
mortgage payment i s coming up, and that 
various other things need attention . 

Primitive 110 fo /Bil BIOS 

Well, I have finally begun to dig into 
the IBM and have bee.n "'orking on my first 
assembly language program for the clone. 
While evaluating the Poly Emulator CPL 
89/51 I tried to send text to the PC at 
9600 baud "'ithout losing characters; it 

didn't "'ork. At first I blamed the Poly 
Emulator, but when I looked closer, I found 
the fault "'as "'ith the underlying pc-bios. 
I once had a similar problem with the Poly. 

Long ago, I reported a bug in Poly's 
Sia.PS. When I first began .transferring 
text files back and forth between the 
Palys, I noticed that the Poly would lose 
characters. Normally FTP was used to 
transfer files between Poly's and the 
problem doesn't show up under this 
condition. I was experimenting with 
something more sophisticated, like one Poly 
giving orders to another. The receiving 
Poly w·as losing characters from its input 
stream. Since the Poly's were connected 
via the serial ports, I began looking at 
the Sio driver. A close look at the source 
code for Sio showed the problem . BugNote 
17, on April 11, 1983 reported that Sio 
just threw away characters when its input 
buffer filled up. 

I wrote a custom version of the serial 
device driver for the Poly, which I call 
sio.PS, and which can tell the sending 
computer to wait when its input buffer 
fills up. It does the job by dropping CTS 
when there is only space for 5 more 
characters in the input buffer. I use an 
improved version of that driver when 
inputting characters from my pc-clone; it 
prevents the clone from overrunning the 
Poly's capability. 

Recently, I have begun to experience the 
reverse effect. The Poly overruns the 
clone, even at 8 Mhz! When I transfer 
files to Procomm on the clone, I usually 
don't have any problems. Apparently 
Procomm runs fast enough to gobble 
characters at 9600 baud without any 
problems. I did discover that when Procomm 
was downloading directly to a floppy, the 
slo...,er disk speed caused some loss. I 
bypassed this by only downloading to the 
hard-disk. Recently, I tried to transfer a 
LONG paper and discovered some losses even 
when do...,ntoading to the hard-disk. To 
overcome the problem, I "'rote a BASIC 
program to run on the Poly for sending text 
files to the clone. 

10 DIM A$C1:255l,FSC1:31l \FILE:2,LIST 
20 IMPUT "file to transfer to the clone? • ,F$ 
30 flLE:4,0PEN,F$,INPUT 
40 R£AD:4,AS \IF AS<>"" TH£N 49 £LSE N=Nt1 
46 If N<10 THEN 40 ELSE 60 
49 FOR 1=1 TON \PRINT:2, .. \N£XT \N=O 
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50 PRIMT:2,A$ \GOTO 40 
60 PRl•T "Batt to ",CALLCI027J 

By running a BASIC program for file 
transfer, the Poly is slowed down just 
enough to prevent over-running the clone at 
any speed. 

Of course, because the Poly Emulator 
runs so much slower, it was easy for the 
Poly to over-run the Emulator at any speed. 
Needless to say, this practically 
eliminates direct transfer from the Poly to 
the Poly Emulator, a prospect I found most 
annoying . 

So, I began to look long and hard at the 
Clone's serial transfer routines. With the 
help of the IBM Technical Reference manual 
for the XT <which includes the bios source 
code listing> I discovered that the clone's 
serial character capabilities are really 
primitive compared to the Poly's. The 
clone does single character processing in 
what is essentially a polling mode. Even 
the earliest Poly proms had such a single 
character routine, but accomplished the 
transfer using interrupts. The pol ling was 
done by the wormhole 6 routine using a one 
byte flag and a one byte buffer for 
receiving a character from the usart. The 
usart interrupt routine was primitive 
indeed: it just stuffed the last character 
into the buffer, regardless of whether the 
previous one had been removed or not. 

Guess what the IBM and compatibles do? 
You guessed it. They just leave the 
character in the input chip and the last 
one received is the only one available! 
The pc and compatibles do not even have 
interrupt level routin.es for serial data 
transfer! You might find such routines in 
programs which take direct control of the 
8250 asynchronous receiver transmitter 
chip, but not in the bios routines. 
Incidentally, the 8250 is not capable of 
synchronous data transfer . It is strictly 
an asynchronous serial i/o device. The 
8250 chip does have its own 16 bit on board 
baud rate divide logic, but it's really a 
less sophisticated device than the 8251. 
The 8251 depends upon external chips for 
its baud-rate, but is capable of 
synchronous data transmission and 
reception. 

So, the primitive pc-bios routines make 
no allowance to tell sending devices to 
stop sending characters. It has no buffer 

for incoming characters. It depends upor 
the holding register in the 8250 chi1 
itself to store the last character receivec 
until the clone cpu asks for it 
Meanwhile, if another character comes in 
the old one just gets lost. Moreover 
there is no way for an externa l sendin ~ 

device to find out whether the clone ha~ 

taken the character or not. No signal i~ 

used for this purpose. Using the built- ir 
pc-bios routines, there i s no way tc 
reliably send characters to a pc-clone. 

Once again, a pc-clone is a ste1 
backward from the Poly! 

Relocatable Fi Jes 

Readers have asked for an explanation o· 
relocatable files. Here's the short of it 

Relocatable files are generated by th 1 
Poly assembler when the popcode RELOC i i 
used. RELOC must appear before any code ii 
generated and tells the Asmb.GO to generat1 
a relocation word-map. The word-map ii 
written to the file after any code an c 
storage space is generated. Asmb the r 
makes the Load address of the file point a 
the byte in the file where the relocatior 
map starts. Asmb leaves it up to th1 
operator to give the output file a ".Rl 
extension. 

And, here's the long of it. let's seE 
what's involved in relocating a machin1 
language program. Suppose you had a tin' 
little program which did noth i ng more thar 
clear the screen . Suppose we call tha · 
program CLS and see what it would look like 
in assembly language. 

REFS SYSTEM. SY 
REF USER 
REF WH1 
ORG USER 
IDNT $,S 

Start NVI A,OCH 
CALL WH1 
RET 
END 

;OCH is a for• feed 
;clears the screen 
;Batt to Exec 

Now this program is such that it can be 
loaded and run anywhere in the 8080 addres ~ 

space . That is because it does not CALL or 
JMP to any internal rout i nes . It does CALI 
the system vector WH1, but that is fixed a1 
OC24H. Most programs do CALL or JMP tc 
internal routines. 
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Suppose we look at another simple 
program, one which displays a sign-on 
message. 

REFS SYSTEM. SY 
REF USER 
RU Msg 
ORG USER 
IDIH $.$ 

Start LXI H,Signon :Point HL at our message 
CALL Msg :Display 1essage pointed to by Hl 
RET ;Back to Exec 

Signon DB OCH, 'Good •orning.' ,ODH,0 
END 

Now this program makes reference to an 
internal label, Signon, the value of which 
depends upon where the program is to be 
loaded in the 8080 address space. It wi 11 
be 7 bytes past Start. Since USER is 
3200H, Signon will be 3207H. 

If the program is to be loaded and run 
someplace . other than USER, then it must be 
re-assembled . In a very early version of 
Poly's System-88 the value of USER was 
3400H. If this program was assembled to 
run under that system, then Start would 
have a value of 3400H, and Signon would 
have a value of 3407H. 

Sometimes it is desirable to load a 
program up under MEMTOP so it can remain in 
memory while a USER program is being run. 
Poly's version of Gnomus, and Poly's early 
version of the debugger were such programs. 
One had to edit the source file, insert the 
new start address, and then re-asse.mble it. 
This process would give many different 
versio_ns of the same program that all load 
and run in different memory sized systems . 

What would be nicer, would be to have 
some way to load a program and run it at 
different memory locations, especially when 
we don't know how much memory the user wi 11 
have. A natural solution is to keep track 
of all the addresses used internally to the 
program and to change these addresses to 
the correct value whenever the program is 
loaded at some particular memory address. 
The RELOC popcode tel Is the assembler to 
keep track of these addresses. 

When RELOC is used in an assembly 
language program, Asmb makes a relocation 
map of all locations which much be changed 
when the program is relocated . Suppose we 
change the above program to be relocatable. 
The assembly language file would then look 

like this: 

REFS SYSTEM.SY 
Rff Msg 
RELOC 

Start LXI H,Signon :Point HL at our 1essage 
CALL Msg ;Display message pointed to by HL 
RET ;Back to Exec 

Signon DB OCH, 'Good morning . ' ,ODH,O 
END 

Notice, that we have replace the "ORG 
and "IDNT ••. " lines with "RELOC". 

A relocatable file isn't designed to live 
in any particular place in memory, so 
there's no ORG instruction. Here's what 
the output of the assembler looks ·like in 
the first case . 

3200 
3200 
3200 210732 
3203 CDOC04 
3206 C9 
3207 OC476F6F 
320B 64206D6f 
320f 726E696E 
3213 672fODOO 

REFS SYSTEM.SY 
REF USER 
REF Msg 
ORG USER 
IDNT $, $ 

Start LXI H,Signon ;Point HL at our mess 
CALL Msg ;Display message poin 
RET ;Back to Exec 

Signon DB OCH, 'Good morning . ' ,ODH,O 

END 

The directory entry will look like this: 

Size Addr la Sa Flags Name. 
I 19F6 3200 3200 N RL.GO 

The column under "La" <load address> and 
"Sa" <St~rt address> contain the address in 
the 8080 memory space where the program is 
to be loaded and run. Here is a dump of 
the actual contents of the file. 

3200 
3208 
3210 
3218 

21 07 32 CD OC 04 C9 OC 
47 6F 6F 64 20 6D 6F 72 
6E 69 6E 67 2E OD 00 00 
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

:Good mor: 
: ning • .•. : 
I I 
I • ••••••• I 

A relocatable file has no such absolute 
address . Here what the output of the 
assembler looks like in the relocatable 
case . 

REFS SYSTEM.SY 
REF Msg 
RELOC 

0000 210700 Start LXI H,Signon ;Point HL at our mess 
0003 CDOC04 CALL Msg ;Display 1essage poin 
0006 C9 RET :Back to Exec 
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0007 OC476F6F Signon DB OCH, 'Good morning.' ,OOH,O 
0008 64206D6F 
OOOF 726E696E 
0013 672EOOOO 

END 

Notice that the addresses start at 0000. 
The d i rectory entry will look l i ke this: 

Size Addr La Sa flags Name. 
1 19FB 17 0 N RL.RL 

The load address contains the start of the 
word-map and the Start address contains O. 
Notice that the above listing stops at byte 
16 . The word - map is not printed to the 
listing during the assembly process . To 
see the word-map, we w i 11 need to look at a 
dump of the file. Here is a partial dump: 

0000 
0008 
0010 
0018 

21 07 00 CD 
47 6F 6F 64 
6E 69 6E 67 
00 00 00 00 

oc 04 C9 oc : ! .... . ... ; 
20 6D 6F 72 :Good mor: 
2E OD 00 co : ni ng •• • • : 

I I 00 00 00 00 I • • ••• • • • I 

Notice that byte 17 i s " CO". Let's convert 
that to binary. 

COH = 11000000B 
t - This first b i t says that the 

first word in the file must be changed. 

COH = 11000000B 
t - This second one says to start 

with the second byte in the word. The net 
effect i s to cause the wo r d composed of 
byte # 2 and 3 in the file to be changed. 
Bytes It 2 and 3 comprise the word which has 
the value of the label Signon . 

If the second byte were 0, then the 
change would start with the first byte in 
the word. To show th.i s effect, I have 
a d de d a NO P to the. f i I e • The source f i I e 
now looks I i ke: 

REFS SYSTEM.SY 
REF USER 
REF Msg 
RELOC 
NOP 

Start LXI H,Signon 
CALL Msg 
RET 

;Point HL at our message 
;Display message po i nted to by Hl 
:Back to Exec 

Signon OB OCH, 'Good morning. ' ,ODH ,O 
END 

The output of the assembler loots l i te this: 

0000 00 NOP 

0001 210800 Start LXI H,Signon ;Po int HL at our mess 
0004 CDOC04 CALL Msg ;Di splay message po in 
0007 C9 RET ;Back to Exec 
0008 OC476F6F Si gnon OB OCH, ' Good morning.' ,OOH,O 
oooc 64206D6F 
0010 726E696E 
0014 672EODOO 

And the directory I i sting loots I i te : 

Size Addr La Sa f I ags h11e. 
1 19F9 18 0 M R 1. RL 

Again, to see the vord-map , ve need to examine a dump . 

0000 00 21 08 00 co OC 04 C9 ; . ! ...... . : 
0008 oc 47 6F 6F 64 20 60 6F : .Good mo : 
0010 72 6E 69 6E 67 2E OD 00 : rn i ng • • • : 
0018 40 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 :@ • •• • •• • : 

Because of the added byte , the word-ma 1 
starts at byte 18 with a 40H. 

40H = 01000000B 
t - This bit says do not change the first vord. 

40H = 010000008 
t - This bit says change the second vord . 

40H = 01000000B 
t - This bit says start vi th the first byte. 

The first word is 00 21 <the NOP and th • 
LXI H,L The second word is 08 00 and i 
the relative address of the string FF,'Goo • 
morn i ng . ' ,CR,O in t he file . 

Now that you know everything there is t < 
know about the word-map, you can loa c 
relocatable files helter-skelter anywhe n 
i n the 8080 address space, right? Well . 
here's how i t works . 

First we need to r ead the file into 
memory at the location where i t i s go i ng to 
be executed . Then we need to read the 
word-map and figure out what addresses ir 
the file mu s t be changed. Then we must adc 
the actual load address to the word to bE 
changed in the file . 

In the first file above , suppose we wen 
to load the program at address 3200H. ThE 
word-map of CO says that the first word i r 
the file, seco n d by t e <07 00) would nee~ tc 
have 3200H added to i t . Remember i ng tha · 
the 8080 stores words in byte - reverse c 
order, we must convert the "07 00" 0007 anc 
add that to 3200 . We get 3207. When WE 

put it back into the proper location W E 

would convert i t back to "07 32" So , ou 1 
dump of MEMORY now would l ook like th i s: 
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3200 21 07 32 CD oc 04 C9 oc I I I 
I••••• •• • f 

3208 47 6F 6f 64 20 6D 6F 72 :Good mor: 
3210 6E 69 6E 67 2E OD 00 co : ni ng . • . . : 
3218 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 I I 

I • • • • • • • • I 

Notice that , except for the left over 
\o/Ord-map, this is no'"'· exactly the same as 
our file dump of the original 
non-relocatable program which ORGed at 
3200. We can no\o/ start the program at 3200 
and it \o/ill run just like the original. 
Since the word-map is past the end of the 
program, it will have no effect. 

When it comes to relocating a program up 
under ME MT OP, a s Ii ght ly different strategy 
is required. If \o/e \o/ere to load the 
program under MEMTOP by the number of 
sectors in the file ""e would be loading the 
\o/ord-map as well as the program. We \o/Ould 
have stolen valuable memory that would be 
unused. On the other hand, \o/e can't use 
Dio to load the program directly \o/here it 
\o/Ould end up, because the word-map \o/Ould 
write on top of stuff above MEMTOP. Either 
there \o/Ould be no memory there, in \o/hich 
case the word-map \o/ould be lost, or there 
would be a TSR already resident, in which 
case it would get clobbered! 

A strategy for overcoming both these 
limitation \o/Ould be to toad the relocatable 
file into user memory, change the necessary 
addresses, and then move only the program 
and its buffers up under memtop. In the 
case of the above program <the one without 
the NOP), only the first 16H bytes would 
need to be moved. <Byte 17 is the start of 
the word-map) . 

Writing software to be relocatable is 
mostly the same as \o/riting non-relocatable 
software . But, there are some differences. 
One can't use ORG to find a sector 
boundary . Also, one must be very careful 
with self-changing code. But, that is 
enough for another article. 
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In this sect i on I share with you the 
help system fi l es I have bui l t up over the 
last few years. <The entire system if 
included with Abstract Systems Exec.> 

HELP COMMAND UMDELETE 

HELP file for system connand "UNDELETE" 

The "UNDELETE" co11111and unde I et es a II de I eted f i I es in a · 
directory. 

Syntax: "UNDELETE l<n<path<file.DXI" <R ETURN> 
'n' is a drive number and file is a directory file. 

"UNDELETE• undeletes files on the syste~ resident drive . 
"UNDELETE lnl" undeletes files on drive 'n' . 
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"UNDELETE l<n<pathl" undeletes files on drive 'n' and 
in subdirectory path. 

Minimum size: "UN" Example "UN <2<LETTERS.ox· 

HELP PROGRAM DIRCOPY 

HELP file for system program DIRCOPY 

This utility copies all files within a 
directory to another directory, and all of 
its subdirectories . It is invoked as 
fo I fows: 

For main directories on unit 4 to unit 5: 

DIRCOPY 4 5 * 

is essentially an IMAGE and PACK in one 
operation. 

For SubDirectories Sub1 to Sub2: 

DIRCOPY <d<Sub1 <d<Sub2 * 

where the optional "*" means replace the 
file if presently in the directory, "d" is 
the option disk unit number . Many 
combinations are possible, i.e . , copying 
from a main to subdirectory, from two 
subdirectories, etc. 

If the "*" is not on the command line and a 
file with the same name and extension 
exists in the destination directory, the 
program -wi 11 pause saying: 

Output file already exists! 
Should I delete it? CY or N) 

If the answer is "N", then it asks: 

OK, give me a nev name for the file I'• backing up. 
filena.e: 

If the answer is "Y", then it replaces the 
file with the one from the source 
directory. 

The replace function is performed as 
fol lows: If the files have the same sector 
length, the source file is written over the 
destination file on the disk . If the files 
don't have the same sector length, the 
destination file is marked deleted and the 
source file is copied onto the destination 
d i sk at the next available disk address . 

If the destination disk becomes full, the 
message: 

Destination disk is ful I. Insert new disk, 
then press RETURN to continue. 

The copying process continues with the 
first file in the current directory being 
processed. 

If the primary function being performed is 
a backup of a complete disk rather than a 
general subdirectory copy, the program 
BACKUP supplied on the system disk should 
be used. It checks the "New" bit of each 
file and resets it after a successful copy, 
thus not repeating the copying process with 
the first file of the directory endlessly . 
BACKUP otherwise operates identically to 
DIRCOPY. 
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Entire PolyMorphic System User Manual, 
System 88 User's Manual with Exec/96 
addendum, & System 88 Operation Essentials 
On IBM disk . Al Levy, 516-293-8358 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply 
and mother board. $50 plus shipping. 
Charles A. Thompson, 2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Da II as, Texas 75205-1532, <214)-368-8223. 

DISKS - ~EMS - PRCMS - SOFT'WARE - SPELL 

1. MAXELL diskettes : 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $15 per box. 
2. Used diskettes: 5-1/4" 10 hard sector -- $0.50 each. 
3. Hayes Micro~odem 100 <300 baud S-100 internal Modem) $30. 
4. HayesSys Modem software (for the Micromodem 100> $30. 
5. Abstract Systtms Exec <Enhancenients ' bugs corrected> $35 . 
6. Abstract Systems Pr011s <Enhancements ' bugs corrected> $35. 
7. PolyGlot Library Volumes: $6 each: 5 or 1ore - $5 each. 
8. Hayes Sllart1odem 12008 <IBM tOllpatible internal> $60. 

Abstract Systems, etc., 191 White Oats Road, 
Viii ia•stovn, MA 01267, Phone: <413> 458-3597 

<Send $1 .00 for a c0111plete catalog--lfree with any orderl . l 
<Mate check or money order payable to Ralph Kenyon.) 
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Bit Bucket 

Remember last issue's Bit Bucket? Well, 
the outcome was a binary dis-stink-shun. 

For Beginners 

Most beginners are often perplexed when 
confronted with a computer, especially the 
first time. " What do I do now?" is the 
question uppermost in their minds. "How do 
I get it to do what I want it to do?" 
Learn i ng to use a computer has some 
difficulties not found in learning to do 
other things. A failure to do things right 
in other contexts usually gives some 
information which will enable the learner 
to do something better. With a computer an 
incorrect input often gives no information. 

Computers are designed to do on ly a few 
basic things. To learn to use a computer, 
one must learn what those things are it can 
do, ·and how to tel I it to do them . HELP 
systems an~ manuals tell you what these 
possib.ilities are. The rest is figuring 
out ways to combine the th ings it can do to 
produce something like what one wants . 

Poly Letter 
f 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

One way to make learning the in i tia 
possibilities easier i s to install a ment 
system. This allows present ing the option! 
to the user so he or she can choose thf 
desired one with a m inimum of fuss. 
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